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ABSTRACT 

 

Perceptual decisions are extremely fast and take on the order of milliseconds. The 

time taken to view the stimuli during these choices, termed processing time (PT), is an 

important quantity because it defines how informed, and thereby accurate, the choice is. 

Typically, the PT has been estimated from the reaction time (RT), which is the total 

amount of time taken to report a choice, starting from stimulus onset. The issue here is 

that the RT reflects not only the PT, but also related motor and other non-decision delays 

involved in a choice. To resolve this, the compelled-saccade (CS) task was developed. 

The CS task is a two-alternative forced-choice task with a crucial difference: the 

instruction to initiate a saccade (GO signal) precedes cue presentation, which is provided 

a variable delay later. This design achieves a separation between the perceptual and non-

perceptual processes that constitute a choice, which then provides a means to extract PTs 

and study the speed of perceptual processing. To aid in this effort, the tachometric curve – 

a psychophysical metric that plots accuracy as a function of PT – was generated. Three 

features of the tachometric curve, namely, center-point, slope and maximum height help 

quantify the onset, speed and efficiency of perceptual processing, respectively.  

Prior to using the tachometric curve to characterize perceptual capacity, it was 

ensured that it reflected perceptual processing alone. The validation process was two-

fold. First, motor behavior was altered using a directional bias instituted by differentially 

rewarding correct saccades to the two target locations. While this produced dramatic 

differences in the saccade metrics to the two locations, the tachometric curves in the two 

conditions were virtually identical, thus proving that the tachometric curve was not 
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influenced by non-perceptual factors.  

Second, stimulus characteristics were altered in three different ways to show that 

this did, indeed, change the tachometric curve. First, a motivational bias was induced by 

differentially rewarding target color. While the change in saccade metrics was small and 

subtle, the tachometric curves showed a more robust change reflecting altered perception 

as a result of the motivational bias. Next, physical features of the stimulus were altered. 

This was done by (1) lowering the saturation of the color stimuli and (2) changing the 

relevant discrimination feature from color to shape. With both these manipulations, 

overall RTs did not change substantially but the tachometric curve parameters indicated 

significantly different perceptual processing between conditions. Finally, the tachometric 

curve was used to examine the perceptual effects of learning, which is known to lead to 

higher accuracy and shorter RTs. As the subject learned the task, they not only became 

faster and more efficient at it, but also started stimulus processing earlier. All of these 

factors went into improving the subject‘s overall performance.  

The tachometric curve has thus been used to study perceptual processing and the 

ways it influences behavior. The separation of perceptual and non-perceptual processes 

that the CS task enables will help parse out the neural basis of decision-making and the 

specific contributions of brain areas to different aspects of the phenomenon. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

 

Making a perceptual decision involves processing a sensory stimulus and 

adopting a course of action based on some property of the stimulus. For instance, looking 

at a yellow traffic light and either accelerating or stopping, hearing a rustle in the bushes 

and either running or preparing to fight, tasting something bitter and either swallowing it 

or spitting it out. Perceptual decision-making has been widely studied in both the 

psychophysical and neurophysiological domains due to its importance in our day-to-day 

lives. In the laboratory setting, a type of experiment called the two-alternative forced-

choice (2AFC) task is used to study the behavioral and neural correlates of decision-

making. A typical 2AFC task involves presenting a subject with two stimuli that differ in 

some aspect. As an example, let us say the subject is presented with two circles that are of 

different colors, red and green. A prior instruction identifies one of these circles (say, red) 

as target and, at a given point during the trial (‗go‘ signal) the subject indicates his choice 

of target using, for instance, an eye movement.  

Two important psychophysical measurements come out of these studies. The first 

one is the accuracy of the subject, or how often the subject picks the target stimulus. The 

second one is the reaction time (RT) of the subject which tells us how long the subject 

took to indicate his choice starting from the ‗go‘ signal until the very onset of the 

movement. Two extreme scenarios in decision-making are: one, where the stimulus is 

ambiguous and it is difficult to identify the target, and two, where the stimuli are highly 

discriminable but the decision must be made very fast. There has been considerably more 

research on the former scenario (e.g., Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Ernst and Banks, 
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2002; de Lafuente and Romo, 2005; Gu et al., 2008) than on the latter (Bergen and 

Julesz, 1983; Ratcliff and Rouder, 2000; Kiani et al., 2008).  

Fast decisions are hard to study because it is difficult to get an accurate and 

reliable handle on the amount of time taken to process the stimuli. Some studies have 

shown that humans are capable of color discrimination in 18-25 ms of viewing time 

(Holcombe and Cavanagh, 2001; Bodelón et al., 2007). A typical RT on a color 

discrimination task takes an order of magnitude more time (e.g., Taylor et al., 2006; 

Bornstein and Korda, 1984). The RT is also highly susceptible to variations on account of 

speed-accuracy trade-offs, as demonstrated by several experiments over the years (e.g., 

Pachella and Fisher, 1969; Ratcliff and Rouder, 1998; Reddi et al., 2003; Palmer et al., 

2005; Wenzlaff et al., 2011). More accurate choices result in longer RTs while shorter RTs 

lead to more incorrect choices. The RT can also vary with the subject‘s internal or 

experimenter-induced external biases. For instance, subjects, when faced with choices to 

their left or to their right, can have an inherent bias to choose the rightward stimulus. 

Also, the experimenter can overtly bias the subject to choose rightward stimuli by 

presenting the target more often to the right. Both situations could result in shorter RTs to 

saccades made to the right (Takikawa et al., 2004; Liston and Stone, 2008; Mulder et al., 

2012). 

The more fundamental quantity in these types of tasks is the processing time (PT), 

which is the temporal window in which target/distracter discrimination occurs; it is the 

time needed to assign identities to the stimuli. This information is used subsequently to 

plan the appropriate response that indicates the subject‘s choice. The PT is contained 

within the RT, along with the time taken to plan the motor response and the time taken to 
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perform any other components of the decision task like working memory processes. 

Extraction of the perceptual PT, which is a key issue addressed in this thesis, has been 

attempted in several ways. What makes this difficult is the high susceptibility of RTs to 

reflect any alteration in the internal state of the subject or external factors introduced by 

the environment, as described above. A discussion of these methods and their limitations 

is now presented.  

 

Extracting perceptual processing time from response time 

The first set of attempts was made by Donders in the mid-1800s (Donders, 1868). 

Donders believed that an RT task was made up of sequential stages, and each successive 

stage occurred once the previous stage was complete. With this in mind, he proposed the 

subtractive method, in which adding a computation to a task and subtracting the RTs 

obtained from the task with and without the additional stage would yield the time taken to 

perform the computation. In the decision-making context, this meant that the difference 

in the RTs of a simple saccadic task and a choice task would amount to the time taken to 

discriminate between the choice stimuli. A century later, Sternberg improved upon 

Donders‘ method and introduced the additive factors method (Sternberg, 1969). The idea 

behind this method was to add one additional processing component to a task and to 

measure the RTs with and without that component. The added component in Sternberg‘s 

method was a stimulus. Thus, difference in the RTs in a visual search task with array sizes 

of 3 and 4 would tell the experimenter how long it took to process one stimulus.  

These approaches are classic, and have inspired a lot of research aimed at 

understanding how perceptual processing is affected by factors like attention, expectation 
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and reinforcement (Sternberg, 1966; Posner, 1978; Luce, 1986; Meyer et al., 1988). 

However, when it comes to measuring perceptual PT, they have some shortcomings. 

First, a choice involves more that just processing sensory stimuli and initiating the motor 

action representing the choice. In the 2AFC task described above, for example, the 

subject has to store the identities and locations of the choice stimuli in working memory, 

remember the rule that identifies the target, and link the rule and stimulus information to 

the motor plan. These stages are either missing (e.g. decision rule), or are present to a 

different extent in the simple saccadic task (e.g. store location of saccadic stimulus). 

Second, as mentioned above, RTs are highly susceptible to trade-offs between speed and 

accuracy. Therefore, any change to the subject‘s response latency when the task is 

modified could be due to change in stimulus processing or could be a manifestation of the 

trade-off. 

A second technique that researchers have used to estimate perceptual PTs is to 

manipulate stimulus presentation time. The idea is simple enough: the subject can only 

process the stimuli for as long as they are visible, and therefore, the subject‘s choice will 

be determined by how long the stimulus is available to view. If the stimulus is easily 

discriminable and is visible for a long period of time, the subject will choose the target 

with great accuracy. On the other hand, if the stimulus is only presented for a few 

milliseconds, the ability of the subject to choose correctly presumably diminishes. There 

is a problem in this measurement, however. The phenomena of visible persistence and 

retinal afterimage confound the ability of this technique to accurately measure PT (di 

Lollo et al., 1988; Bergen and Julesz, 1993). To get around this issue, some experimenters 

used visual masks (Bergen and Julesz, 1993; Ratcliff and Rouder, 2000). In these 
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experiments, typically the choice stimuli are presented for a certain duration following 

which the stimuli disappear and a mask appears. The mask thus serves to eliminate retinal 

afterimage of the stimulus.  

While the masking technique provides a closer approximation to PTs than the 

subtraction or additive factors methods, there are some problems associated with the use 

of masks. The effectiveness of the mask depends on many factors such as the similarity 

of the mask to the stimulus, the spatial correspondence of the stimulus and mask and the 

temporal delay between the presentation of the stimulus and the mask (Wiens, 2006). For 

any given stimulus, the mask would have to be customized along with its spatial and 

temporal presentation details to achieve optimal masking effects (Breitmeyer and Ogmen, 

2000; Breitmeyer et al., 2004; Wiens, 2006). On top of that, any changes either to the 

stimulus or the mask could introduce changes to RT, as mentioned above. 

 

The compelled-saccade task: a viable alternative 

 

 

Figure 1: The CS task. In each trial, the subject must make an eye movement to the peripheral spot that 

matches the color of the fixation point (red, in this example). However, the instruction to make the saccade 

(Go) is given first, before the identities of the target and distracter are revealed (Cue). Task difficulty is 
controlled according to the time gap between the go and the cue (10-250 ms). In each trial, the maximum 

amount of time available for viewing the cue is the PT. 
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To address the above issues and to extract perceptual PT from the RT of a choice 

task, our laboratory has, in the recent past, devised a choice task that we call the 

compelled-saccade (CS) task. It is illustrated in Figure 1. The CS task is a 2AFC with a 

slight but key modification: the ‗go‘ signal, or the signal to initiate the saccade, is 

presented before the perceptual information is provided to the subject. The sensory 

information is provided following a delay labeled ‗gap‘ which is variable and lasts 

between 25 and 250 ms. This yields a two-fold effect. First, because the ‗go‘ signal is 

given prior to sensory information becoming available, motor (saccade) preparation 

begins at the same time on each trial, irrespective of the value of ‗gap‘. To enforce this 

requirement and to prevent the monkey from waiting until cue onset to initiate motor 

planning, the trial was aborted if saccade initiation took longer than ~ 350 ms. Now, as 

stated above, the RT is the total amount of time taken by the subject to report their choice. 

It is a combination of perceptual, motor and other decision delays, and is influenced by a 

variety of factors. This design feature minimizes the variability in RT associated with the 

initiation of the motor report. Second, the ‗gap‘ variable gives the experimenter control 

over when sensory information is provided to the subject, which can be anywhere from 

25 to 250 ms following ‗go‘ signal. This design feature allows for control of task 

difficulty by varying stimulus viewing time which, in turn, produces a full range of 

accuracy values starting from chance performance (50% accuracy) at the longer gaps and 

going all the way to ~ 100% accuracy at the shortest gap. The way the CS task controls 

stimulus viewing time is different from the masking technique because the stimulus 

information is provided after the motor plan is initiated and viewing duration is dictated 

by how long the subject takes to complete the saccade. This makes masking unnecessary.  
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Modeling behavior on decision-making tasks 

Mathematical models 

Behavior on decision-making tasks has been successfully modeled in the past 

using a variety of models that range from the somewhat abstract, like diffusion-based 

models (e.g. Ratcliff and Rouder, 1998; Usher and McClelland 2001; Bogacz et al., 2006; 

Mazurek et al., 2003; Palmer et al., 2005; Cisek et al., 2009) and race-to-threshold 

models (e.g. Grice, 1968; Carpenter and Williams, 1995; Brown and Heathcote, 2008) to 

biophysical neural-network models (e.g. Wang, 2002; Furman and Wang, 2008). While 

the implementations of these models vary widely, they operate upon a few common 

general principles. Processes representing the choices in the task start accumulating 

information from a base level and strive to attain a threshold level. Once the threshold is 

attained, the decision is considered complete. The rate at which the choice processes 

move towards the threshold is defined by stimulus characteristics. The two parameters 

mentioned above – threshold and rate of accumulation – have been related to specific 

aspects of the task. The threshold is considered to influence the speed-accuracy trade-off: 

a lower threshold leads to faster, less accurate choices while higher thresholds produce 

slower but more accurate decisions. Stimulus discriminability or more generally, task 

difficulty, is typically represented by the rate of accumulation. Highly discriminable 

stimuli proceed towards threshold at a faster rate than less discriminable stimuli. These 

models have played an important role in understanding the neural basis of decision-

making and offer a means to make predictions about the underlying neural processes and 

their effects on behavior.  
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Biological basis of the models 

There is a biological basis to the accumulator or race-to-threshold models of 

decision-making. In some brain areas – notably in frontal area FEF (frontal eye fields) 

and parietal area LIP (lateral intraparietal sulcus) – experimenters have found neurons 

that perform an accumulation-like function during a decision task. When the choice target 

is present within the response field (RF) of these neurons, they ramp up their firing rates 

to reach a threshold firing rate. Once this threshold activity is attained, a saccade is 

initiated by the subject towards the target in the neurons‘ RF (FEF: Hanes and Schall, 

1996; Thompson et al., 1996; LIP: Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Huk and Shadlen, 2005; 

Gold and Shadlen, 2007). Something more interesting seems to occur in these 

accumulator-like neurons in area LIP: the rate of increase of firing rate depends on task 

difficulty; the easier the task, the higher the rate of increase (Shadlen and Newsome, 

2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002). In addition, these neurons have also been shown to 

be sensitive to target probability and reward contingencies (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; 

Sugrue et al., 2004; Yang and Shadlen, 2007; Rorie et al., 2010).  

 

A mathematical model of the CS task  

A diffusion-based model was initially used to model the CS task before switching 

to an accelerated race-to-threshold model, the details of which are described in Chapters 

2 & 3. These models differed in some conceptual and architectural features but were 

similar in some respects. The similarities are described first. Both models have a fixed 

threshold towards which the two choice processes race. These processes, in some form, 

represent the choices available in the decision. The race starts at ‗go‘ signal, with similar 
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mean rates of rise. Following cue presentation, however, the two processes diverge, with 

the process representing the target increasing its rate of rise and the process representing 

the distracter decreasing its rate. The process that reaches the pre-set threshold first 

―wins‖; if the winning process represents the target, the choice is deemed correct.  

Described now are some differences in the two implementations. The diffusion-

based model has traditionally been used to describe accumulation of information wherein 

the race is between processes that represent the sensory evidence pertaining to the 

choices. When a process attains the threshold it represents the amount of evidence in its 

favor (the redness of a color, for instance). This, to an extent represents the certainty 

associated with the winning process being the target. In contrast, the race-to-threshold 

model of the CS task models motor plans that represent the two saccadic choices. 

Perceptual information, when it becomes available, modifies the ongoing motor plan. The 

attainment of threshold by a process indicates that the movement represented by that 

process (a leftward saccade, for instance) will be initiated. This is similar to neuronal 

activity observed in area FEF (e.g., Hanes and Schall, 1996). A second difference 

between the two models is the source of variance in the system. The diffusion model is 

inherently noisy, with variability associated with the accumulation process on each time 

step. This noise represents the variance in the system, be it sensory or motor in nature. In 

the race-to-threshold model, the variance arises from the distribution of initial build-up 

rates of the processes and this represents purely motor variability. A diffusion-based and a 

race-to-threshold model of the CS task were implemented, and both implementations 

modeled behavior on the task extremely well. For reasons of simplicity and ease of 

implementation, the race-to-threshold model was settled upon to simulate the CS task. 
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The remainder of this discussion will focus on the accelerated race-to-threshold 

model. In summary, the model simulates ongoing motor plans that are influenced or 

modified by incoming sensory information, similar to what takes place on the CS task. 

The subject initiates saccade-planning as soon as the ‗go‘ signal is provided. For 

simplicity, let us say the possible saccadic targets are to the left and right of the fixation 

stimulus. The onset of cue informs the subject‘s choice to varying degrees depending on 

the length of the ‗gap‘ variable. In the model, the decision is made as soon as one of the 

saccadic processes reaches the threshold.  

 

Figure 2: Example races produced by the race-to-threshold model. Red lines represent leftward 
saccades and green lines, rightward saccades. First vertical line indicates ‗go‘ signal while the second one 

represents saccade onset. Dashed line on top is the race threshold. Each panel represents a race with a 

different gap. Thick lines indicate PT, black are positive PTs while gray are negative PTs. 

 

Since the initial, pre-cue rate-of-rise is drawn at random, either the leftward or the 

rightward process can lead the race until cue presentation. Once cue is presented, the 
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winner depends upon the ‗gap‘ and the distance of the processes from the threshold. As 

mentioned above, PTs can be either positive or negative, indicating whether or not the 

subject had time to process perceptual information. The model is very useful in 

visualizing the set of conditions that produce these PTs. Figure 1.2 shows some example 

races of the race-to-threshold model. The red curves are leftward saccadic plans and the 

green curves are rightward plans. The race begins at ‗go‘ signal and, prior to cue 

presentation, either process can lead. For example, the leftward process leads in Figure 

1.2b&d while the rightward process leads in the other races initially. At the end of the 

‗gap‘ period, when cue information comes in, the leftward process starts accelerating 

because the target is on the left, and the rightward process starts decelerating. The 

leftward process wins the race in Figure 1.2b because it is already leading and the cue 

information is also in its favor. In Figure 1.2a, the cue information aids the leftward 

process reach threshold first though it trails initially, but it is too late to help it in the race 

in Figure 1.2c. The races in Figures 1.2d&e are complete before cue comes on and 

represent guesses. 

 

The tachometric curve 

The behavioral outputs of the CS task, like other 2AFC tasks, are the 

psychometric (accuracy vs. gap) and chronometric (RT vs. gap) curves. But the quantity 

of interest is the PT, which these curves do not provide. For that, we subtract the gap on 

each trial from the RT on that trial. This gives us the PT because of the task design – 

specifically because saccade initiation begins at the ‗go‘ signal, which is the start of the 

RT, and the ‗gap‘ is the period when there is no perceptual information. Therefore, the 
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difference between the RT and ‗gap‘ gives us the duration of perceptual processing per 

trial. This process gives us both positive and negative PT values. Negative values simply 

mean that the saccade was completed before any sensory information became available to 

the subject. Now that we have a trial-by-trial account of PTs, these can be paired with the 

accuracy on the corresponding trial to construct the ―tachometric curve‖ – a plot of 

accuracy as a function of PT. The tachometric curve is the main result of this task design. 

We use the tachometric curve to characterize the subject‘s perceptual processing capacity.  

The tachometric curve for high saturation color discrimination in one subject is 

depicted in Figure 1.3 in cyan. The black curve is the Weibull fit to the tachometric curve 

which we use to estimate parameters of perceptual processing. There are three parameters 

of interest. First, the center point, that tells us when accuracy reaches the mid-way point 

between chance and maximum accuracy. We use this quantity to measure onset of reliable 

perceptual processing, or the point in time when perceptual information reliably informs 

the subject‘s choice. Second, the rise time tells us how long it takes the tachometric curve 

to reach an accuracy of 100% starting at chance levels. This parameter quantifies the 

speed of perceptual processing. And third, the maximum height, which tells us the best 

performance the subject achieves on the task. These quantities are indicated in Figure 1.3. 

On this task, we can see that accuracy hovers around chance and starts rising above 

chance only after ~ 100 ms of stimulus viewing time have elapsed. The center point of ~ 

75% accuracy is reached at ~ 151 ms and the subject achieves a maximum accuracy of 

just over 99% at PTs > ~ 250 ms. The rise time on this task is 72.4 ms which means that 

once perceptual information starts arriving at the decision areas, it takes the brain 

approximately 72 ms to go from guessing to making completely correct choices. 
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Figure 3: The tachometric curve. Blue curve is the tachometric curve of one monkey on the high 

saturation color discrimination task. Black curve is the Weibull fit to the tachometric curve. Features of 

interest of the tachometric curve are highlighted. 

 

The three features of the tachometric curve can conceivably change depending on 

task demands. The center point can shift along the time axis. A shift to the left would 

mean that reliable perceptual processing starts earlier, while a rightward shift would 

indicate a later start to reliable processing. The tachometric curve can also get shallower 

or steeper. The shallower curve leads to a longer rise time, and indicates an increase in 

the time taken to process perceptual information. A steeper curve means faster 

processing. Finally, the maximum height can increase or decrease. An increase means 

that processing was more efficient in the given timeframe, while a decrease points to less 

efficient processing. This efficiency could be due to higher cognitive mechanisms like 

attention and motivation. Thus, these features and the way they change with 

modifications to the task allow for the characterization and quantification of perceptual 

processing capacity.  

 

Does the tachometric curve reflect perceptual capacity alone? 

The tachometric curve and race-to-threshold model are together important for 
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understanding the behavioral mechanisms underlying perceptual decision making. They 

also provide the tools to measure neuronal activity and classify it as pertaining to 

perceptual or motor processing, or both. First, however, the interpretation of the 

tachometric curve function must be verified: it must be shown that the tachometric curve 

reflects perceptual capacity alone and does not change when only the motor demands of 

the task change. This should be the case especially for the slope, which we take as a 

direct indication of perceptual processing speed. One way to alter motor processing is to 

introduce a motor bias by rewarding correct saccades made to one stimulus location more 

than the other. The task stimuli remain the same as does the rule identifying the target. 

Herrnstein‘s law states that this manipulation should produce more saccades to the biased 

location (Herrnstein, 1961; Sugrue et al., 2004). However, the choice target can appear at 

either the biased or non-biased location, and the target-discrimination process is the same 

irrespective of target location; therefore, this manipulation should not lead to any change 

in perceptual processing. This experiment was performed and the results (see Chapter 2) 

conformed to the hypothesis. They were important in establishing that the tachometric 

curve is quite robust to changes in performance that do not involve changes in perceptual 

demands. 

 

The tachometric curve as an indicator of perceptual capacity 

The features of the tachometric curve inform us about when perceptual processing 

begins, how fast it occurs and how efficient the processing is, and some or all of these 

quantities are presumably altered when the perceptual demands of the task change. 

Perceptual processing can change as a function of multiple factors such as stimulus 
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features, attention, motivation, expectation and perceptual learning. This thesis explores 

the effect of motivation, stimulus characteristics and learning.  

 

Motivation 

In one study we explored the effects of motivation on perceptual demands. In this 

experiment, a motivational bias was instituted as follows: correct saccades made to red 

targets (for example) were rewarded more than correct saccades to green targets. Since 

the CS task design reveals target color identity at the start of the task, this manipulation 

would presumably introduce an additional motivational factor on presumptive high-

reward trials and this should be reflected in the tachometric curve constructed out of 

high-reward trials. The results of this manipulation are presented in Chapter 3. This 

allowed us to measure the impact of motivation on perceptual processing without the 

confounding factors that are usually present (e.g. speed-accuracy trace-offs). 

 

Altered stimulus feature and discriminability 

Perceptual load in the processing of different stimulus features has, until now, 

been quantified by the changes they produce in the overall response time. For instance, it 

has been shown that lower contrast stimuli take longer to discriminate than high contrast 

stimuli and this is true irrespective of stimulus modality (e.g. visual: Pins & Bonnet, 

1996; Newsome et al., 1989; auditory: Sanford, 1972; Naatanen et al., 1980; olfactory: 

Wise and Cain, 2000). Response latencies also change with the stimulus feature being 

discriminated: orientation discrimination occurs faster than color discrimination and 

motion discrimination takes longer than orientation or color (Tanaka & Shimojo, 1996; 
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Palmer et al, 2005; Bodelón et al., 2007). The differences in perceptual processing with 

varying stimulus contrasts and shapes have been studied in this thesis (see Chapter 4). 

The CS task and the tachometric curve allow us to identify both the onset and speed of 

perceptual processing of different stimulus conditions, and provide an intuition to the 

underlying neural mechanism.  

 

Perceptual learning 

Perceptual learning is defined as an improvement in performance as a result of 

repeated exposure to perceptual stimuli and it has been demonstrated with a variety of 

stimulus features (Gilbert et al., 2001; Shams and Seitz, 2008). It is believed that 

attention and reinforcement mechanisms play an important role in this process. At the 

neural level, plasticity mechanisms support the learning process, and this plasticity occurs 

not only at higher order cortices, but also at very early sensory cortex with changes 

observed in the receptive field tuning properties of neurons of primary visual cortex 

(Gilbert et al., 2001; Roelfsema et al., 2010; Kourtzi, 2010). Since the RT is a 

combination of perceptual and motor delays, perceptual learning has been studied using 

masked stimulus presentation tasks rather than traditional 2AFC tasks and use different 

SOAs (stimulus-to-mask asynchrony, the delay between presentation of stimulus screen 

and mask screen) to identify perceptual PT and observe its improvement upon learning 

(Karni and Sagi, 1993; Ahissar and Hochstein, 1997; Seitz and Watanabe, 2005). Here 

again, complications involving masks preclude an accurate measurement of learning. The 

CS task and tachometric curve provide a means to quantify the benefits of perceptual 

learning directly, and this measurement is presented in Chapter 4. 
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Summary 

In summary, this thesis investigates the issue of perceptual processing times and 

their influence on the decision process. A novel task, called the compelled-saccade task, 

is used to obtain perceptual PTs. The advantage of this task is that it eliminates the 

necessity of limiting stimulus viewing duration, thus precluding the use of visual masks 

and their associated confounds. The outcome of this task is a psychophysical metric, the 

tachometric curve, which plots accuracy as a function of PT and is an indicator of 

perceptual capacity. The tachometric curve can be applied to the investigation of 

perceptual processing and its dependence on factors such as task difficulty, attentional 

load and experience.  This thesis demonstrates some of these applications. 
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Abstract 

In perceptual discrimination tasks, a subject‘s response time is determined both by 

sensory and motor processes. Measuring the time consumed by the perceptual evaluation 

step alone is thus complicated by factors such as motor preparation, task difficulty and 

speed-accuracy tradeoffs. Here we present a task design that minimizes these confounds 

and allows us to track a subject‘s perceptual performance with unprecedented temporal 

resolution. We find that monkeys can make accurate color discriminations in less than 30 

ms. Furthermore, our simple task design provides a novel tool for elucidating how 

neuronal activity relates to sensory versus motor processing, as demonstrated with neural 

data from cortical oculomotor neurons. In these cells, perceptual information acts by 

accelerating and decelerating the ongoing motor plans associated with correct and 

incorrect choices, as predicted by a race-to-threshold model, and the time course of these 

neural events parallels the time course of the subject's choice accuracy. 
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Introduction 

Perceptual decision-making capacity has been intensely studied in psychophysical 

and neurophysiological experiments as a function of signal quality, strength, and 

subjective value
1-10

. However, there is a fundamental question that has been more 

difficult to address: how long does it take to make a perceptual judgement? This issue is 

relevant to many real-life situations in which a choice must be made very quickly. Here is 

a common example. A driver sees a traffic light and must rapidly decide whether to step 

on the brake or the accelerator. The ensuing action on the pedal will take at least a few 

hundred milliseconds to be initiated
11,12

. How much of this reaction time (RT) is 

dedicated to the perceptual analysis of the visual scene – that is, to determining whether 

the light is red or green?  

The basic measurement seems deceptively simple. In well-trained macaque 

monkeys, which are the subjects of our study, a fixational eye movement (saccade) to a 

highly salient, unambiguous target takes about 150–200 ms to execute
13

. This must be the 

time that the motor apparatus needs to produce an unambiguous response, so the 

difference between this number and the RT in a two-alternative forced-choice task should 

be equal to the time that is necessary for making an additional sensory discrimination. 

Although this subtractive approach is a classic one
11,12,14-17

, it has three shortcomings. 

First, forced-choice paradigms typically require cognitive resources other than just 

sensory analysis, such as working memory and a rule that links sensory stimuli to 

appropriate motor responses, so the two situations may not be directly comparable. 

Second, in tasks involving a sensory discrimination, what the experimenter measures is 

typically the point in time at which the motor action is initiated, but this is not necessarily 
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the same as the point in time at which the sensory processing ends, which is what is 

needed. And third, when a change in a task parameter causes a change in RT, it is usually 

accompanied by a concurrent change in performance, and vice versa. Hence, a given 

change in RT may be caused either by an actual change in sensory processing speed or by 

an internal tradeoff between speed and accuracy to which the experimenter has no access.  

Another approach is to manipulate the duration of stimulus presentation. Studies 

based on this idea
1,18-20

 have shown that sensory information gradually accumulates over 

time in order to influence a behavioral choice, and that visual discrimination improves 

with stimulus duration. However, the accuracy with which sensory processing speed can 

be inferred with this method is limited, particularly for highly discriminable stimuli, 

which may be processed very rapidly.  The main problem, besides the often necessary use 

of a mask
18,19  

that introduces further complexities and unknown sources of variance
21,22

, 

is again that changes in stimulus duration produce both variations in performance and 

large, correlated variations in RT (see the third point above).  

 The compelled-response paradigm described below largely avoids these problems 

and can be easily adapted to a variety of experimental conditions. Its crucial element is 

that the sensory cues to be discriminated (two colored spots in this experiment) are 

revealed after the go signal that instructs the subject to respond. Thus, the percentage of 

correct choices varies with the time gap between the go and the cues, whereas motor 

execution and mean RT remain approximately constant. This approach results in an 

accurate time course for perceptual performance, which can be temporally correlated with 

neuronal activity and from which sensory processing speed can be directly measured. 
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Results 

Task design 

 

Figure 1 Sequence of events in the compelled-saccade task. A trial is correct if the subject makes an eye 

movement to the peripheral location that matches the color of the fixation spot (red in this example). The 

subject must initiate a response (left or right) when the fixation spot disappears (Go), although target and 

distracter are revealed after a gap of 50-250 ms (Cue).  

 

In the compelled-saccade (CS) task (Fig. 1), the subject first fixates on a central spot, and 

the color of this spot, red or green, indicates the color of the target. Then two yellow 

spots — potential targets — appear in the periphery. Next, the disappearance of the 

fixation spot is the go signal that tells the animal to initiate a saccade, although at this 

point the identities of the target and distracter are still unknown; these are revealed later, 

after a time gap that varies between 50 and 250 ms in duration, at the point marked ‗cue‘. 

At the cue, one yellow spot turns red and the other green. Finally, the monkey executes a 

saccade, and if the response is correct, a drop of liquid is given as a reward. The reaction 

time is the time between the onset of the go signal and the onset of the saccade, and the 

key parameter is the time gap, which varies pseudo-randomly across trials. 

The idea behind the compelled-response paradigm is to separate the perceptual 
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decision-making and motor-planning stages of the task by always instructing the subject 

when to respond. Because the motor response is triggered first, at the go signal, mean 

reaction times should stay approximately constant, and the perceptual information should 

influence a saccadic choice process that is already ongoing. The expected task 

performance is best understood at two extremes. At long or infinite gaps the sensory 

information never becomes available; the subject must guess which spot is the target 

because both of them are yellow. By contrast, at zero or short gaps the sensory 

information is revealed early; the subject can identify target and distracter and look at the 

appropriate spot (red or green). Thus, performance is expected to change systematically 

as a function of gap, but motor execution is not. 

 

Motor and perceptual dependencies on the gap 

 

Figure 2 Oculomotor execution during the compelled-saccade task. (a,b) Eye velocity (a) and eye 

position (b) as functions of time for 30 saccades performed by monkey S in short-gap (50–100 ms) trials. 

Only horizontal components are shown. Black lines are single-trial traces; gray lines are averages. Numbers 

shown are mean peak velocity and mean width at half-height ± s.e.m. (c,d) Eye velocity (c) and eye 

position (d) as functions of time for 30 saccades performed by monkey S in long-gap (200–250 ms) trials. 

(e-h), As in a-d, but for 30 short-gap (e, f) and 30 long-gap (g, h) trials performed by monkey G.  
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We examined the behavior of two macaque monkeys trained to perform the 

compelled-saccade task. First we analyzed their eye movements (Fig. 2) and found that, 

for a given pair of targets, the velocity profiles generated in short- and long-gap trials 

were statistically identical. That is, for each monkey, the mean peak velocity was the 

same across gaps (Wilcoxon, p > 0.25 for both monkeys; see Fig. 2), and so was the mean 

width at half height (Wilcoxon, p > 0.29 for both monkeys; see Fig. 2). Therefore, the gap 

had no discernible effect on saccadic execution. 

By contrast, perceptual performance was strongly dependent on the gap, as 

revealed by the psychometric curves (Fig. 3a). The percentage of correct choices was 

much higher at short gaps, when the cue was revealed early and subjects could 

discriminate the red and green spots, than at long gaps, when the cue was revealed late 

and subjects had to guess the target‘s location. Notably, however, mean reaction times 

changed little over this range of gaps (Fig. 3b), indicating that the monkeys did not try to 

wait for the cue (see Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). So, as 

anticipated, variations in performance in the CS task were largely dissociated from 

variations in motor execution. 

 

The tachometric curve 

Crucially, the behavioral data discussed above (Fig. 3a,b) can be sorted differently 

to directly reveal the perceptual processing speed of each subject. Before discussing that 

result, it is useful to consider a simple heuristic model that reproduces much of the 

observed behavior (Fig. 4). As in previous models
11,19,23-31

, a saccadic choice is conceived 
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as a race toward a threshold. In our case there are two variables, xL and xR, which 

represent the activities of two neuronal populations that trigger saccades to different 

locations. A movement to the left spot is produced if xL reaches threshold first, and vice 

versa, the movement is to the right when xR wins the race. Our model, however, uniquely 

combines random and deterministic choices.  

 

Figure 3 Behavioral and model performance in the compelled-saccade task. (a) Percentage of correct 

responses as a function of time gap (psychometric curve). Numbers of trials per point are 568 ≤ n ≤ 598 for 

monkey S and 702 ≤ n ≤ 777 for monkey G. b, Mean reaction time (RT) ± 1 s.d. as a function of gap 

(chronometric curve). Each point includes both correct and incorrect trials. c, Distributions of ePT values 

for correct (black and blue bars) and incorrect (magenta lines) trials. d, Percentage of correct responses as a 

function of ePT (tachometric curve). e, Distributions of reaction time values at five gaps. Gap values are 

indicated on upper left corners. RTs for correct (black and blue bars) and incorrect trials (magenta lines) are 

shown. In c and d, bin width is 20 ms; in e it is 40 ms. All results labeled ‗Model‘ are from simulated trials 

generated with identical parameter values for each monkey. 
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Figure 4 Five trials of the race-to-threshold model. Each plot shows the decision variables xL (green) and 

xR (red) as functions of time. Black triangles and vertical lines mark when the go signal is given (Go) and 

when the saccade is initiated (Sac); the interval between them is the reaction time. In these examples xL and 

xR start racing 60 ms (afferent delay) after the go signal and a saccade is produced 30 ms (efferent delay) 

after the threshold (dotted line) is crossed. Initially, build-up rates are drawn randomly and remain constant 

during the gap period (gray shade), but once the cue information becomes available (end of gray shade), the 

build-up rate for the target side (xR in these examples) starts increasing and that for the distracter side starts 

decreasing. (a–c) Three trials with a 100 ms gap. (d,e) Two trials with a 250 ms gap. In all examples the 

target was red and was located on the right, so a, b and d are correct and c and e are incorrect trials. 
Horizontal bars at the bottom indicate the ePT period in each trial; ePT values are positive (black) for races 

that are influenced by the sensory information (a–c) and negative (dark gray) for races that end before the 

cue information becomes available (d, e). 

 

In each trial, the go signal starts the race (after an afferent delay); this means that 

a positive build-up rate is drawn for one of the variables and a lower or negative rate is 

drawn for the other. These initial rates are assigned randomly because at this point the 

two spots are still yellow. If xL or xR reaches threshold during this pre-cue stage, the 
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outcome of the race is a coin toss (Fig. 4d,e). However, once the cue information 

becomes available (after a total delay equal to gap plus afferent delay), the build-up rates 

change depending on the target and distracter locations. For instance, consider a trial 

(Fig. 4a) in which initially xL approached threshold faster than xR, but then, because the 

target was on the right, xL decelerated and xR accelerated, eventually winning the race. 

One of the parameters in the model (τ in equation (3), Online Methods) is proportional to 

the speed with which the perceptual process occurs and thus determines how fast xL and 

xR are accelerated (that is, how fast the cue information can alter the ongoing motor plans 

once the cue is revealed). In each trial, the model produces a reaction time and a motor 

outcome, left or right (for details, see Online Methods; see also Supplementary Movie 1). 

Of particular importance, in this model the time during which the color 

information is available for guiding the choice in each trial, which we call the effective 

processing time (ePT), is clearly defined. It is 

(1)  ePT = RT – gap – TND 

where the constant TND is the total non-decision time (afferent + efferent delay) and RT is 

reaction time. Note that this expression requires gap and reaction time values specific for 

each trial, not mean values. In the five examples in Figure 4, each ePT period is indicated 

by a horizontal bar. Races that end after the cue information becomes available have 

positive ePTs and an accuracy that increases with increasing ePT (Fig. 4a–c); by contrast, 

races that end before the cue information becomes available have negative ePTs and 

random outcomes (Fig. 4d,e), leading to 50% accuracy. 

 For each monkey, we fitted the model parameters to the experimental data (Fig. 
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3a–d and Table 1; see Online Methods). We computed an ePT for each trial performed by 

the monkeys by applying equation (1) using the TND value from the model. The resulting 

ePT distributions are shown in Figure 3c. Note that, for ePT ≤ 0, the ePT distributions for 

correct and incorrect trials are practically identical, indicating that, as in the model, 

performance is at chance level in this range. In contrast, as ePT increases above 0 ms, a 

larger proportion of the trials tends to be correct.  

The ePT is the amount of time during which the cue is effectively visible in each 

trial; it is the fundamental variable that determines perceptual performance in the 

compelled-saccade task. This is seen most clearly by plotting the percentage of correct 

responses as a function of ePT. The resulting curve (Fig. 3d) can be referred to as a 

`tachometric curve‘ because it reveals the speed of the perceptual process embedded in 

the task. For instance, for monkeys S and G, an accuracy of 75% correct was achieved 

with ePTs of 26 ± 2 ms (± s.e., from bootstrap) and 42 ± 2 ms, respectively. Of note, the 

parameter TND is not crucial to this analysis; it simply sets the origin of the x-axis in 

Figure 3c,d without affecting the shapes of the curves (see Supplementary Note 2). The 

key quantity is the difference between the RT and the gap in each trial, which we call the 

raw processing time (rPT).  

 

Predicted and measured reaction time distributions 

For each monkey, we found model parameter values that best fitted the data in 

Figure 3a–d (see Online Methods). Only the proportions of errors and the overall 

variability of the reaction times at each gap were used to fit the model. We then generated 
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model RT distributions for correct and incorrect responses at each gap, with the idea that 

any salient features in the shapes of the simulated would constitute specific predictions 

that we could analyze to validate the model.   

Reaction time distributions obtained from the experiments and from computer 

simulations at various gaps are shown side by side in Figure 3e.  The shapes of these 

distributions change markedly from short to long gaps, and the progression predicted by 

the model agrees well with that observed in the monkey data. The key is that the model 

mixes random choices (of 50% accuracy) with deterministic choices (of nearly 100% 

accuracy) in the right proportions for each gap. These correspond to the monkeys‘ 

guesses and informed discriminations, respectively. Further quantification of the match 

between model and experimental results is described in Supplementary Note 3 and 

Supplementary Figure 2. 

 

A motor bias experiment 

We interpret the slope of the tachometric curve (Fig. 3d) as a direct indicator of 

the speed of the perceptual process that guides the subject's choices in the compelled-

saccade task. If this is correct, then manipulations that alter the motor responses but not 

the perceptual difficulty of the task should lead to little or no change in slope. To test this, 

we varied the task conditions so that the monkeys would develop a motor bias, a 

tendency to make more saccades to one side than to the other
32

. We gave the monkeys a 

large reward (0.3 ml of juice) following correct saccades to one side and a small reward 

(0.1 ml) following correct saccades to the other (Fig. 5; see Online Methods). As a 
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consequence, on average the animals chose the high-reward side about 76% of the time 

(75% for monkey S, 78% for monkey G; Fig. 5a). This result agrees well with the 3:1 

ratio expected from Herrnstein‘s matching law
4,33,34

, but does not capture the full 

complexity of the effects generated by the asymmetric reward, which depended strongly 

on the availability of the sensory information
32

. 

 

Figure 5 Behavioral and model performance in the motor-bias experiment. Trials are sorted according 

to choices, either toward the high-reward side (black) or the low-reward side (orange). a, Fractions of 

saccades made to the high- and low-reward sides as functions of gap (330 ≤ n ≤ 361 trials per gap). b, 

Percentages of correct choices as functions of gap. c, Mean reaction times (RTs) ± 1 s.d. as functions of 

gap. d, Distributions of ePT values for correct (black bars) and incorrect responses (gray lines) toward the 

high-reward side. e, Distributions of ePT values for correct (orange bars) and incorrect responses (gray 

lines) toward the low-reward side. f, Percentages of correct responses as functions of ePT for high- (black 

lines) and low-reward (orange lines) trials. g, For each ePT, the curves show the fraction of all saccades 

(orange lines) or of all correct saccades (gray lines) made to the low-reward side. ePT bin size is 20 ms. 

 

We analyzed the choices that the monkeys made to the high- and low-reward sides 

and found three prominent effects: first, the bias was stronger at long than at short gaps 

(Fig. 5a); second, responses in the high-reward direction were much more prone to errors 
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than in the low-reward direction (Fig. 5b); and third, responses in the high-reward 

direction were also initiated sooner (Fig. 5c). Results are shown for monkey S only (Fig. 

5) but were similar for monkey G (Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Fig. 3). 

Crucially, in spite of these striking differences in motor execution, the slopes of the 

tachometric curves were not significantly different across reward conditions (monkey S, 

p = 0.18; monkey G, p = 0.53, permutation test). This, we believe, is because the 

perceptual discrimination itself did not change. 

These results shed some light on how reward information and sensory evidence 

are combined when two motor responses are rewarded differently. They suggest that  the 

low-reward side is chosen only if there is little uncertainty about the target‘s position (that 

is, when there is enough time to discriminate red from green accurately); otherwise, the 

high-reward side is the default. Two observations support this explanation. First, consider 

the ePT distributions obtained for correct and error trials. For high-reward choices the 

results are consistent with a large fraction of guesses (Fig. 5d), whereas for low-reward 

choices the results are consistent with most perceptual judgements being correct (Fig. 5e). 

Second, consider the fraction of choices made to the low-reward side as a function of ePT 

(Fig. 5g). The curve shows that the monkey‘s preference varied extremely sharply as a 

function of ePT (compare to the weak dependence as a function of gap shown in Fig. 5a). 

Therefore, the amount of time during which a monkey is exposed to the sensory cue — 

that is, the ePT — is an excellent predictor of his choice. This effect was also seen in the 

model (Fig. 5g), which, with minor modifications (see Online Methods), was able to 

reproduce quite accurately all the major differences between high- and low-reward 

choices (Fig.5, ‗Model‘).  
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Neuronal sensitivity to processing time 

In our race model, xL and xR are conceived as the firing rates of two populations of 

neurons that generate movements to the left and right targets but are also influenced by 

perceptual information
8,19,28,35-39

. If this representation is correct, oculomotor neurons in 

cortical areas that participate in the saccadic choice process should qualitatively behave 

like xL and xR; in particular, they should exhibit similar dependencies on processing time. 

To investigate this, we recorded neuronal activity from oculomotor neurons in the frontal 

eye field (FEF) while monkeys S and G performed the compelled-saccade task. We report 

results from a population of 30 neurons, 18 from monkey S and 12 from monkey G, that 

had stereotypical motor properties
24,40

 and little or no sensory-evoked activity (see Online 

Methods, Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Fig. 4). Such ‗movement‘ cells were 

selected because they correspond most closely to the model variables xL and xR. 

In a first analysis, we subdivided all recorded trials into short- and long-rPT 

groups (Fig. 6a) and compared the neuronal responses across groups. Recall that in short-

rPT trials choices are not guided by sensory information, whereas in long-rPT trials they 

are. According to the model, the fundamental action of the cue information is to 

accelerate the developing motor plan for the target side and decelerate the plan for the 

distracter side, producing curved trajectories (Fig. 4a–c).  
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Figure 6 Oculomotor activity during the compelled-saccade task. a, Tachometric curve obtained from 

all recording sessions; n = 7,282 trials. The x axis is rPT (rPT = reaction time – gap). Shaded areas indicate 
short- and long-rPT groups. b, Mean time courses of the decision variables xL and xR synchronized on 

threshold crossing (dashed line), with saccades assumed to occur 30 ms later (triangles and vertical lines). 

Correct model responses into (red) and away (green) from the movement field are shown for short (left 

side) and long (right side) rPTs. c, Responses of a single FEF neuron during correct trials into the 

movement field, for short (left side) and long (right side) rPTs. Each panel shows spike trains from 30 trials 

synchronized on saccade onset (triangles and vertical lines). Firing rates as functions of time (red traces) 

were obtained by convolving the spikes with a Gaussian of σ = 6 ms. The key on the right indicates the 

positions of the movement field (gray patch), target (filled circle), and distracter (open circle). d, Responses 

from the same cell as in c, but for correct saccades away from the movement field. e, Average firing rates as 

functions of time obtained from 30 FEF neurons. For each cell, activity was normalized by the firing rate at 

saccade onset in short-rPT trials into the movement field. Light colors indicate ± 1 s.e.m. Note differences 

between short- (left side) and long-rPT (right side) responses. 

 

Here we mean acceleration in the literal, physical sense, because the cue 

information changes the second derivatives of the decision variables xL and xR (equation 
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(3)). By averaging over many simulated trials, this effect becomes manifest in two ways: 

first, the oculomotor activity leading to saccades away from the cells‘ movement field 

(MF) should be stronger with long rPTs than with short rPTs, but should also decline 

markedly before movement onset (Fig. 6b, green traces); and second, the activity leading 

to saccades into the MF should rise to threshold more steeply with long than with short 

rPTs (Fig. 6b, red traces). Are these patterns found in the neural data? 

The responses of a single neuron during the compelled-saccade task are shown in 

Figure 6c,d. Activity is aligned on saccade onset, with trials sorted according to saccade 

direction (Fig. 6c, into the movement field; Fig. 6d, away from the movement field) and 

processing time (left side, short rPTs; right side, long rPTs). This unit‘s behavior was 

generally consistent with the model, but its responses were variable, as expected. 

However, the population average agreed well with the model‘s predictions: before 

saccades away from the movement field (Fig. 6e, green traces), the firing rate reaches a 

higher level and then declines more sharply at long rPTs than at short rPTs (see ref. 31); 

and before saccades into the movement field (Fig. 6e, red traces), the firing rate trajectory 

is steeper at long rPTs than at short ones. This difference in curvature is subtle, but was 

highly significant (p = 0.0006, permutation test). 

 

Temporal correlates of choice accuracy 

In the compelled-saccade task, performance changes sharply with the amount of 

exposure to the sensory cue. We thus hypothesized that, as a function of rPT, the neural 

activity associated with the oculomotor choice should change with a time course similar 
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to that observed behaviorally. To test this, we measured the mean convexity of the firing 

rate trajectories as a function of rPT. We chose convexity because this quantity is closely 

related to acceleration, and its calculation is simple and robust to noise (Fig. 7a). 

Trajectories that decelerate have negative convexity and curve downward, whereas 

trajectories that accelerate have positive convexity and curve upward.  

We first analyzed the convexity associated with the model variables xL and xR, and 

found that the responses in and out of the movement field behave in opposite ways as 

functions of rPT: the former have an approximately constant convexity at first, which 

then increases steadily (Fig. 7b), whereas for the latter, the convexity also stays constant 

initially but then decreases toward strongly negative values (Fig. 7c). This simply restates 

the result in Figure 6b and quantifies it with a fine temporal grain. That is, the firing rate 

trajectories should curve upward before correct saccades into the movement field, 

whereas they should turn downward before correct saccades away from the movement 

field. Crucially, however, both effects must start at about the same time as the subject‘s 

rise in performance (Fig. 7d), and their magnitude must depend on the amount of 

exposure to the cue.  

This prediction was verified. We plotted the mean convexity of the neuronal 

responses as a function of rPT for trials into (Fig. 7e) and away from (Fig. 7f) the 

movement field. The results from the 30 FEF neurons were somewhat noisy, but the time 

courses clearly matched those expected from the model. 
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Figure 7 Sensory information accelerates oculomotor activity. a, The mean convexity c between two 

points on a curve is computed as the average difference between the line that joins those points (dotted line) 
and the curve values (continuous traces). (b,c)  Mean convexity of the trajectories of the model variables xL 

and xR as a function of rPT. Red and green lines indicate correct trials into and away from the movement 

field, respectively. Insets above b show mean trajectories obtained in two rPT bins (keyed by a circle and a 

diamond). Shaded areas indicate the interval used to calculate convexity. d, Tachometric curve from all 

recording sessions. Arrow indicates the transition point at which the curve starts increasing. Horizontal line 

across arrow indicates error s.d. (from jackknife; see Online Methods). (e,f) Mean convexity of the FEF 

population activity as a function of rPT, for correct trials into (red) and away (green) from the movement 

field. Light colors indicate ± 1 s.e.m. Arrows indicate transition points and horizontal lines are error s.d. 

(from jackknife). Before averaging across cells, rates were normalized as in Figure 6e. Other conventions 

as in b,c. rPT bin size is 40 ms. 

 

In particular, the two transition points at which convexity starts changing steadily (arrows 

in Figs. 7e,f) occurred very close to each other and to the transition point of the 

tachometric curve, as predicted (transition points were determined by fitting the data with 
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analytical functions that contain such transitions; see Online Methods). Furthermore, after 

the transitions, the slopes of the convexity plots had a very high significance (p = 0.002 

and p = 0.0004 for trials into and away from the movement field, respectively; 

permutation test). Therefore, during the task the cue information accelerates the motor 

plan for the target and decelerates the plan for the distracter — the main premise of the 

race model — and the onset of these dynamical changes coincides with the onset of the 

subject‘s rise in performance above chance. 

 

Discussion 

The compelled-response paradigm presented here is able, to a large extent, to 

decouple the perceptual-evaluation and motor-execution steps of a behavioral choice. Part 

of its success depends on simultaneously controlling the timing of the sensory 

information (cue) and of the response trigger (go), as suggested by earlier studies in 

motor control
41,42

, but its minimalistic design goes much further: it achieves fine temporal 

resolution in a perceptual discrimination process without additional stimuli or masks, and 

monkeys readily learn the task. The resulting tachometric curve is an excellent diagnostic 

of perceptual ability because performance varies much more rapidly with ePT (Fig. 3d) 

than with reaction time or with gap (Fig. 3a). This means that, by computing the 

tachometric curve, a major source of variability unrelated to sensory processing is filtered 

out. However, this calculation is achieved very simply (equation (1)). 

Our results indicate that, given highly discriminable stimuli, color information 

needs to be processed for just 25–50 ms to have a sizeable impact on behavioral outcome. 
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But note that our model does not attribute this processing time to a specific color-

sensitive area, such as the retina, or area V4, and that it also remains agnostic regarding 

the biophysical origin of this time scale (that is., whether it results from slow sensory 

transduction or from internal noise in more central circuits
25,26,36,38

, for instance). What 

the model does show, however, is that such a time scale for sensory processing is 

consistent with all the behavioral data in the task —  reaction time distributions, choice 

preferences under bias, and so on — and with the oculomotor activity observed in the 

FEF.  

Our results provide converging evidence that, within a choice process that takes a 

few hundred milliseconds, the sensory evaluation step may consume much less than 100 

ms, as suggested by previous experiments
43-46

. In particular, our findings are close to a 

measurement of ~25 ms made in humans
46

, and which likely reflects the minimum time 

necessary for color identification only, without the computational overhead needed to 

compare two stimuli and communicate the result of the discrimination (red or green) to 

the correct motor output (left or right) on the fly. Our results are also in agreement with 

an earlier study of FEF visuomotor cells
43

, which showed that an ideal observer can 

reliably differentiate the activity evoked by a target from that evoked by a distracter 

within ~25 ms of the onset of neural discrimination, on average. However, the key 

advantage of the present approach is that it does not require any assumptions about the 

relationship between neuronal and behavioral performance (for example, identities and 

numbers of participating neurons, ideal-observer criterion), but rather is based on a direct 

behavioral manifestation of the subject‘s perceptual discrimination process — the 

tachometric curve — which explicitly depicts how the perceptual decision unfolds in 
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time. 

More generally, the techniques described here may be used to understand how 

reward contingencies and perceptual knowledge are combined, as shown with the motor 

bias experiment, and to reveal how perceptual and motor processes interact, as illustrated 

with the FEF data. Furthermore, the present task design is not limited to color 

discrimination; it can be extended to investigate processing speed under many other 

experimental conditions. For instance, the task can be easily adapted to the auditory 

modality and to visual features other than color, such as object shape or motion direction. 

These applications will be explored in future studies.  

 

Methods 

Behavior and Electrophysiology. All protocols complied with NIH guidelines, USDA 

regulations, and policies set forth by Wake Forest University School of Medicine. Before 

training, under general anesthesia, an MRI-compatible titanium post was attached to each 

monkey‘s skull. The post served to stabilize their heads during subsequent experimental 

sessions. In monkey S, eye movements were monitored with an eye coil that provided an 

analog eye-position signal at a rate of 500 Hz. For monkey G, we used an EyeLink1000 

infrared tracking system (SR Research) with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Color stimuli 

were delivered through an array of light-emitting diodes placed at a viewing distance of 

145 cm from the monkey‘s chair. Pairs of saccade targets were separated by 10–20° of 

visual angle. RT was measured as the amount of time from the go signal until the velocity 

of the saccade reached a cutoff value of 50°/s. To discourage the monkeys from waiting 
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for the cue, they were allowed to initiate a response up to 600 ms after the go signal, and 

a trial was aborted if the response took longer. In the motor bias sessions, large and small 

rewards were 0.3 and 0.1 ml in volume, respectively. The high-reward side was kept 

constant for a block of 150-250 trials and was then switched. In all conditions, standard 

and biased, red and green targets were presented with equal probability at all target 

locations.  

In both monkeys, stereotactic coordinates and MRI images were used to place a 

recording cylinder (20 mm dia.) over the arcuate sulcus of frontal cortex.  Putative FEF 

neurons were recorded using tungsten microelectrodes (FHC).  The majority of neurons 

reported on here (23/30) were constrained to recording sites in which we verified that 

saccade-like eye movements could be evoked with microstimulation at low current 

threshold (< 50 µA). Once a single unit was isolated, a single-target delayed-saccade task 

was used to render an online estimate of preferred response direction and eccentricity 

prior to testing with the CS task.  To explore the predictions of the present model, we 

explicitly chose for analysis a subset of neurons having strong saccade-related bursts but 

little or no transient activation linked to stimulus onset (see Supplementary Information).   

 

Modeling. The race-to-threshold model has ten free parameters that varied for each 

monkey. The free parameters were optimized to minimize the root-mean-square error 

between the simulated and the experimental data for each animal. In the standard CS task, 

the error function had six terms, one for each of the curves in Figure 3a–d plus one for 

the standard deviations included in Figure 3b. All simulations were run in Matlab (The 

Mathworks). A Supplementary Movie showing ten simulated trials is available online, 
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and a Matlab script that replicates the model results in Figure 3 is available from the 

authors upon request.  

In the race model, the competing variables xR and xL represent developing motor 

plans. They start at 0 and the race is over when one of them reaches a threshold of 1000 

(arbitrary units). When xL (xR) wins, the oculomotor response is considered to be to the 

left (right). In each simulated trial there are two integration stages, a random and a 

deterministic one. In the first stage of each race, before the cue information is available, 

the two build-up rates, rR and rL, are drawn from a bivariate Gaussian distribution with 

mean rG (same for both variables), standard deviation σG (same for both variables), and 

correlation coefficient ρ. Thus, xR and xL change according to 

(2)  dxR/dt = rR      

dxL/dt = rL 

where the rates are constant. Because ρ is negative, one variable tends to approach 

threshold faster than the other, but this assignment is random in each trial. This 

integration process lasts a time equal to the gap plus ΔT, where ΔT is drawn from a 

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and s.d. of 10 ms. The term ΔT represents 

variability in the afferent delay (or whatever processes occur before the integration 

starts). The second stage of the race begins gap + ΔT ms after the start of the first stage, at 

which point the target and distracter locations become known to the circuit. At this 

transition, two things happen. First, the integration is halted for a time TI, which is drawn 

from a Gaussian distribution with mean µI and s.d. σI, but such that any negative TI 

values are discarded. This interruption time is not essential to the model but accounts for 
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a small dip near zero that is often seen in the ePT distributions (most obvious in Fig. 3c, 

Monkey G). During TI, none of the variables change. Second, integration is resumed after 

the interruption, but the build-up rates start changing towards asymptotic values rT for 

target (large, positive value) and rD for distracter (negative value). For instance, if the 

target is on the right, the rate for xR begins to change toward rT and the rate for xL begins 

to change toward rD. That is, during this second stage, xL and xR still follow the equations 

above, but also 

(3)  drR/dt = (rT – r
0

R)/ τ    

drL/dt = (rD – r
0

L  τ 

where r
0

R and r
0

L are the rate values drawn originally, during the first stage, and τ is the 

time required to reach the final values rT and rD. We stress that these equations (Eqns. 3) 

apply only after the cue has been revealed. Once rR and rL are equal to rT and rD, 

respectively, they do not change any more. Of course, if the target is on the left, then rL 

tends to rT and rR tends to rD instead. The integration process (Eqns. 2) continues until xL 

or xR reaches threshold. In most trials, the build-up rates rR and rL are correctly assigned 

according to the target and distracter locations, as described. However, there is a small 

probability pe that this assignment is incorrect (i.e., reversed). This accounts for trials in 

which, even though the ePT is long, the response is wrong (e.g., the curve for monkey G 

in Fig. 3d does not reach 100%). The duration of the second stage is equal to the ePT. The 

reaction time in each trial is computed as RT = gap + ePT + TND, where TND is the total 

non-decision time. Note that although it is easier to think of separate afferent and efferent 

delays, as schematized in Figure 4, the model is sensitive only to the total non-decision 

time TND (see Supplementary Information). Parameter values are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Model parameter values in the standard compelled-saccade task and the motor-bias 

experiment.  

 

Monkey/Condition rG σG ρ µI σI rT rD Τ TND pe 

S/Standard CS 3.8 3.9 -0.6 7 2 36 -20 180 108 0 

G/Standard CS 3.8 3 -0.8 20 10 340 -200 2200 112 0.02 

S/Motor Bias, 

preferred side 
7.5 4 -0.8 7 4 31 -12  90 109 0 

S/Motor Bias, 

non-preferred side 
2.9 3.3 -0.8 7 4 17 -30 90 95 0 

 Times are in ms. CS, compelled-saccade task. 

 In simulations of the motor-bias experiment, the race model is the same but the 

parameters that determine xR and xL are no longer identical (the only exception is τ). For 

instance, in the first stage of each race, the two build-up rates, rR and rL, are now drawn 

from a bivariate Gaussian distribution with means rG + ΔrG (for rR) and rG - ΔrG (for rL), 

standard deviations σG + ΔσG (for rR) and σG - ΔσG (for rL), and correlation coefficient ρ. 

The bias terms ΔrG and ΔσG thus make the left and right sides asymmetric. With such 

manipulation, the model still generates random choices before the cue information is 

revealed, but it tilts the odds in favor of one side (Table 1). 

 

Statistical Analysis. We obtained several curves with a particular characteristic in 

common: they remain approximately flat for a certain range of x-axis values and then 

start increasing or decreasing steadily (Fig. 7b–f). We refer to the point at which the slope 

becomes non-zero in those curves as the transition point xtrans. This is an important 

quantity in our analysis, because according to the model (Fig. 7b,c), it should be nearly 
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the same for the tachometric curve (Fig. 7d) and for the two convexity curves derived 

from the neuronal data (Fig. 7e,f). We estimated xtrans as follows. For a given curve, we 

fitted the data to an analytic function composed of two line segments, a flat segment and 

a non-flat segment, that intersect at xtrans. We refer to this as a threshold-linear function. 

Each threshold-linear function is characterized by three parameters: the height of the flat 

segment along the y-axis, the slope of the non-flat segment, and the transition point xtrans. 

Optimal parameter values were found with standard algebraic methods used to fit a single 

straight line to a data set (i.e., least-squares minimization). The Supplementary 

Information online illustrates the resulting fits. 

The error in xtrans was estimated using the jackknife method, which is based on the 

idea of recalculating a statistic multiple times, each time deleting a different contributing 

sample
47,48

. In our case, we recalculated xtrans 30 times, on each pass omitting the data 

contributed by one of the recorded neurons and repeating the fit.  

Finally, each linear-threshold fit produced a slope for the increasing or decreasing 

part of a curve.  To calculate its significance we used a permutation test
49

. For each curve, 

we shuffled the values on the y axis and computed the slope of the line that best fitted the 

shuffled data between xtrans and the maximum rPT value used in the original fit. This 

randomization was repeated 5000 times. Then we computed the fraction of times that the 

slopes of the randomized data equaled or exceeded the slope of the original, non-shuffled 

data. This fraction was taken as the probability of having observed the original slope 

value just by chance, when there was actually no correlation between the quantities on 

the x and y axes. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

 

Note 1: what happens if the monkeys wait? 

A potential concern with the compelled-response design is that, rather than responding 

immediately after the go signal, the monkeys could try to wait for the cue before initiating 

their responses. Intuitively, such behavior might seem problematic because it could bias the 

reaction time (RT) values of the subjects in a non-uniform way. There are, however, three 

points to consider about this issue: (1) the conditions of the task make it difficult for the 

subjects to wait beyond the go signal, (2) there is no evidence in the data indicating that 

the subjects wait for the cue, and (3) unless such waiting were extremely exaggerated, it 

would have no impact whatsoever on the measurement of sensory processing speed. 

First, to prevent the monkeys from waiting or predicting when the cue is revealed, 

gap intervals were always delivered pseudo-randomly, and responses that took more than 

600 ms were not rewarded. It is unclear whether this time deadline was necessary or not, 

because trials with RTs longer than 600 ms were always rare (< 1%). Still, these measures 

do not completely rule out the possibility that, within the allotted time, the monkeys 

could gamble about how long to wait for the cue and still execute the saccade in time. 

If the monkeys waited, however, this would become apparent in two ways.  

First, their RTs would likely change in proportion to the gap duration, because they would 

need to wait more at long gaps than at short gaps to obtain an equivalent advantage in cue 

exposure. Second, and more importantly, the percentage of correct responses would tend to 

stay considerably above 50%, even at the longest gaps. Figures 3a,b and 5b,c show no 

evidence for either of these effects. Our subjects‘ performance was always near 50% at the 
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longest gaps, and although their RTs did increase slightly as functions of gap, this ~30 ms 

change was fully accounted for by the model, which did not include any such waiting.  

Thus, the observed trend was entirely consistent with the subjects responding to the go 

signal as instructed, without any gap-specific delay. 

Finally, upon closer examination, one sees that the waiting strategy is a problem 

only if the monkeys are able to completely hold back their responses until the cue is 

revealed, which would produce near-perfect performance and a difference in RT of 200 ms 

between the longest and shortest gaps. If the waiting is such that overall performance 

remains significantly below 100% correct, then it is harmless. How is this possible? 

This is illustrated in Supplementary Figure 1.  The left side of the figure replots 

simulation results shown in Figure 3, which replicate the behavior of monkey S assuming 

that the oculomotor choice process starts at the go signal. In comparison, the right side of 

the figure shows the results of another simulation, with identical parameters, in which 

the model was programmed to wait beyond the go signal. The implemented waiting 

strategy was such that, in effect, it reduced each gap longer than 50 ms by about 30%.  

This had the expected consequences:  the psychometric curve moved closer to the 100% 

border (Sup. Fig. 1a), and the chronometric curve developed an increasing trend in which 

the mean RTs between longest and shortest gaps differed markedly, by about 130 ms in this 

example (Sup. Fig. 1b). Crucially, however, note that the resulting tachometric curves were 

identical (Sup. Fig. 1d). The only difference between them was that, without waiting, more 

points were sampled from the left side of the curve, at negative ePTs, whereas with the 

waiting strategy more points were sampled from the right side, at positive ePTs (see Sup. 

Fig. 1c). Importantly, both curves were calculated in the same way, using Equation 1 and 
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assuming that there was no waiting involved. 

 
 

Supplementary Figure 1: Invariance of the tachometric curve to waiting strategies. Results are shown for 

two simulations of the compelled-saccade task, a standard one in which the oculomotor choice process was 

always initiated at the onset of the go signal (left side; same model parameters as in Fig. 3, monkey S), and 

another one in which the process started an additional amount of time ΔTW after the go signal, but was 

otherwise identical (right side). Waiting time as a function of gap was ΔTW  = 0.48 (gap – 50) in ms. (a) 

Psychometric curves. (b) Chronometric curves. (c) ePT distributions for correct (black) and incorrect 

(orange) trials. (d) Tachometric curves. The two curves were computed exactly in the same way, without 

any knowledge of the waiting times. 
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Other versions of this simulated experiment in which somewhat different waiting 

strategies were implemented produced very similar results.  For example, drawing the 

waiting time randomly in each trial from a uniform distribution between 0 and gap ms 

again had no effect on the tachometric curve (not shown). 

These results may seem surprising, but they have a straightforward algebraic 

explanation. Suppose that, in a particular trial, the monkey waits an amount ΔTW beyond 

the go signal before initiating the choice process. The measured RT in this trial is thus 

artificially lengthened by ΔTW ms with respect to what it would have been if the monkey 

had not waited, which we will call RTtrue. On the other hand, the gap value used by the 

experimenter to compute rPT in this trial is just the nominal value presented in the trial, 

but because the monkey waited, the effective gap value was actually shorter by an 

amount ΔTW.  That is, gaptrue = gap - ΔTW.  Therefore, the measured rPT is 

 

           

                                                                                    

                                         

 

This last expression gives the rPT that the experimenter would have measured if he had 

set the gap equal to gaptrue in this trial and the monkey had not waited at all. Thus, in the 

end, the waiting times always cancel out, and over the course of many trials their effect 

is simply to shorten the effective range of gaps used to sample the monkey‘s behavior. 

So, if the experimenter uses gaps of 50–250 ms and the monkey on average waits, say, 

50 ms, the resulting tachometric curve is identical to one obtained without any waiting 
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but sampled with gaps of 0–200 ms. This becomes a problem only if the effective gap 

range is shortened to the point where very few errors are made; otherwise, the resulting 

tachometric curve is the same. 

In summary, there is no evidence suggesting that the monkeys wait for the cue, 

but even if they did so to some extent, this would not affect the inferred processing-time 

values themselves, nor their relationship to perceptual performance, only the way in 

which they are sampled.  In this sense, the measurement of processing speed derived from 

the tachometric curve is maximally robust to variations in strategy.  This result 

emphasizes that, individually, neither the observed variable (the RT) nor the explicitly 

controlled experimental parameter (the gap) is highly correlated with the signal that is 

perceptually relevant, but their difference is. 

 

Note 2: plausibility of TND 

In our model the parameter TND, which represents afferent + efferent delay, is important 

for obtaining good fits to the data. But note that TND does not fundamentally alter the 

analyses of the experimental results, because its effect is simply to shift the x-axis of the 

tachometric curve by a constant amount. In our study, as in many others, the non-decision 

time, or residual time, is very close to the minimum RT observed in the corresponding task 

(e.g., Palmer et al., 2005; Ratcliff and Rouder, 2000).  However, it is still interesting to 

ask whether the TND values in our model are realistic in terms of known oculomotor 

neurophysiology. 

The race model represents the development of a motor plan in an oculomotor 

structure, so it corresponds approximately to neuronal activity at the level of the FEFs or 
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area LIP. Therefore, the relevant questions are, how long does it take for a highly-

discriminable sensory signal meant to guide a saccade to have an impact on these 

structures? and, how long after this activity reaches threshold is a saccade observed? A 

high-contrast potential target appearing in a neuron‘s receptive field produces a sharp 

increase in activity that starts about 60–70 ms after target onset, both in FEF and LIP 

(Thompson et al., 1996; Churchland et al., 2008). At the other end, in our own population 

of 30 FEF neurons we found that when a saccade is made toward the movement field, 

the peak of activity occurs 30–45 ms before saccade onset (data not shown), which is 

in agreement with previous reports (Elsley et al., 2007; Churchland et al., 2008). The 

sum of these two delays gives a total of 90–115 ms, which is indeed consistent with the 

TND values of 103 and 112 ms found for monkeys S and G in the standard compelled-

saccade task. 

 

Note 3: match between experimental and predicted RT distributions 

Having fit the model parameters for each monkey, simulated RT distributions were 

generated for each gap value, as shown in Figure 3e. Gap-specific differences between 

the RT distributions in error and correct trials were not used to fit the model; only the 

proportion of errors at each gap was used. Therefore, any features in the shapes of the RT 

distribution functions produced by the model served as predictions. To compare the 

predicted and experimental distributions we did the following. 

First, the RTs for each gap were converted to z scores by subtracting the mean and 

dividing by the s.d. of all trials for that gap. Experimental and simulated data were 

treated identically. This transformation left the shapes of the RT distributions intact but 
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removed any mean dependencies on the gap. Then we computed the mean (  ), the s.d. 

(  ), and the skewness coefficient (  ) of the z scores separately for correct and error 

trials (at each gap), and compared the monkeys‘ results with the simulated ones. Because 

the data were de-trended, any systematic differences between correct and error trials in 

the simulated z scores constitute true predictions that are independent of the fitted data. 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 2: Comparison between monkey data and model predictions for correct and error 

trials. RTs at each gap were first converted to z scores and then separated between correct and error trials. 

(a) Mean z score ( 
 
) as a function of gap for monkey S correct trials (blue bars), model correct trials (black 

bars), monkey S error trials (red bars), and model error trials (gray bars). (b) Monkey  
 
 versus 

model  
 
 at each gap, for correct (black points) and error trials (red points). Same data as in a. Dotted line 

indicates equality.  Spearman‘s correlation coefficient ρ is indicated at the bottom. (c) Standard deviation 

of the z scores (  ) as a function of gap. Same conventions as in a. (d) Monkey    versus model    at each 

gap, for correct (black points) and error trials (red points). (e) Skewness coefficient of the z scores (  ) as a 

function of gap. Skewness coefficient is equal to 3( 
 
               . (f) Monkey    versus 

model   at each gap, for correct (black points) and error trials (red points).  (g–l) As in a–f but for monkey 

G.  All correlation coefficients were significantly different from zero (p < 0.00001 , permutation test). 

 

The results of this analysis are shown in Supplementary Figure 2. The high 

correlation values between simulations and experiments obtained with the three statistics 
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indicate that, overall, the model approximates the shapes of the monkey RT distributions 

quite accurately, and accounts for the observed differences between correct and error trials. 

To appreciate these results it is useful to realize that, in this analysis, a model that 

generated identical RT distributions for correct and error trials in each gap would only 

produce small and nonsignificant correlations. 

 

Note 4: additional results in the motor-bias experiment 

Experimental conditions were identical for monkeys S and G during the motor-bias 

experiment.  

 
 

Supplementary Figure 3: Psychophysical performance of monkey G in the motor-bias experiment. Trials 

are sorted according to choices, either toward the high-reward side (black) or the low-reward side (orange). 
(a) Fractions of saccades made to the high- and low-reward sides as functions of gap (226 ≤ n ≤ 280 trials 

per gap). (b) Percentages of correct choices as functions of gap. (c) Mean RTs ± 1 s.d. as functions of gap. 

(d) Distributions of ePT values for correct (black bars) and incorrect responses (gray lines) toward the high- 

reward side. (e) Distributions of ePT values for correct (orange bars) and incorrect responses (gray lines) 

toward the low-reward side. (f) Percentages of correct responses as functions of ePT for high- (black lines) 

and low-reward (orange lines) trials. (g) For each ePT, the curves show the fraction of all saccades (orange 

lines) or of all correct saccades (gray lines) made to the low-reward side. * indicates p < 0.0001, binomial 

test. ePT bin size is 20 ms. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 shows the data obtained with monkey G, in the same 

format as Figure 5 in the main text. Of course, for the simulations in this supplementary 

figure, model parameters were adjusted so that the results matched the behavior of 

monkey G. Overall, psychophysical results were similar with both monkeys, but there 

were a couple of differences. First, at the shortest gaps, monkey S chose the high- and low-

reward sides with almost equal frequency (Fig. 5a), whereas monkey G did not (Sup. Fig. 

3a). And second, whereas monkey S made no errors for ePT > 65 ms (Fig. 5f), monkey G 

did, occasionally, make mistakes at relatively long ePTs; furthermore, he made 

significantly more mistakes in this range when the high-reward side was chosen than when 

the low-reward side was chosen (Sup. Fig. 3f). We speculate that these mistakes may 

reflect a momentary lapse in attention or motivation, because they occurred at a point at 

which perceptual performance did not increase any further with cue exposure time. 

Besides this significant difference in maximum performance level seen in 

monkey G, there were only minor differences between the tachometric curves for high- 

and low- reward choices in either monkey. The tachometric curves plotted as functions 

of rPT were slightly shifted with respect to each other.  The center points of the curves 

were     
    = 108 and     

    
 = 123 ms for monkey S, and     

    = 144 and     
    

 = 164 

ms for monkey G. Here,      is the rPT value at which the tachometric curve reaches the 

midpoint between 0.5 and its maximum (the midpoint is usually 75%, but not if the 

maximum performance is below 100%). According to these numbers, then, the curves for 

monkeys S and G shift to the right by 15 and 20 ms, respectively, when the high-reward 

side rather than the low-reward one is chosen. Both shifts were significant (p = 0.01 for 
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monkey S, p = 0.007 for monkey G, permutation tests), and were consistent with the 

slightly different values found by the model for low- and high-reward choices: in both 

animals,     was larger by 14 ms in the latter case. These differences are consistent with 

the subjects reacting slightly more slowly or slightly faster to the go signal depending on 

the chosen side, and thus on the potential reward — which is not surprising. 

The crucial quantity, however, is the steepness of the tachometric curve, because 

it indicates how fast the perceptual discrimination proceeds.  We compared the steepness 

of the curves for low- and high-reward choices and found that they were statistically 

identical in both monkeys (p = 0.18 for monkey S, p = 0.53 for monkey G, permutation 

tests). Furthermore, for each monkey, the experimental data in both reward conditions 

were replicated accurately by the model using a single value of τ, the parameter that 

controls most strongly the slope of the tachometric curve. We interpret these findings to 

mean that the perceptual processing speeds of the two monkeys were not affected by the 

reward contingencies of the task. 

 

Note 5: lack of transient cue-related activity in FEF movement cells 

The 30 FEF neurons used in this study were selected from a population of 130 cells 

recorded from the two monkeys. As mentioned in the main text, 23/30  units were from 

recording sites in which saccade-like eye movements were evoked with low-current (< 

50 µA) microstimulation. Also, all movement fields (MFs) were characterized using a 

single-target delayed-saccade task, which revealed strong presaccadic activity and weak 

or no responses linked to the appearance of the target — as is typical of so-called 

movement cells in FEF (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Hanes and Schall, 1996). In 
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addition to these tests and to the standard compelled-saccade task trials, 21/30 cells were 

further studied on an easy version of the task in which the cue was revealed at varying 

times before the go signal (Sup. Fig. 4a). We include neuronal responses in this easy-

choice task to further confirm that these cells did not respond directly to the color changes 

of the spots placed in their MFs. These data are relevant because the color change that 

occurs when the cue is revealed is equally informative in the compelled-saccade task and 

the easy-choice task; the only difference is that, in the former, the saccadic choice process 

is already ongoing, because the go signal is given earlier. 

 
 

Supplementary Figure 4: Insensitivity of the movement neurons to the sensory cue. (a) Schematic of the 

easy-choice task. (b) Activity of 21/30  movement-related FEF neurons during easy-choice trials as a 

function of time.  All spikes trains were synchronized on cue presentation (triangle and vertical line).  

Firing rates were obtained by convolving the spikes with a Gaussian function with σ = 6 ms, and were 

normal- ized before averaging across cells. Red and green traces are for trials into (n = 988) and away from 

(n = 911) the MF, respectively. Light colors indicate ± 1 s.e.m. (c) Neuronal responses to saccades into the 

MF. Traces for short-delay trials (10–50 ms, black curve) and long-delay trials (200–250 ms, blue curve) are 

shown separately. Arrow marks a point in time at which the go signal is already in effect for all short-delay 

trials but has not been delivered yet for any long-delay trials. (d) As in c, but for saccades away from the 
neuron‘s MF. 

 

Supplementary Figure 4b shows the mean activity of the 21 movement-related 

FEF neurons tested with the easy-choice task.  Most tellingly, when the target was 
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outside of the cell‘s MF (green trace), the firing rate was virtually the same before and 

after the cue. The change in color did not evoke a substantial stimulus-locked response. 

When the target was in the cell‘s MF (red trace), activity started ramping up 

about 110 ms after the cue. To better characterize this build-up, we divided the trials into 

two groups, one with short delays (10–50 ms) and another with long delays (200–250 

ms).  As expected, there was no difference across groups when the target was outside the 

MF (Sup. Fig. 4d). And when the saccade was into the cell‘s MF, the activity developed 

faster in short- than in long-delay trials (Sup. Fig 4c), which is not surprising either.  

What is interesting in this case is that the initial rise in activity was the same regardless 

of when the go instruction occurred: at the point marked by the arrow (Sup. Fig 4c), the 

go signal had had enough time to reach these cells in short-delay trials, but for long-delay 

trials the go signal had not been given yet.  Thus, we interpret the early rise in firing rate 

around that point as anticipating the upcoming saccade. 

In summary, in the selected FEF neurons, the color changes from yellow to 

green and from yellow to red do not evoke the brisk, transient fluctuations in activity that 

are typically associated with responses  to sensory stimuli. Rather, in the easy-choice 

task this information allows the system to quickly start planning a subsequent response. 

 

Note 6: key features of the model 

The two dynamical variables in the race-to-threshold model should be interpreted as 

competing motor plans that may be informed by sensory evidence. This is consistent with 

neurophysiological studies indicating (1) that saccades are triggered after oculomotor 

cells reach a threshold level of activity (Hanes and Schall, 1996; Roitman and Shadlen, 
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2002; Lo and Wang, 2008), and (2) that even when a saccadic choice results from the 

slow accumulation of sensory evidence over time, the effect of this sensory information 

is observed on the rate at which the oculomotor activity rises (Gold and Shadlen, 

2000;  Kiani et al., 2008). Indeed, the most detailed network models implementing such 

accumulation  processes (Wang, 2002; Wong and Wang, 2006; Furman and Wang, 2008; 

Beck et al., 2008) replicate data from area LIP, an oculomotor area. 

We have also explored drift-diffusion models (e.g., Palmer et al., 1995; Ratcliff 

and Rouder, 2000; Ratcliff et al., 2007) to describe our behavioral data (Shankar et al., 

2007), but found that the present race model is much more computationally efficient and 

thus faster to simulate, and that it is similar to the more familiar diffusion models, both in 

spirit and interpretation. 

The current race model does not need to be simulated by small time steps, as a 

diffusion model or a spiking network would.  The equations are such that, given the 

initial accumulation rates drawn in a trial,   
  and   

 , and the rest of the parameters, 

which are constant across trials, the time to threshold can be calculated from a quadratic 

formula. This turns into a speed-up factor of approximately 20 over simulations of the 

exact same model but with time running in steps of Δt = 1 ms. 

Generally speaking, the essence of the model is that each race (or trial) has two 

parts, one in which there is no cue information available, and thus the ‗winning‘ motor 

plan is randomly determined, followed by another in which the sensory cue boosts one 

of the motor plans and suppresses the other. Any model, whether it involves a single 

diffusing variable or thousands of spiking neurons, would need to have this structure, 

because it is imposed by the structure of the compelled-saccade task.  Within this 
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structure, we chose as a basis for the model a simple dynamical description known to 

capture saccadic RT distributions reasonably well (Carpenter and Williams, 1995; Reddi 

and Carpenter, 2000; Nakahara et al., 2006; Brown and Heathcote, 2008). 

 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 5: Estimation of a curve‘s transition point based on linear-threshold fitting. Each 

graph plots a curve (black trace) and best-fitting approximation using a linear-threshold function (magenta 

trace). Each fit is drawn for the range of data values included in the fitting procedure. Arrows mark the 

transition points at which the linear-threshold functions become non-flat. Horizontal lines on the arrows 

indicate ± 1 s.e. in the transition points (by jackknife). (a) Psychometric curve, as in Fig. 7d. xtrans = 131 ± 

2.7 ms; significance of slope, p = 0, from permutation test. (b) Mean convexity in trials away from the MF, 

from the race model, as in Fig. 7c. xtrans = 131 ms. (c) Mean convexity in trials into the MF, from the FEF 

data, as in Fig. 2.7e. xtrans = 124 ± 27 ms; significance of slope, p = 0.002. (d) Mean convexity in trials 

away from the MF, from the FEF data, as in Fig. 7f. xtrans = 138 ± 15 ms; significance of slope, p = 0.0004. 
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Note 7: estimating the transition point of a curve 

The transition point at which a curve starts rising or falling was estimated by fitting the 

data to a threshold-linear function, as explained in the Methods section.  The results are 

illustrated in Supplementary Figure 5, which includes the same data in Figures 7c,d–f 

together with the best- fitting threshold-linear functions. 
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Abstract 

 Choice behavior and its neural correlates have been intensely studied with tasks in 

which a subject makes a perceptual judgement and indicates the result with a motor 

action. Yet, a question crucial for relating behavior to neural activity remains unresolved: 

what fraction of a subject's reaction time (RT) is devoted to the perceptual evaluation 

step, as opposed to executing the motor report? Making such timing measurements 

accurately is complicated because RTs reflect both sensory and motor processing, and 

because speed and accuracy may be traded. To overcome these problems, we designed 

the compelled-saccade task, a two-alternative forced-choice task in which the instruction 

to initiate a saccade precedes the appearance of the relevant sensory information. With 

this paradigm, it is possible to track perceptual performance as a function of the amount 

of time during which sensory information is available to influence a subject's choice. The 

result - the tachometric curve - directly reveals a subject's perceptual processing capacity 

independently of motor demands. Psychophysical data, together with modeling and 

computer-simulation results, reveal that task performance depends on three separable 

components: the timing of the motor responses, the speed of the perceptual evaluation, 

and additional cognitive factors. Each can vary quickly, from one trial to the next, or can 

show stable, longer-term changes. This novel dissociation between sensory and motor 

processes yields a precise metric of how perceptual capacity varies under various 

experimental conditions, and serves to interpret choice-related neuronal activity as 

perceptual, motor, or both. 
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Introduction 

Making a choice on the basis of a perceptual judgement can be difficult in two 

fundamentally different ways. First, the sensory signal may be weak or noisy relative to 

the sensitivity of the sensory apparatus. For instance, when driving in search of an 

address in a heavy downpour, discerning the street names and deciding where to turn is 

difficult, even when driving very slowly. Second, even if the signal is strong, the system 

may not be able to process it fast enough. Such is the case when a tennis player tries to 

return a 130 mph serve and must decide whether to hit a forehand or a backhand; now, 

although the ball is clearly visible, the decision must be made extremely quickly.    

Psychophysical and neurophysiological experiments have focused on the former 

situation (e.g., Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Ernst and Banks, 2002; de Lafuente and 

Romo, 2005; Gu et al., 2008) much more than on the latter (Bergen and Julesz, 1983; 

Ratcliff and Rouder, 2000; Kiani et al., 2008), possibly because for fast perceptual 

judgements, the time that the brain needs to process a relevant sensory signal is difficult 

to determine reliably. The core of the problem is the high variability of the RT, a key 

psychophysical quantity that depends not only on sensory and motor components of a 

response, but also on their tradeoff (Welford, 1980; Luce, 1986; Sanders, 1998). As a 

result, it has not been possible to precisely dissociate the time courses of the perceptual 

and motor processes that contribute to a choice.  

This issue may be crucial for understanding the neural basis of perceptual 

decision making, because task-related activity often correlates with both sensory and 

motor events associated with making a choice (e.g., Thompson et al., 1996; Gold and 

Shadlen, 2000; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; McPeek and Keller, 2002, 2004). Many 
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single-unit studies have attempted to circumvent this problem with tasks designed 

specifically to disrupt the natural tendency to rapidly select a sensory goal and 

immediately respond to it (Murthy et al., 2001; Sato and Schall, 2003; Arai et al., 2004; 

Carello and Krauzlis, 2004; Horwitz et al., 2004; Camalier et al., 2007). While such 

studies have revealed neuronal activity that discriminates sensory events (e.g., a target 

stimulus versus competing distracters), its interpretation requires numerous assumptions.  

For example, the transition from perceptual evaluation to saccadic selection is assumed to 

occur the moment the neural discrimination reaches an arbitrary criterion level; but then, 

does the degree of discrimination at any given point in time reflect the current state of the 

perceptual decision process, the motor plan, or some combination of the two?  This 

cannot be answered definitively with current choice tasks because they do not provide an 

independent behavioral measure of the covert perceptual evaluation process that is 

assumed to precede the motor report.  

Here we present data from five monkeys trained to perform a novel task whereby 

the perceptual capability of a subject can be reliably isolated and quantified during fast 

choices (Stanford et al., 2010). We investigate how motor timing and perceptual capacity 

interact to determine a subject's behavioral performance during color discrimination, and 

how these processes are modified by motivation and experience.  We find that perceptual 

discrimination is very fast (25-50 ms) and that both the onset of the discrimination 

process and its speed may vary substantially from one trial to the next. These results 

provide important benchmarks for interpreting neuronal activity as related to perceptual 

performance, motor execution, or both. 
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Materials and Methods 

Data were collected from five monkeys, G, F, R, Q and S. One data set from 

monkey G and another from monkey S were presented earlier (Stanford et al., 2010) and 

are included in this study (Fig. 2) for comparison purposes. The rest of the data have not 

been used in any prior studies. 

Behavior. All experimental protocols complied with the National Institutes of 

Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, USDA regulations, and the 

policies set forth by the Wake Forest University School of Medicine Animal Care and 

Use Committee (ACUC). For each monkey, before behavioral training, an MRI-

compatible titanium post was attached to the skull under general anesthesia. During 

subsequent training and data-collection sessions, the post served to restrain the monkey's 

head. Eye movements were monitored either with an implanted eye coil (monkeys F, S, 

and Q), which provided an analog signal of eye position at a rate of 500 Hz, or with an 

infrared tracking device (an EyeLink1000 (SR Research) for monkey G and an ISCAN 

system for monkey R) with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.  

Stimuli were colored spots presented either on a monitor (ViewSonic P815 for 

monkey R) or through a custom-made array of tri-color light-emitting diodes, or LEDs 

(for all other monkeys). In all cases, pairs of saccade targets were placed at various 

positions and orientations around the central fixation spot, and were separated by 10° - 

20° of visual angle. The difficulty of the task was controlled through the time interval 

referred to as the gap. This parameter varied between 10 and 250 ms. RT was measured 

as the amount of time from the go signal until the velocity of the saccade reached a cutoff 

value of 50°/s.  Monkeys were allowed to initiate a response up to 600 ms after the go 
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signal; responses that took longer caused the trial to be aborted. Correct saccades were 

rewarded with a drop of water (0.1-0.7 ml).  During the motivational bias sessions, for 

monkeys G and S large rewards were 3 times larger than small rewards (3:1 ratio), 

whereas for monkey R the reward ratio was 2:1. The high-reward color was kept constant 

for a block of 150-250 trials and was then switched. In all conditions, standard and 

biased, red and green targets were presented with equal probability at all target locations. 

Data analysis. We define the raw processing time (rPT) as 

rPT = RT – gap               (1) 

where the gap is a temporal delay that is under the experimenter's control (see below). 

The rPT is the maximum amount of time that, in principle, is available for processing the 

sensory cue in a trial. The effective processing time (ePT) is 

ePT = RT - gap - TND           (2) 

where the constant TND is the total non-decision time. This constant can be thought of as 

the time consumed by all the processes not specifically related to the perceptual 

judgement and the associated oculomotor report, averaged over trials. In the race-to-

threshold model, it represents the sum of the afferent and efferent delays of a circuit that 

generates a saccadic choice (see below). The tachometric curve is the percentage of 

correct responses plotted as a function of either rPT or ePT. Because TND is a constant, 

the choice of rPT or ePT simply sets the origin of the plot differently; the shape of the 

curve does not change. 

Tachometric curves were constructed by calculating the percentage of correct 

responses for all the trials within an rPT (or ePT) bin. For all curves, bin size was 20 ms 

and bin centers were spaced every 2 ms. To assess the positions of the tachometric curves 
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along the time axis, as well as their steepness, we fitted each curve with a Weibull 

cumulative function,  

        min + ( max   min) (1-   
    
 

  
)     (3) 

where the time t is rPT or ePT,  min and  max are the minimum and maximum percent 

correct values, and a, b and t0 are free parameters. Optimal values for the free parameters 

were found by nonlinear least-squares regression, using the Matlab function nlinfit. We 

refer to the time at which the curve is halfway between  min and  max as its center point; 

for instance, when  min = 50% and  max = 100%, it is equal to the time at which   reaches 

75%. Given the parameters of a curve, the center point is equal to  

               
 

        (4) 

To quantify the steepness of the curve, we use the rise time, which is given by 

      
   

         

 

 
      

 

 
  

         (5) 

The rise time is the time that it would take for the curve to go from 50% to 100% correct 

if its slope were always equal to the slope at the center point. Thus, steeper curves have 

shorter rise times. In summary, the center point and the rise time of a tachometric curve 

are obtained by fitting the curve to a Weibull function and applying the two expressions 

above. 

Bootstrapping techniques (Efron, 1982; Davison and Hinkley, 2006) were used to 

quantify differences between tachometric curves; specifically, differences in their center 

points and rise times. Two analyses were performed.  First, we estimated the joint 

distributions of those two characteristic parameters. For each tachometric curve, this was 

done by (1) generating 2000 new curves by resampling with replacement the original set 
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of experimental trials, (2) fitting each new curve with a Weibull function, and (3) 

calculating the corresponding center points and rise times using Eqns. 4 and 5. The 

resulting distributions indicate the likely spread of      and      for the original curve 

(Figs. 6b, d, f, 7b, 9b).  

The second analysis was applied to pairs of tachometric curves and was 

specifically designed for calculating the significance of the differences between them.  

For example, suppose that curves A and B were obtained with NA and NB trials, that the 

difference in center points wasΔ    , and that the difference in rise times was Δ      

(computed so that they are positive). The significance of these differences was computed 

by (1) combining all the trials into one set of NA + NB trials, (2) shuffling those NA + NB 

trials 10,000 times, (3) generating 10,000 new pairs of tachometric curves by splitting 

each shuffled set into two sets of NA and NB trials, (4) fitting Weibull functions for each 

new pair of curves and computing the corresponding differences in center points and rise 

times, exactly as done with the original data, and (5) calculating the fraction of repetitions 

(out of 10,000) in which the difference between center points was   Δ     and the 

fraction of repetitions in which the difference between rise times was   Δ     .  These 

numbers give the probability of having observed the measured differences Δ     and 

Δ      or larger ones just by chance, when there was actually no difference between the 

two data sets. 

When plotting a tachometric curve as a function of ePT, another useful quantity is 

the time required to reach 75% correct, or   . This quantity was read directly from the 

experimental curves, using linear interpolation if necessary. The variability in    was 

quantified in two ways. (1) By bootstrapping, as described above. That is, the original 
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data were resampled with replacement 2000 times, and from the resulting 2000 curves, 

the SD of the    values was obtained. (2) By running the race-to-threshold model 2000 

times with parameter values that best replicated the experimental data, each time 

simulating the same numbers of trials per gap as in the data. A distribution of    values 

was obtained from the simulated tachometric curves, and an SD was computed from it. 

The SD values obtained with these two methods were typically within 1 ms of each other 

(and were similar to the SD of       as well).  In the Results section we quote the largest 

of the two. 

Accelerated race-to-threshold model. All model simulations were performed 

using MATLAB (The Mathworks). The code is available from the authors upon request. 

The race model was the same used in an earlier report (Stanford et al., 2010; see 

also Salinas et al., 2010) except for one minor difference described below. The model 

consists of two competing variables, xL and xR, that represent the population activity of 

neurons triggering movements to the left and to the right, respectively. Each race 

corresponds to a behavioral trial in which a saccadic response is produced. In each race, 

both variables start with a value of 0, and the winner is the first one to climb to a 

threshold of 1000 units, at which point the race is over.  The outcome of the race is 

considered to be a movement to the left if xL wins, or a movement to the right if xR wins. 

Each race has two parts: a first, pre-cue stage during which the relevant sensory 

information is not yet available, and so the competition is random, and a second stage 

during which this information is accessible and influences the competing variables. 

Crucially, the sensory cue acts by favoring a movement toward the target side, such that if 

the target is on the right and the distracter on the left, then xR increases toward threshold 
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more rapidly than xL; and vice versa, if the target is on the left, then xL speeds up and xR 

slows down. 

Each simulated trial proceeds as follows. The go signal is given at t = 0 and the 

race starts as soon as this signal reaches the model oculomotor circuit, which happens 

after an afferent delay TA. During this first stage the rates at which xL and xR change - the 

build-up rates - are constant and random; they are drawn from a two-dimensional 

Gaussian distribution with mean rG (same for both variables), standard deviation σG 

(same for both variables) and correlation coefficient ρG. Negative values of ρG, as found 

in all fits, indicate that the competing variables are anti-correlated; when one increases at 

a high rate the other increases at a much lower or even negative rate. During this stage xL 

and xR evolve according to 

   

  
    

   

  
    

     
  

            
             (6) 

where   
 and   

 are the build-up rates drawn initially. In races in which one of the 

variables reaches threshold during this stage, the outcome is a coin toss, because the 

build-up rates were sampled randomly from a symmetric distribution. Otherwise, the two 

oculomotor plans keep changing as prescribed by the above equations until the cue 

information arrives. The cue is revealed gap milliseconds after the go signal, at t = gap, 

so it reaches the model circuit at t = gap + TA. At this time, the competing variables start 

accelerating according to the locations of the target and distracter. If the target is on the 
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right side, then the build-up rate of xR approaches a large, positive value    (for target) 

and the build-up rate of xL approaches a small or negative value    (for distracter). The 

corresponding equations are 

   

  
                            

   

  
                            

   
  

 
     

 

τ
              

   
  

 
     

 

τ
                                                                        

with the added rule that, once the build-up rates reach their new target values - that is, 

once   is equal to   and   is equal to   - they stop changing, so the last two derivatives 

become zero. In this way, the acceleration is constant but lasts a finite amount of time, 

which is precisely equal to τ, and   is the maximum possible build-up rate for the 

variable that generates a movement toward the target.  The assumption that the 

acceleration remains constant (while it occurs) is not only simple but also 

computationally convenient because it means that the time to threshold can be computed 

analytically. 

In the converse situation, when the target is to the left of fixation, the roles of    

and    are reversed: when the sensory information arrives,   increases toward the high 

rate   and   decreases toward the low rate   , so 
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in this case, again applying the rule that the last two derivatives become zero once the 

equilibrium values are reached. This integration process continues until    or    reaches 

threshold, and a saccade is assumed to occur a short efferent delay    after that. The 

outcome (saccade direction) and RT are then recorded for the trial. 

Apart form this basic description, there are three additional aspects of the model 

that are important. First, we observed that the monkeys occasionally made mistakes at 

long ePTs, when they should have had enough time to make an accurate color 

discrimination. To account for such lapses, in each simulated trial there is a small 

probability    of making an incorrect assignment; that is, of associating the target and 

distracter rates    and    with the wrong (i.e., reversed) locations. This amounts to 

exchanging Equations 7 and 8 in a fraction    of the trials chosen randomly. In practice, 

within the range of behaviors explored here, the parameter    uniquely sets the maximum 

value of the tachometric function. 

Second, we assume that the afferent delay varies across trials and independently 

for the go and cue signals. This variability is Gaussian with a standard deviation σA, but 

such that negative delays are not allowed.  

Third - and this implementation is slightly different than in the original version of 

the model (Stanford et al., 2010) - the rise to threshold is interrupted between t = I1 and t 

= I2. During this interval neither the build-up rates nor xL and xR change. This interruption 

was included to account for a dip that is often seen in the ePT distributions of the 
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monkeys near ePT = 0; its effect on the rest of the curves was generally modest. The 

onset and offset times I1 and I2 are constant and are given with respect to the point in time 

when the cue information reaches the circuit. So, if I1 = -10 and I2 = 5, for instance, the 

interruption starts 10 ms before the cue information arrives and lasts 15 ms.   

It may seem strange that such interruption can occur before the cue information 

arrives at the circuit, but there are two possible explanations for this. First, the 

interruption could be effected by other circuits that receive the cue information earlier 

than the model oculomotor circuit. And second, although the race itself requires color-

specific information, the interruption does not; that is, the interruption could be due to the 

detection of the cue ("colors changed") occurring before its content ("red on the left, 

green on the right") is determined. This is consistent with the general finding that reaction 

times for detection are generally shorter than for discrimination (Luce, 1986; Sanders, 

1998).  

Table 1: Model parameter values for each data set 

 

Monkey rG σ 
           Τ                 

F 5.6 13 -0.6 150 -140 1600 91 10 -16 3 0.048 

Q 4.2 16 -0.7 34 -23 310 150 13 -8 -4 0.105 

G 4.5 17 -0.8 340 -220 1600 139 20 -40 -10 0.02 

S set 1 3.8 20 -0.6 43 -23 190 116 8 -5 0 0 

S set 2 6.4 34 -0.7 16 -8 180 106 8 -10 -5 0 

G high reward 4.1 4 -0.95 160 -120 1800 104 14 -15 6 0 

G low reward 5.3 11 -0.8 130 -110 900 136 23 -7 9 0.085 

S high reward 4.7 5 -0.9 20 -12 85 102 11 -16 -3 0 

S low reward 5.7 8 -0.7 17 -14 90 106 16 -16 6 0.02 

R high reward 5.2 14 -0.8 40 -37 180 142 23 -25 5 0 

R low reward 7.0 20 -0.6 22 -31 140 155 26 -20 5 0.03 

 

In all, the race model has eleven free parameters that were adjusted to match each 

monkey's data (Table 1). The model does not distinguish between the afferent and 
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efferent delays; it is only their sum, the total non-decision time, that matters. The total 

non-decision time varies across trials because it inherits the variability of TA. The single 

parameter TND represents its mean value averaged across trials. The model produces 

different outcomes and RTs from one trial to another primarily because different initial 

build-up rates (rL, rR) are drawn for each trial; the variability of TA, which is the only 

other independent quantity that also changes in every trial, has a more modest influence 

on the results. 

Model Fitting. For each experimental data set, the free parameters of the race-to-

threshold model were optimized to minimize the mean absolute error between the 

simulated and the monkey data. Six psychophysical curves were use to fit each data set: 

the psychometric (percent correct vs. gap), chronometric (mean RT vs. gap and standard 

deviation of the RT vs. gap) and tachometric (percent correct vs. rPT) curves, and the rPT 

distributions for correct and error trials. Thus, the error function had the form  

   
         

    
   

 

where e and m are experimental and model values, respectively; the index i = 1, 2, . . . 6 

identifies each of the six psychophysical curves; the index j runs through each point in a 

curve; the factor    is the number of points in curve i; and    normalizes the contribution 

of each curve according to its range of values. For example, suppose that curve 1 consists 

of 9 points that vary between 0.4 and 1.0; then   = 9 and    = 0.6. In this way, the error 

contributed by each curve is expressed as a fraction between 0 and 1.  

Best-fitting parameter values were found by exhaustive search; that is, by 

establishing a multidimensional grid where each point is a different combination of 
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parameters, running the model with each combination, and selecting the one that 

minimized the above error. For each data set, a coarse grid covering a wide parameter 

range was used initially, and progressively finer grids were used afterward. Separate 

parameter optimizations run with different initial conditions typically converged on 

nearly identical results. In general, changes in the model's responses (and in E) became 

appreciable when each single parameter varied by approximately 10%, but two quantities 

were sensitive to even smaller changes:   , which determines quite precisely the 

maximum value of the simulated tachometric curve, and    , which determines the 

position of this curve along the x axis; typically, noticeable changes in the error were 

produced when     deviated by 2 ms or more from its optimal value. Compared to such 

sensitivity (≤ 10%), the range of variation of the optimal parameter values found across 

all monkeys and conditions (Table 1) was much larger, suggesting that there was little 

redundancy in their effects. 

Minimal functional model. Given the task design, the psychometric, chronometric 

and tachometric curves are not independent of each other. In particular, knowing the latter 

two is sufficient to determine the former. This statistical relationship is independent of the 

race model or any other mechanistic framework. Thus, the minimal functional model is 

just a straightforward sampling procedure for inferring the psychometric curve given 

Eqn. 1, the subject's perceptual capacity (tachometric curve), and his overall motor 

performance (chronometric curve). It runs as follows. 

We assume that the tachometric and chronometric curves are known. Then a 

series of trials are performed, each consisting of four steps: (1) a gap is selected and a RT 

is drawn from the given RT distribution for that gap, (2) the rPT is calculated by 
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subtracting RT - gap (Eq. 1), (3) the probability of a correct response for that rPT is read 

out from the given tachometric curve, and (4) the outcome of the trial, correct or 

incorrect, is set according to that probability. In this way, by averaging over many trials, 

one obtains the percentage of correct responses as a function of gap - the psychometric 

curve.  

The advantage of this reduced model is that it allows us to systematically explore 

how different features of the chronometric and tachometric curves determine a subject's 

choice accuracy in the task regardless of the underlying neural mechanisms. It tells us 

how observed changes in choice accuracy correlate with changes in perceptual and motor 

speed. 

 

Results 

The compelled-response paradigm 

The sequence of events in the compelled-saccade (CS) task is shown in Fig. 1. 

First, the subject fixates on a central spot and its color, red or green, indicates the color of 

the target. Then two yellow spots appear, separated by 10-20°. These are the potential 

saccadic targets.  Next, the fixation spot disappears; this is the go signal that instructs the 

subject to initiate a saccade to one of the peripheral spots, although at this point both are 

still yellow. The identities of the target and distracter are revealed later, after a time gap 

that varies between 10 and 250 ms in duration, at the point marked ―Cue‖.  At the cue, 

one yellow spot turns red and the other green. Finally, once the saccade is executed, if the 

response is correct, a drop of liquid is given as a reward. The RT is measured between the 

onset of the go signal and the onset of the saccade, and the key parameter under the 
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experimenter's control is the gap duration, which determines the amount of time that the 

crucial information is withheld. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the CS task. In each trial, the subject must make an eye movement to the 

peripheral spot that matches the color of the fixation point (red, in this example). However, the instruction 

to make the saccade (Go) is given first, before the identities of the target and distracter are revealed (Cue). 

Task difficulty is controlled according to the time gap between the go and the cue (10-250 ms). In each 

trial, the maximum amount of time available for viewing the cue is the rPT. 

 

The objective of the CS task is to decouple the perceptual-evaluation and motor-

planning stages of the task by triggering all saccades in the same way but varying their 

success rate according to the amount of sensory information that is presented later, while 

the oculomotor plan develops.  That is, the go signal is always given first, so once the 

perceptual information becomes available, it influences a saccadic choice process that is 

already ongoing.  The situation is analogous to that faced by players in tennis and other 

sports in which a judgement about the ball's trajectory must be made extremely fast: to be 
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able to strike the ball, the player typically starts his or her motion early, before seeing the 

ball (Abernethy, 1990; Land and McLeod, 2000; Yarrow et al., 2009).  Note that the 

version of the task that we have implemented is based on eye movements, but this is not 

essential; the same design could be used with other motor actions instead. 

 

The task and the psychophysical results that follow can be understood intuitively 

by recognizing that performance should vary continuously between two extremes. At 

very short gaps (e.g., zero), the subject has enough time to view the red and green stimuli 

and find the target, so performance is expected to be near 100% correct. In contrast, at 

very long gaps (e.g., infinite), the motor response must be executed before the cue is 

revealed, so the subject must guess the target location. Performance is expected to be near 

50% correct in this case. Because gap values are pseudo-randomly interleaved across 

trials, the timing of the cue is unpredictable, and the subject's choices throughout an 

experimental session are combinations of guesses and informed discriminations. 

 

Quantifying perceptual performance 

Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of four monkeys trained to perform the CS task. 

The psychometric curves (Fig. 2a) show that performance is above 90% correct at short 

gaps, when the subjects have a relatively long time to differentiate target from distracter, 

and as the gap becomes longer, performance drops to chance levels, near 50% correct. 

Meanwhile, mean RTs show relatively little variation, particularly considering the large 

spread in RT at each gap (Fig. 2b; error bars indicate ± 1 SD).  Therefore, in the 

compelled-response condition, large changes in performance are relatively decoupled 

from systematic changes in RT. 
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Figure 2. Psychophysical performance of four monkeys in the CS task. a, Percentage of 

correct responses as a function of gap (psychometric curve). b, RT as a function of gap (chronometric 

curve). Data points are mean values, which include both correct and incorrect trials at each gap; error bars 

indicate ±1 SD. c, Distributions of ePT values for correct (blue and black bars) and incorrect (magenta 

traces) trials. Bin size is 20 ms. A value of 1 corresponds to the maximum number of observations in 
correct trials. d, Percentage of correct responses as a function of ePT (tachometric curve). Bin size is 20 ms. 

e, Distributions of RT values in correct (blue and black bars) and incorrect (magenta traces) trials at specific 

gaps. Gap values are indicated on upper right corners. Bin size is 40 ms. For each monkey, the same model 

parameters were used in all panels (see Table 1).  Experimental results are based on a total of 7935, 5609, 

6676 and 5231 trials for monkeys F, Q, G and S (set 1), respectively. 

 

Although performance clearly varies as a function of gap, the gap is a period of 

time during which the relevant sensory information is absent from the visual display. 

What is most important is the complement of the gap, the interval of time during which 

the cue information is available for viewing. The maximum possible length of this 

complementary interval in any given trial is equal to the RT minus the gap. We call this 

quantity the raw processing time, or rPT (Eq. 1; Fig. 1). Note, however, that in each trial 

there may be other intervals beside the gap period during which the cue information is 

either unavailable or not being processed. For instance, any transmission delays between 
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the retina and the circuits that generate the saccadic choice should also be subtracted from 

the rPT. We refer to the effective processing time, or ePT, as the rPT minus the total time 

    consumed by any non-decision processes (Eq. 2).  We will explain in a moment how, 

through a model,     may be estimated. 

The ePT is the crucial quantity that determines performance in the CS task 

because it corresponds to the amount of time that the subject effectively has for viewing 

and analyzing the relevant sensory information in each trial. Indeed, when plotted as a 

function of ePT, performance varies much more sharply than as a function of gap 

(compare Figs. 2a and 2d noting difference in time scale). We refer to the resulting curve 

(Fig. 2d) as a ‗tachometric curve‘ because it directly reveals the speed of a subject's 

perceptual processing. For instance, monkeys F and Q required 50 ± 3 ms (± 1 SE, from 

bootstrap; see Methods) and 46 ± 3 ms, respectively, to go from chance to 75% correct. 

In contrast, Monkeys G and S, whose data were reported earlier (Stanford et al., 2010), 

had somewhat sharper tachometric curves and so discriminated faster: they reached 75% 

correct in 42 ± 2 ms and 26 ± 2 ms, respectively. 

The distributions of ePT values for correct and error trials also have distinctive 

features that are consistent with the constraints of the task (Fig. 2c). For ePT < 0 the 

distributions of correct and error responses are practically identical. This is to be expected 

because a negative ePT corresponds to a trial in which the subject had no time to view the 

red and green stimuli, and so was forced to guess. In contrast, longer, positive ePTs mean 

that the subject had time to view the stimuli and hence made an informed decision. So, 

the proportion of correct versus incorrect responses increases sharply after ePT = 0 (in 

fact, if one plots the rPT distributions, which are identical except for a shift along the x-
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axis, the point at which the error and correct distributions split from each other is always 

within a few ms of the     value inferred from the model, which represents the time at 

which the sensory information starts to have an effect on performance).  The tachometric 

curve is closely related to the distributions in Fig. 2c: it is obtained by dividing 

(pointwise) the curve for correct trials by the total number of trials at each point, i.e., by 

the sum of the curves for error and correct trials. 

The data in Fig. 2 extend our earlier observations (Stanford et al., 2010) and show 

that behavior in the task is consistent across subjects. 

 

A race-to-threshold model of the CS task 

The interplay that takes place in the CS task between making an informed 

decision (at short gaps/long ePTs) and guessing (at long gaps/negative ePTs) can be easily 

understood with a simple phenomenological model (see Methods for details). In the 

model, a saccadic choice is conceived as a competition between two variables, xL and xR, 

that represent the activities of two populations of oculomotor neurons. An eye movement 

is generated when one of the variables reaches a threshold, as in previous accounts of 

saccadic response generation (Hanes and Schall, 1996; Carpenter and Williams, 1995; 

Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Smith and Ratcliff, 2004; Palmer et al., 2005; Hanks et al., 

2006; Lo and Wang, 2006; Wong and Wang, 2006; Boucher et al., 2007; Ratcliff and 

McKoon, 2008). Importantly, however, these developing oculomotor plans are also 

informed by sensory input (Horwitz and Newsome, 1999; Gold and Shadlen, 2000; 

Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Churchland et al., 2008). Here, the essential idea is that, 

when the sensory information becomes available to the oculomotor circuit, its effect is to 
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speed up the developing saccadic plan toward the target and slow down the plan toward 

the distracter.  In this way, the model produces both random choices (guesses) and 

accurate choices, depending on when that information arrives; that is, on the gap. 

In each simulated trial, the model generates an outcome, left or right, and a RT. 

When xL reaches threshold first, a movement to the left spot is produced; and vice versa, 

when xR reaches threshold first, the response is to the right. Figure 3 shows various 

examples of simulated trials in which xL and xR correspond to green and red traces, 

respectively. All the races start in the same way: a short period after the go signal 

(afferent delay, 60 ms in the examples of Fig. 3), the two variables start increasing with 

constant rates. These initial build-up rates are drawn randomly from a distribution, 

because the identities of the target and distracter are initially unknown. The rates are anti-

correlated ρG < 0), so when xR starts rising very fast xL tends to rise much more slowly or 

may even decrease, and vice versa.  Then, once the circuit's gap period has elapsed, the 

build-up rates begin changing according to the target and distracter locations [the circuit's 

gap period has the same duration as the gap but occurs later, because of the afferent 

delay; it is the period during which the oculomotor plan proceeds without guidance from 

the cue (Fig. 3, area marked in gray)]. So, if the target is, say, on the right, as is the case 

in all the shown examples, then the build-up rate of xR increases and that of xL decreases.  

That is what happens in Figs. 3a-c, f, g.  Most of those trials are correct because the 

variable representing the target side typically reaches threshold first, even if it rises more 

slowly at the beginning, before the cue information is available (as in Figs. 3b, g). The 

only exception is Fig. 3c, where xL increases so fast initially, that it reaches threshold 

before xR can catch up, resulting in an error.  In contrast, in Figs. 3d, e, h-j the race is over 
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before the end of the circuit's gap period, so the winner is determined randomly. Trials 

like those, which end before the cue information becomes available, typically occur at 

long gaps. 

 

Figure 3. Ten trials of the race-to-threshold model. Each panel shows the competing variables 

xL (green traces) and xR (red traces) as functions of time. In these examples, the target was always red and 

located to the right of fixation, so trials in which the red trace (xR) crosses threshold (dotted lines) first are 

correct and trials in which the green trace (xL) crosses threshold first are errors. Black triangles and black 

vertical lines mark when the go signal is given (Go) and when the saccade is initiated (Sac); the interval 

between them is the RT. In these examples, each race starts 60 ms (afferent delay) after the go, and a 

saccade is produced 30 ms (efferent delay) after threshold crossing, so TND = 90 ms. Gray shadows mark 
the circuit's gap period. a-c, Three trials with a 50 ms gap. d-g, Four trials with a 150 ms gap. h-j, Three 

trials with a 250 ms gap. Blue bars indicate the ePT period; numbers below are ePT values. Positive ePTS 

(dark blue) correspond to races influenced by the sensory cue (a-c, f, g).  Negative ePTs (light blue) 

correspond to races that end before the cue information is available and thus have random outcomes (d, e, 

h-j). 
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This model is useful in three ways. First, in it the ePT is perfectly well defined: it 

is the time between the end of the circuit's gap period and the threshold crossing (Fig. 3, 

blue bars and ePT values shown below).  Second, the non-decision time is also well 

defined, and is equal to the afferent plus the efferent delays (note, however, that what 

matters for the model is their sum, so     is indeed a single parameter).  The mean non-

decision time     for a particular dataset can be estimated by fitting the model to those 

data. For monkeys F and Q,     was equal to 91 ms (the smallest in all data sets we have 

analyzed) and 150 ms (the second largest in all data sets we have analyzed), respectively, 

which is consistent with the relatively large difference in mean RT between the two 

animals (Fig. 2b). And third, the model provides an intuitive and quantitative 

understanding of the mixture of informed decisions and guesses that subjects execute 

during the CS task. As can be seen in Fig. 2, with the correct parameter values the model 

can replicate a monkey's behavior quite accurately (compare Data vs. Model). In 

particular, examine the RT distributions for correct and error trials that are found at each 

gap (Fig. 2e). For correct responses, the RT distribution transitions from unimodal to 

bimodal, whereas for incorrect trials, the peak of the RT distribution typically remains at 

the same point and coincides with the early peak of the correct-trial distribution. The 

model captured this progression quite accurately in all the data sets from the five 

monkeys (see also Stanford et al., 2010). 

An important feature of the tachometric curve that should be kept in mind is that 

its shape does not depend on the set of gap values used in the experiment. According to 

the model, for a given perceptual task, the tachometric curve is an intrinsic property of 

the subject. Therefore, the gaps are chosen experimentally to generate a range of ePT 
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values that is large enough to yield the full tachometric curve (and to prevent the subjects 

from predicting the cue onset), but as long as the resulting ePT distribution is wide 

enough, the specific gap values do not matter.  This is manifest in Fig. 2. There, the 

tachometric curves for monkeys F and Q are fairly similar, although they were obtained 

with quite different sets of gaps (Fig. 2a). 

 

Performance as a result of perceptual and motor processes 

Successful performance in the CS task depends both on the speed of the color 

discrimination, which is revealed by the tachometric curve, and on the speed of the motor 

report. It is precisely the ability to independently assess the relative contributions of 

perceptual and motor processing that is a key feature of the CS task. To better understand 

how these two factors can interact to determine performance, Fig. 4 shows how various 

forms of chronometric (i.e., RT versus gap), tachometric and psychometric curves relate 

to each other, as predicted by a minimal functional model. This is a highly simplified 

framework, entirely separate from the race-to-threshold model, that describes the 

functional relationships between the three curves (see Methods). This figure serves as a 

roadmap for understanding the various effects that may be observed when varying the 

conditions of a compelled-response experiment.   

The basis of this minimal functional model is that performance in the CS task is 

fully determined by the subject's tachometric and chronometric curves: the former 

specifies how much viewing time is needed to achieve a particular success rate and the 

latter specifies how much total time is needed to respond given a particular gap, so by 

combining them one can derive the success rate as a function of gap - the psychometric 
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curve.  Figure 4 was created by generating hypothetical chronometric (Fig. 4, left 

column) and tachometric (Fig. 4, middle column) curves and applying the minimal 

functional model to infer the corresponding psychometric curve (Fig. 4, right column). 

 

Figure 4. Overall performance in the CS task depends on motor timing and perceptual 

discrimination. Each row shows one or more hypothetical chronometric curves (left column), one or more 

hypothetical tachometric curves (middle column), and the resulting psychometric curves (right column) 

obtained from the minimal functional model. Only mean RTs are shown, but full distributions were used. a-

c, Variations in performance due to variations in the onset of perceptual discrimination (a), in the speed of 

perceptual discrimination (b), or in the maximum perceptual accuracy (c). d, e, Variations in performance 
due to variations in RT. 
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Figures 4a-c illustrate the consequence on performance of altering the tachometric 

curve in different ways while the distributions of RTs remain constant. Similarly, Figs. 

4d, e show the opposite case, when the tachometric curve does not change but the RT 

distributions do. It is easy to see that overall performance in the CS task can improve 

through a combination of four mechanisms: (1) by shifting the tachometric curve to the 

left, which means that the discrimination process starts earlier in the trial (Fig. 4a), (2) by 

increasing the steepness of the tachometric curve, which means that, once begun, the 

perceptual discrimination progresses more rapidly (Fig. 4b), (3) by bringing the percent 

correct at long viewing times as close to 100% as possible (Fig. 4c), and (4) by increasing 

the RT, in which case the subject has more time to view the stimuli (Fig. 4d). It is also 

worth noting that the slope of the chronometric curve partially determines the steepness 

of the psychometric curve (Fig. 4e). 

The minimum functional model provides a statistical description of the task, not a 

mechanistic one like the race-to-threshold model. Because of this, the basic effects shown 

in Fig. 4 do not necessarily correspond to changes in single parameters of the race model. 

There are, nonetheless, important regularities: mechanism 1 (Fig. 4a) corresponds most 

closely to changes in    , the mean non-decision time; mechanism 2 (Fig. 4b) 

corresponds primarily to changes in the acceleration parameters,   ,    and τ, which 

convey the influence of the sensory cue; mechanism 3 (Fig. 4c) corresponds exactly to 

changes in    for the range of behaviors explored here; and mechanisms 4 and 5 (Figs. 

4d, e) correspond mostly to changes in   ,    and   , which determine the oculomotor 

activity that develops initially, although practically all other parameters contribute to 

some degree as well.  
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Given this catalogue of possible effects, we performed experimental variations of 

the CS task and diverse types of data analyses to determine if the expected relationships 

between psychometric, chronometric and tachometric curves were actually observed. If 

these are indeed the basic psychophysical effects that a subject may exhibit in a 

compelled-response situation, such would provide strong evidence that motor and 

perceptual contributions to changes in behavioral performance can be clearly dissociated. 

 

Motivation modulates performance through multiple mechanisms 

To generate changes in the subject's RTs and performance levels, we implemented 

a variant of the task in which the monkey knew at the beginning of each trial, via the 

color of the fixation point, whether a large or a small reward was at stake. In this 

condition, correct movements to, say, the red target yielded a high reward, whereas 

correct movements to the green target yielded a lower reward. The association between 

colors and reward amounts was kept constant for blocks of 150-250 trials and then the 

high- and low-reward colors were reversed. In this experiment the target color is revealed 

at the beginning of each trial, when the fixation spot appears, so the subject always 

knows whether the current trial can lead to a large or a small reward. Thus, the incentive 

to perform the task correctly varies across trials and is set at the start of each one. 

Initially, data in this 'motivational bias' experiment were collected from monkeys 

G and S. Their behaviors, however, were somewhat different, so to try to gain some 

additional insight as to which effect was more common, a third monkey, monkey R, was 

subsequently trained. This third subject displayed an effect similar to that of monkey G. 

The results of this experiment are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 5; for ease of comparison, all 
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results are displayed separately for high- and low-reward trials, although these were 

interleaved during task performance. 

 

Figure 5. Psychophysical performance of monkeys G, S and R during the motivational bias 

experiment. At the beginning of each trial, the monkey knew whether a correct response would result in a 

small or a large reward. Data are shown separately for high- and low-reward trials, as indicated. Same 
format as in Fig. 2. See Table 2.  

 

The psychometric and chronometric curves (Figs. 5a, b) show that, when working 

for a small reward, monkeys performed worse and initiated their responses sooner (Table 

2).  Consistent with the hypothetical curves of Fig. 4d, the slight but significant increase 

in overall RT observed in large-reward trials was accompanied by an increase in choice 

accuracy. Perhaps more importantly, there were differences in the corresponding 

tachometric curves too (Fig. 5d), but these were not identical for the three subjects: as 

explained below, in monkeys G and R the dominant effect was a change in the onset of 

the discrimination process, whereas in monkey S there was a significant difference in 
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perceptual processing speed. 

 

Table 2: Behavioral performance in the motivational bias experiment.  

 

 Monkey G Monkey S Monkey R 

High  

reward 

Low  

reward 

High  

reward 

Low  

reward 

High  

Reward 

Low  

reward 

Trials 2394 2421 4728 4538 2742 2834 

Correct % 81 67 81 72 73 67 

p (binomial)                     

RT ± 1SD (ms) 288 ± 39 276 ± 43 258 ± 35 249 ± 39 279 ± 44 270 ± 43 

p (Wilcoxon)                      

      ± 1SE (ms) 91 ± 9 98 ± 13 40 ± 6 60 ± 7 68 ± 10 68 ± 8 

p (bootstrap) 0.26  0.0061  0.5  

     ± 1SE (ms) 139 ± 5 170 ± 5 115 ± 2 123 ± 3 151 ± 3 170 ± 3 

p (bootstrap) 0  0.0015  0  
Percent correct and RT data are averages over all gaps. Significance values from bootstrap are based on 

10,000 resamplings.  

 

To compare the low-reward and high-reward tachometric curves of each monkey 

more carefully and, in particular, to determine if they differed significantly in steepness, 

we performed the analysis shown in Fig. 6 (see Methods). Here, the tachometric curves 

obtained in high- and low-reward trials are replotted using rPT on the x-axis. In this way, 

the values on the y-axis are the same as before, with ePT, but the original relative timing 

is preserved, and more importantly, because     is taken out of the calculation, the 

analysis becomes insensitive to any error in   .  The thin black lines superimposed on 

the purple and orange traces are the cumulative Weibull functions that best fitted the data. 

To characterize each tachometric curve, we considered two quantities that were derived 

from the respective Weibull fits: the center point and the rise time (see Methods).   
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Figure 6. Comparison of perceptual performance in high- versus low-reward trials. a, Percentage of 

correct responses as a function of rPT (tachometric curve) for high-reward (purple trace) and low-reward 
(orange trace) trials performed by monkey G.  Black lines are best Weibull fits.  Vertical dotted lines mark 

the time points at which the percent correct is halfway between the minimum and maximum values, i.e., tctr.  

Same experimental data as in Fig. 5d, except with rPT (= RT - gap) on the x-axis. b, Joint distributions of 

center points (tctr) and rise times (trise) obtained from bootstrapping of monkey G's data.  For clarity, only 

1000 points per set are shown. Crosses mark the tctr and trise values of the original fits shown in a. 

Histograms at the top and on the right show the corresponding marginal distributions, based on 2000 

resamplings per set. c-f As in a, b, but for monkeys S and R.   
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The center point      is the rPT at which performance reaches the midpoint 

between the minimum and the maximum percent correct (Figs. 6a, c, vertical dotted 

lines). The rise time       is inversely related to the steepness of the curve; it is the time 

that it would take for performance to go from 50% to 100% correct if the slope were 

constant and equal to the slope at     . 

The crosses in Fig. 6b indicate the values of      and       for the two tachometric 

curves of monkey G, and the surrounding clouds of dots show the values obtained by 

bootstrapping; that is, by repeatedly resampling with replacement the original trials and 

recomputing the fits (see Methods). The distributions of likely center point values (Fig. 

6b, histograms at the top) and rise time values (Fig. 6b, histograms on the right) were 

obtained from these clouds of points, and their overlap indicates whether these 

parameters are significantly different when compared across the two conditions. Note, 

however, that the corresponding p-values were actually obtained through a second 

resampling analysis specifically designed for evaluating the significance level (see 

Methods).  

In the case of monkey G, there are three notable results. First, the tachometric 

curves are shifted relative to each other by about 30 ms (Table 2) and the shift is highly 

significant, as is apparent by the lack of overlap in the distributions of      values in Fig. 

6b (top histograms). This means that the decision-making process starts about 30 ms later 

in low- than in high-reward trials. This effect is precisely the one shown in Fig. 4a, and it 

is consistent with more accurate performance in high- than in low-reward trials, as 

expected.  

The second result to be noted in Figs. 6a, b is that the steepness of the two curves 
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was statistically identical. The tachometric curve for high-reward trials had a slightly 

shorter rise time (Table 2), but in this case the distributions of likely values obtained from 

bootstrapping were highly overlapping (Fig. 6b, histograms on the right), and the 

difference was not significant (Table 2). Therefore, for monkey G, the speed of the 

perceptual process remained essentially constant across the two conditions. 

Finally, the third result for monkey G is that the maximum percent correct reached 

by the two curves in Fig. 6a was not the same: the asymptotic performance values were 

99% correct for high- and 90% correct for low-reward trials (p =     , binomial test).  

This is very much as in Fig. 4c.  Thus, for trials that could lead to a large reward, the 

monkey rarely made a mistake when provided ample time to view the stimuli, whereas 

for trials that could only lead to a small reward, the monkey made significantly more 

‗careless‘ mistakes, errors that could not be attributed to insufficient viewing time.  

In summary, then, in high-reward trials monkey G responded slightly but 

significantly more slowly, shifted his tachometric curve to the left, and made fewer 

mistakes at long processing times. Therefore, three of the mechanisms in Fig. 4 were 

operating simultaneously (Figs. 4a, c, d), all in favor of better performance when a high 

reward was at stake. Importantly, the steepness of the tachometric curve remained 

constant, which we take to mean that monkey G's perceptual processing speed did not 

change. 

Now consider the behavior of monkey S, as depicted in Figs. 6c, d. In this case, 

the percentage of correct responses at long viewing times was again close to the 

maximum in high-reward trials (99%) but not in low-reward trials (97%), as with monkey 

G. The difference was small but highly significant (p =     , binomial test).  However, 
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the results for this monkey differed in a conspicuous way: the tachometric curve for high-

reward trials was significantly steeper than for low-reward trials (Table 2). Such an 

increase in steepness also leads to higher accuracy (Fig. 4b), so this effect again implies 

better accuracy given the potential for a large reward. Although the tachometric curves of 

monkey S had different center points (Table 2), this did not result from a pure shift along 

the x-axis, as with monkey G, but rather was a consequence of the change in slope. 

Consistent with this, the difference in     values for the two curves was only 4 ms (Table 

1).   

We want to stress that the most direct interpretation of a change in steepness in the 

tachometric curve is that it reveals a true change in perceptual processing speed. 

Alternatively, however, the steepness of the curve could also depend on the rule that links 

the outcome of the perceptual discrimination with the correct motor response as dictated 

by the design of the task. This possibility is elaborated in the Discussion.  In any case, an 

increase in steepness reflects an effective increase in sensory processing speed which, in 

turn, leads to more accurate performance, as demonstrated in Fig. 4b. 

Monkeys G and S behaved somewhat differently in this experiment; the former 

showed a shift in the tachometric curve and the latter a change in steepness. To get a 

better sense for the predominance of these effects, a third monkey was trained in the CS 

task and a motivational bias was induced (Fig. 5, monkey R). The success rate of this 

subject, monkey R, was again higher when a high reward was at stake than when a low 

reward was at stake, and again the higher performance was accompanied by slower RTs 

(Table 2). Overall, the tachometric curves in this case were similar to those of monkey G 

(Figs. 6e, f): there was a significant shift to the left of about 20 ms in high-reward trials, 
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no significant difference in rise time across conditions, and a small but significant 

difference in the maximum probability correct at long viewing times (99% and 97% 

correct in high-and low-reward trials, respectively, p = 0.01, binomial test). 

In conclusion, the increased motivation caused by the possibility of collecting a 

larger reward resulted in a higher fraction of correct choices through a combination of 

four mechanisms: a slight increase in mean RT (three monkeys; Fig. 4d), a higher 

efficiency in utilizing the available sensory information, possibly due to better attentional 

control (three monkeys; Fig. 4c), an earlier onset of the perceptual discrimination process 

(monkeys G and R; Fig. 4a), and an effective increase in sensory processing speed 

(monkey S; Fig. 4b). Importantly, because high- and low-reward trials were interleaved in 

this experiment, the results demonstrate that these mechanisms can vary on a relatively 

short time scale, from one trial to the next. 

As can be seen from Table 1, the best-fitting parameters found by the race-to-

threshold model in the two reward conditions changed in a highly consistent manner 

across monkeys. For instance, the non-decision times     were always larger in the low-

reward condition, in agreement with the observation that the tachometric curves in that 

case were shifted to the right (Fig. 6). Similarly, the initial build-up rates, as determined 

by   , were always higher in low-reward trials, consistent with the shorter RTs observed 

in those trials. Other parameters that produce less intuitive effects also changed in the 

same direction for the three monkeys. For example, the spread in the initial build-up 

rates, given by   , was always larger in low- than in high-reward trials, whereas the 

variability in the afferent delays, given by   , was consistently larger in low-reward trials 

too. This suggests that the differences in the behavior of the three monkeys were due to 
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quantitative differences in how various perceptual and motor mechanisms adapted to the 

reward contingencies, rather than to the deployment of qualitatively separate mechanisms 

across individuals. 

 

Training-related changes in discrimination timing 

As shown hypothetically in Figs. 4a, b, and empirically in Fig. 6, a change in 

effective perceptual performance may be manifest as a shift (timing) and/or a change in 

the slope (speed) of the tachometric curve. To determine if training history might lead to 

a change in either of these two variables, for each monkey we performed a post hoc 

comparison of two subsets of the data, one from the beginning and one from the end of 

the data collection period. We found that over the course of the training period, which 

typically spanned a few months, the psychophysical performance of monkeys G, S, Q and 

R was highly stable, but that for monkey F demonstrated important changes. 

From the full data set of monkey F, the results of which were shown in Fig. 2, we 

compared the first third and the last third of the trials. The resulting psychometric and 

chronometric curves were similar to those in Fig. 2 (data not shown).  The difference in 

overall percent correct was small but revealed a significantly higher accuracy in the later 

trials (on average, 69% correct in n = 2632 early trials versus 75% correct in n = 2599 

late trials, p = 0.0008, binomial test). RTs also decreased by a few milliseconds after 

training (on average, 237 ± 48 ms in n = 2632 early trials versus 231 ± 40 ms in n = 2599 

late trials, mean ± SD, p = 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum). However, the most pronounced 

difference was that between the tachometric curves for early versus late trials, as 

illustrated in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the perceptual performance of monkey F during early and late trials. Same 

format as in Fig. 6. Tachometric curves in a are based on a total of 2632 early and 2599 late trials.  

 

As can be seen from this figure, the perceptual performance of monkey F before 

and after several weeks of practice in the CS task showed three prominent characteristics. 

First, the two curves were shifted along the x-axis, in this case by about 16 ms (    = 132 

± 4 ms in late trials and      = 148 ± 4 ms in early trials). This shift was again highly 

significant, as can be seen by the very small overlap in the likely      values (Fig. 7b, top 

histograms; p = 0.0008, 8 out of 10,000 resamplings).  Second, the steepness of the two 

curves was statistically identical (Fig. 7b, histograms on the right;      = 96 ± 13 ms in 

late trials,       = 79 ± 17 ms in early trials, p = 0.56, 5571 out of 10,000 resamplings). 

And third, the maximum percent correct reached by the two curves in Fig. 7a was again 

different, so that the outcome of a long viewing period was more reliable in the later 

experimental sessions (asymptotic performance was 90% and 96% correct for early and 

late trials, respectively, p = 0.00014, binomial test). Therefore, this analysis revealed the 

same combination of psychophysical effects exhibited by monkey G in the motivational 

bias experiment (Fig. 6), although they may have arisen from different sources (see 
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Discussion).  

 

Long-term changes in discrimination speed 

Whereas monkey F demonstrated improved performance, presumably as a result 

of practice, a post-hoc comparison of two separate data sets from monkey S revealed 

diminished perceptual performance after a prolonged period of inactivity.  The first data 

set from monkey S comprises trials collected over a period of approximately 3 months; 

before this data collection period the monkey had been performing the CS task 

continuously for several months.  In contrast, the second data set was also collected over 

a 3 month period, approximately one year later, but after the monkey had been inactive, 

not working in any laboratory tasks, for about 4 months.  

The results are shown in Fig. 8. As is apparent from the plots (Fig. 8d), the tachometric 

curve for data set 1 is quite steeper than the curve for data set 2, reflecting more rapid 

discriminations, but there were other large differences across sets. Judging from the 

psychometric curves (Fig. 8a), it is clear that performance during set 2 was much worse 

than during set 1 (on average, 75% correct, n = 5231 trials in set 1 versus 59% correct, n 

= 8010 trials in set 2, p = 0, binomial test). The RTs were also much shorter in set 2 (Fig. 

8b; 270 ± 56 ms, n = 5231 in set 1 versus 217 ± 49 ms, n = 8010 in set 2, mean RT ± SD, 

p = 0, Wilcoxon rank sum). Interestingly, although the tachometric curve for set 2 is less 

steep than for set 1 (Fig. 8d), the difference is not nearly as dramatic as are the 

differences in the psychometric and chronometric curves. In this case the large change in 

performance is largely accounted for by the decrease in RT, that is, by the mechanism 

shown in Fig. 4d. 
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Figure 8. Psychophysical performance of monkey S during two separate data collection periods, 

which resulted in data sets 1 (left column, same data shown in Fig. 2) and 2 (right column). In all, sets 1 

and 2 included 5231 and 8010 trials, respectively. 

 

The tachometric curves from data sets 1 and 2 are replotted in Fig. 9a using rPT 

on the x-axis, as in previous figures. When superimposed in this way, the curve from set 1 

is clearly steeper than that from set 2. Crucially, the likely distributions of rise times were 

almost completely non-overlapping, indicating that this parameter was indeed 
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significantly different when compared across the two data sets      = 42 ± 6 ms for set 1, 

     = 71 ± 6 ms for set 2, p < 0.0001, 0 out of 10,000 resamplings).  

 

Figure 9. Comparison of the perceptual performance of monkey S in data set 1 versus data set 2. 
Same format as in Fig. 6. 

 

The reason for these results could be the amount of practice leading to each data 

collection period. The pattern could not be explained by differences in other task 

parameters across the two data sets, such as the proportions of left and right choices, 

reward amounts, target eccentricities, or the relative probabilities of red and green targets; 

all of these factors were statistically the same in the two conditions. However, even if 

other causes were responsible, the results are interesting because they confirm that the 

behavioral curves characterizing a subject's performance in the task are plastic, that 

changes in performance can occur through combinations of the perceptual and motor 

mechanisms identified earlier (Fig. 4), and that these changes can remain stable over time 

scales on the order of months. 
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Reliability of the tachometric curve 

The tachometric curve is a powerful diagnostic of perceptual ability because a 

subject's choice accuracy in the CS task varies much more sharply with processing time 

than with gap or RT individually; it is their difference that correlates most strongly with 

correct discrimination, as can be easily understood from the race-to-threshold model. 

However, it is also important to consider the sources of error or uncertainty to which the 

tachometric curve may be subject. We investigated five such potential sources through 

model simulations. 

First, in the race-to-threshold model, transmission delays contribute an average of 

    milliseconds to the total RT in any trial. This parameter may also include the time 

consumed by other processes that do not directly impact the developing oculomotor 

choice. Either way, the model assumes that there is variability in    , and the 

consequence of this variability is that the inferred tachometric curve becomes less sharp, 

particularly near ePT = 0, where it starts increasing. This is shown in Fig. 10b.  With a 

standard deviation    = 10 ms the effect is small. With    = 20 ms the broadening is more 

noticeable, although still relatively modest given such a high variability.  

To appreciate this result, it is important to recall that the simulated tachometric 

curves were obtained in the same way as with the experimental data; that is, without 

knowledge of the time delays in individual trials. The result is thus different from the 

horizontal shift that would be observed just with a change in the mean onset time (i.e., 

in    ): the fluctuations in the duration of the processes that are not directly related to the 

saccadic choice ‗smear‘ the tachometric curve.   
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Figure 10. Possible sources of error in the tachometric curve. Simulations with a standard set of fixed 

parameters (monkey S, set 1; see Table 1) are compared with simulations that included various amounts of 

inter-trial variability in some of those parameters. a, Two simulated trials in which TND varied by 40 ms. 

Same format as in Fig. 3. b, Tachometric curves obtained with different amounts of variability in TND; σA = 

0 (black), 10 (magenta) and 20 ms (blue). Deviations in TND were normally distributed. c, Two simulated 

trials in which parameters rT and rD varied by 50%. d, Tachometric curves obtained with no variability in rT 

and rD (magenta) or with Gaussian inter-trial variability (black). The SD of rT and rD was equal to 25% of 

their standard values. e, Two simulated trials in which threshold varied by 50%. f, Tachometric curves 

obtained with no variability in the threshold (magenta) or with Gaussian inter-trial variability (black). The 

SD of the threshold was equal to 25% of its standard value. g, Two simulated trials, one in which the 

subject does not wait (ΔTW = 0; top), and another in which the subject waits (ΔTW = 50 ms; bottom). The 

applied gap was 150 ms in both trials (light gray); the effective gap was reduced by ΔTW in the bottom trial 
(dark gray). h, Tachometric curves obtained with no waiting (magenta) and with waiting (black). In each 

waiting trial, ΔTW was initially drawn from an exponential distribution with a mean of 75 ms, but then 

could not exceed the applied gap. The magenta curve in b, d, f and h is the same.  
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Thus, the fact that the percent correct rises above chance at ePT = 0 is an artifact 

caused by the smearing, which also tends to increase the experimentally measured 

discrimination time (   ).  Another way to think about this is that the variability 

in      causes uncertainty in each measured rPT value.  With enough data and careful 

analysis of onset times, it may be possible to estimate    based on recorded oculomotor 

activity associated with the subject's choices. 

Second, across trials, there are large variations in the initial oculomotor activity 

triggered by the go signal, which develops during the first, pre-cue stage of each saccadic 

choice. Such variations are an intrinsic part of the model; in fact, they represent its main 

source of variability and are most responsible for generating different outcomes across 

trials. They do not need to be considered further. 

Third, the influence of the sensory cue could also vary from one trial to another, 

and we have explored this scenario too (Fig. 10c, d). In our model, the parameters   ,    

and τ, which effect the influence of the cue, normally remain constant for a given monkey 

or a given experimental condition.  For this simulated experiment, however,    and 

   varied randomly and independently across trials; their SDs were set equal to 25% of 

their original values listed in Table 1 (monkey S, set 1).  This amount of variability is 

quite high, but as can be seen in Fig.10d, this manipulation had a negligible impact on the 

tachometric curve, and the same was true for the chronometric and psychometric curves, 

and for simulations involving variability in τ. Thus, the measures of psychophysical 

performance we have used, which are based on averages over trials, are highly insensitive 

to fluctuations in the flow of cue information across trials, at least as far as we can tell 

with the model. 
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Fourth, in the model, the circuit is committed to a specific motor response when 

activity reaches a threshold. This is consistent with neurophysiological evidence (Hanes 

and Schall, 1996; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Hanks et al., 2006; Kiani et al., 2008) and 

is a feature of most accounts of perceptual decision making (Wang, 2002; Smith and 

Ratcliff, 2004; Palmer et al., 2005; Wong and Wang, 2006; Boucher et al., 2007; Ratcliff 

and McKoon, 2008; Cisek et al., 2009). Interestingly, Reddi and Carpenter (2000) 

showed that changes in threshold in their model were consistent with changes in the 

speed-accuracy tradeoff of subjects making saccades to single, low-visibility targets. This 

suggests that the threshold may be adjusted according to task demands, and therefore that 

it may vary across trials. To investigate the impact of possible variations in threshold, 

first we increased its value by 50% and found that performance became better but slower 

- both the psychometric and chronometric curves shifted upward by large amounts - and 

the opposite changes were seen when the threshold was decreased by 50% relative to the 

standard value.  This agrees with the speed-accuracy tradeoff reported earlier (Reddi and 

Carpenter, 2000).  Most importantly, however, neither of these manipulations had a 

discernible effect on the tachometric curve. To confirm this, we performed additional 

simulations in which the threshold changed in every trial (Fig. 10e, f). In this case, the 

psychometric and chronometric curves changed minimally, but more importantly, again 

there was no observable effect on the tachometric curve, even though the fluctuations 

were quite large (Fig. 10f). 

Finally, the monkey's behavioral strategy is another factor that might seem as a 

potential source of uncertainty in the tachometric curve. In particular, what happens if a 

monkey tries to wait for the cue? That is, suppose that instead of reacting as soon as he 
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detects the disappearance of the fixation point, the subject waits a certain amount of time 

Δ   before initiating his response selection; wouldn't this strategy bias the estimate of 

processing time and thus the resulting tachometric curve?  

To answer this question, one must define exactly what is meant by waiting, or 

how exactly such a waiting strategy is implemented, but in general waiting is not a cause 

for concern, particularly when the subject's psychometric performance ranges from nearly 

100% correct to near chance (Salinas et al., 2010). If waiting leads to a simple delay in 

responding but the cue signal is still able to inform the ongoing oculomotor plan, then it 

is harmless, as we pointed out earlier (Stanford et al., 2010; Salinas et al., 2010).  The 

example shown in Fig. 10g illustrates why. Two things happen when the subject delays 

the response, (1) the non-decision period is extended by an amount Δ  , and (2) the 

‗true‘ gap is effectively shortened by the same amount. Therefore, when calculating the 

difference RT - gap using the nominal gap value, the result is, on average, the same as if 

the subject had not waited. Over many trials, the effect of Δ   is simply equivalent to 

having carried out the experiment with shorter gaps (and no waiting), and although this 

may have an evident impact on the psychometric and chronometric curves (not shown; 

see Salinas et al., 2010), it has virtually no consequence on the tachometric curve (Fig. 

10h). We have also explored other, more complex waiting mechanisms, but none of them 

were consistent with the empirical data obtained in the task (Salinas et al., 2010). 

In summary, then, as far as we have observed in the model, the dominant source 

of uncertainty in the tachometric curves, and likely in our calculations of perceptual 

processing speed, is the variability in    , which reflects the internal variability of neural 

processes that take place during each trial but are unrelated to the decision-making steps. 
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This factor tends to widen the tachometric curve, so it leads to processing speeds that 

underestimate the true values. Thus, sensory processing during a red/green discrimination 

of high-contrast stimuli may be even slightly faster than we have inferred.  Other than 

this, the tachometric curve is extremely resilient to various forms of variability. 

 

Expected neural correlates of psychophysical changes 

We used the race model to explore some of the possible neural correlates of the 

psychophysical phenomena observed during performance of the compelled-saccade task. 

That is, given the various possible changes in the tachometric curve, we analyzed 

simulated neuronal responses to predict the corresponding changes in neuronal activity 

that should be expected during actual neurophysiological recordings. To generate such 

predictions, for each experimental condition, several thousand trials were run using 

parameters that fitted or approximated that condition, and the simulated motor plans - i.e., 

the trajectories of the     and     variables - were saved for all trials. Then, average traces 

were computed for the motor plans in the neurons' preferred direction and for the plans in 

the opposite direction. These average traces were calculated with all trials synchronized 

either on the go signal or on the saccade. Also, because the rPT is a crucial variable in the 

task, separate averages were generated for trials with long and with short rPTs. The idea 

was to replicate the standard procedures used for analyzing extracellular recordings from 

oculomotor cells (e.g., Thompson et al., 1996; Port and Wurtz, 2009; Stanford et al., 

2010). 

The results are shown in Fig. 11, which plots the expected mean oculomotor 

responses (colored traces) that correspond to each of the three major effects on the 
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tachometric curve that were found. According to the race model, a shift of the 

tachometric curve along the horizontal axis (Fig. 11a) will manifest as a shift in the 

evoked neuronal activity in the same temporal direction, both when the responses are 

synchronized on the go signal (Fig. 11b) and when synchronized on the saccade (Fig. 

11c). The latter case is not expected to appear as a pure shift, however, because the level 

of activity immediately preceding saccade onset should be constant (Hanes and Schall, 

1996; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Stanford et al., 2010). Importantly, although the 

predictions for this case are shown for short-rPT trials, similar shifts are also predicted for 

long-rPT trials. So, a rightward shift of the tachometric curve should be accompanied by 

rightward shifts in the evoked oculomotor activity at all rPTs. 

In contrast, when the slope of the tachometric curve decreases (Fig. 11d), a shift in the 

opposite temporal direction is expected; this effect should be clearer for the data aligned 

on the saccade (Fig. 11f) and should only be observed for long rPTs, not for short ones 

(not shown). For the data synchronized on the go signal (Fig. 11e), the difference is 

expected to be small, and to arise only at a relatively high level of activity at long rPTs. 

So, a shallower tachometric curve, which moves just part of the curve to the right, should 

be accompanied primarily by a partial shift to the left in the evoked oculomotor activity 

aligned on saccade onset, and this shift should be seen at long rPTs only.  
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Figure 11. Neurophysiological predictions of the race-to-threshold model. For each condition 

(tachometric curve), 16,000 trials were simulated and sorted according to rPT and movement direction. The 
model responses xL and xR in each group were aligned either on the go signal (middle column) or on the 

saccade (rightmost column), and were then averaged. a, Simulated rightward shift in the tachometric curve. 

Model parameters as in Fig. 5d (monkey G), except with pe = 0 in both cases, for clarity. Gray area 

indicates short rPTs. b, c, Average neural activity predicted by the model during correct trials with short 

rPTs. Continuous and dashed traces are from the same runs as the corresponding curves in a. Red and green 

lines are for correct eye movements into and away from the neuron's motor field, as indicated. The y axes 

correspond to normalized firing rate. d, Simulated decrease in slope of the tachometric curve. Continuous 

and dashed traces differ by a factor of 2 in the parameter τ. The dashed trace is the same as the continuous 

trace in a. Gray area indicates long rPTs. e, f, Average neural activity predicted by the model during correct 

trials with long rPTs for the two conditions in d, indicated by continuous and dashed traces. g, Simulated 

decrease in the maximum percent correct of the tachometric curve. The continuous trace is the same as in a 

and the dashed trace was obtained by setting pe = 0.1. h, i, Average neural activity predicted by the model 

during error trials with long rPTs for the two conditions in g, indicated by continuous and dashed traces.   

 

Finally, according to the model, a decrease in the maximum percent correct of the 

tachometric curve (Fig. 11g) will not have any impact on the responses evoked during 

correct trials (not shown). Rather, such a change should only be manifest in the activity 
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levels observed during error trials, and furthermore, only for those trials with long rPTs 

(Fig. 11h,i). 

It should be quite feasible to test these predictions in future neurophysiological 

experiments using single-neuron recordings. This is because the three types 

psychophysical effect discussed, shifts, changes in slope, and changes in maximum 

percent correct, should lead to characteristic changes in activity that are specific for 

temporal direction (earlier vs. later), rPT interval (short vs. long) and outcome type 

(correct vs. error). 

 

Discussion 

We have described the behavior of five monkeys trained to perform the CS task, a 

task that, to a large extent, dissociates the co-dependence between RT and behavioral 

performance that is typically observed in sensory discrimination paradigms. With this 

design it is possible to track the temporal evolution of a perceptual judgement with little 

contamination due to variability in motor execution, which typically plagues this type of 

calculation. 

 

Estimating sensory processing times 

Previous psychophysical studies based on choice tasks have estimated sensory-

integration time windows in the ~100 ms range (Ludwig et al., 2005; Ghose, 2006). In 

contrast, our results imply that two highly-discriminable colors can be perceptually 

differentiated much faster, approximately within 25-50 ms, depending on the subject and 

the desired criterion level. In fact, our findings are consistent with estimates of sensory 
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processing times based on rapid alternation of colored gratings, according to which color 

discrimination in humans requires about 25 ms (Holcombe and Cavanagh, 2001; Bodelon 

et al., 2007). This number probably reflects pure sensory identification, whereas our task 

also requires that the output of the sensory discrimination be associated with the correct 

motor action on the fly. Here, the sensory-motor rule is simple (―move to the spot that 

matches the color of the fixation point‖), and likely contributes little, but other more 

complex rules (e.g., ―move to the spot that is different from the color of the fixation 

spot‖) might require additional processing time. Hence, the temporal resolution of the 

tachometric curve may be close to that of the rapid-grating-alternation method. Crucially, 

though, the tachometric curve generates much more than a single number (perceptual 

speed): it characterizes the perceptual capacity of a subject and allows us to pinpoint how 

various psychophysical mechanisms contribute to the observed choice accuracy (Fig. 4). 

 

Learning and perceptual optimization 

The tachometric curve of monkey S was significantly steeper after several months 

of practice than after several months of inactivity (Fig. 9). This may appear analogous to 

perceptual learning experiments, whereby extensive practice increases the performance of 

a basic perceptual task, such as contrast detection (Fiorentini and Berardi, 1980; Li et al., 

2009), orientation discrimination (Vogels and Orban, 1985; Yang and Maunsell, 2004), or 

line alignment (Li et al., 2004; Gilbert et al., 2009). However, even if we were certain 

that it was a consequence of training, the present result is fundamentally different because 

it reveals a change in processing speed.   

Previous studies in perceptual learning have documented changes in the effective 
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sensitivity of subjects after repeated exposure to specific sensory stimuli, and have 

explained those results in terms of signal and noise components. In some cases, the 

behavioral changes have identifiable neural correlates, such as sharpening of tuning 

functions (Jenkins et al., 1990; Recanzone et al., 1993; Yang and Maunsell, 2004). 

However, in the current implementation of the CS task, the red and green spots are bright 

and easily discriminable, so color sensitivity is unlikely to be a performance-limiting 

factor. Consequently, changes in color tuning are probably unrelated to the behavioral 

effects reported here. Rather, the variation in processing speed displayed by monkey S 

suggests that, with training, the neural circuits that process sensory evidence and weigh 

the two motor alternatives are able to work faster. It is not clear what neural mechanisms 

account for such dynamic changes, but it should be possible to explore them with a more 

biophysically realistic version of the race-to-threshold model (e.g., Wang, 2002; Beck et 

al., 2008; Furman and Wang, 2009; Lo et al., 2009) and further experiments. 

 

Variability in the onset of perceptual discrimination 

A shift in the tachometric curve along the time axis, particularly when it results 

from presumptive changes in motivation (Fig. 6), indicates that the onset of the 

perceptual discrimination process can change by at least a few tens of milliseconds from 

one trial to the next. This shift is thus relatively large, considering that the perceptual 

discrimination itself has a time scale on the order of 25-50 ms (to reach 75% correct).  

This result is intriguing. On one hand, the effect suggests that sensory information 

required different amounts of time to travel from the retina to the relevant decision-

making circuits. And indeed, to replicate tachometric curve shifts associated with large 
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and small rewards, the model required different      values; for instance, 104 and 136 ms 

in the case of monkey G (Table 1). But given that the sensory inputs were identical, it is 

unclear how to account for a ~30 ms difference in      in biophysical terms. Whatever 

the underlying mechanism, our finding that the onset of the perceptual analysis can vary 

to such a degree is novel, and suggests a new specific way in which neuronal activity can 

be linked to context-dependent changes in choice performance. 

 

RTs, reward and performance 

In the motivational bias experiment, larger rewards were associated not only with 

better performance but also with slightly longer RTs (Fig. 5a, b). At first, this seems 

counter to previous studies in which the availability of larger rewards was typically 

associated with significantly shorter RTs (Takikawa et al., 2002; Watanabe et al., 2003a). 

However, such reward-dependent decreases in RT require a reliable association between 

reward value and stimulus location/movement vector. Indeed, when such an association 

exists, analogous reward-related RT effects are also obtained in the context of the CS task 

(Stanford et al., 2010).  In the present study there was no such correspondence between 

reward and location; the position of the highly-rewarded target varied randomly, and 

success always required an accurate color discrimination. Also, all else being equal, in the 

CS task longer RTs lead directly to higher success rates (Fig. 4d). Therefore, the increases 

in RT displayed by our subjects were consistent with higher motivation, better 

performance, and the availability of a larger reward. In future neurophysiological 

experiments, it will be interesting to explore how reward affects oculomotor activity 

under this condition, in contrast to previous tasks in which the typical inverse relationship 
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between RT and reward is observed (Kobayashi et al., 2002, 2007; Lauwereyns et al., 

2002; Watanabe et al., 2003b).   

 

Sensory information influences a developing motor plan 

Our model shares several features with ―bounded integrator‖ or ―drift-diffusion‖ 

models of choice tasks: neural activity ramps up until one of two competing alternatives 

crosses a threshold, at which point a particular response is produced (Ratcliff and Rouder, 

2000; Usher and McClelland, 2001; Wang, 2002; Smith and Ratcliff, 2004; Palmer et al., 

2005; Wong and Wang, 2006). In many such models, sensory-evoked activity is directly 

integrated, so reaching a threshold is interpreted as reaching a particular amount of 

accumulated sensory evidence, or a particular level of certainty (Carpenter and Williams, 

1995; Reddi and Carpenter RH, 2000; Gold and Shadlen, 2002; Beck et al., 2008; Brown 

and Heathcote, 2008).  

Our model is different, more conservative, because (1) its dynamical variables 

represent developing motor plans, (2) its primary source of variability is the initial state 

of those variables rather than noise in the sensory input (Drugowitsch and Pouget, 2010; 

see also Brown and Heathcote, 2008), (3) the integration process does not accumulate 

sensory evidence, but rather directly advances the motor plans, and (4) reaching a 

threshold means that the system has committed to generating a motor action that can no 

longer be cancelled, which is consistent with neurophysiological data (Hanes and Schall, 

1996; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Lo and Wang, 2006; Boucher et al., 2007). Our race 

model is thus more akin to that of Cisek and colleagues (2009), in which sensory 

information modulates a growing signal that represents the urgency to make a response. 
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However, we propose that the cue information influences the ongoing saccadic choice 

through a specific mechanism - by accelerating and decelerating the neural discharges 

that trigger eye movements to the target and distracter locations, respectively - which is 

consistent with recordings from oculomotor cortical neurons (Stanford et al., 2010). 

 

Implications for interpreting neuronal activity 

A crucial issue for understanding the neural basis of perceptual decision making is 

determining if task-related activity reflects the sensory or motor processes associated 

with making a choice (e.g., Thompson et al., 1996; Gold and Shadlen, 2000, 2007; 

Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Lovejoy and Krauzlis, 2010). However, distinguishing an 

evolving perceptual discrimination from a developing motor plan is complicated by the 

conjunction of two factors: first, as noted in the Introduction, there has been no 

behavioral measure that thoroughly decouples perceptual performance from motor 

performance; and second, because many of the same neurons respond to both sensory and 

motor events, parsing their respective neural correlates is very difficult (e.g. Thompson et 

al., 1996; Wyder et al., 2004; Port and Wurtz, 2009).   

The CS task provides two new handles on these problems: a reliable time stamp 

marking the moment at which the cue information starts influencing a choice, and a 

temporal profile of the subject's percept. Thus, single-neuron activity and behavior can be 

correlated through time to investigate how such activity relates to the perceptual 

discrimination, the motor plan, or both. Moreover, the precision with which such 

correlates may be temporally localized provides a unique opportunity to assess the 

relative position of structures (e.g., Pasupathy and Miller, 2005) like the superior 
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colliculus, the frontal eye fields, and others within a functional hierarchy of visuomotor 

control. 
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Abstract 

Perceptual choices are frequently made under constraints of time, for instance, 

reacting to a tennis serve. To study choice behavior that evolves in the order of 

milliseconds, we designed the compelled-saccade (CS), a two-alternative forced choice 

task where difficulty varies inversely with stimulus viewing time. This yields the 

tachometric curve – a metric that plots task accuracy as a function of viewing time. The 

features of interest of the tachometric curve – its center point, slope and height – indicate, 

respectively, the onset, speed and efficiency of discrimination. The tachometric curve was 

used here to study the differences in perceptual processing when (1) discrimination is 

more difficult with lower stimulus saturation and (2) discrimination is between other 

stimulus features (shape). The experimental manipulations led to changes in all three 

features of the tachometric curve. Importantly, when discrimination difficulty was 

increased the tachometric curve, amongst other changes, became shallower, indicating 

slower processing. Discriminating shapes rather than color led to a rightward shift of the 

tachometric curves, indicating a later start to discrimination. We also studied the 

improvements produced by task learning on the tachometric curve and found that on the 

whole, perceptual discrimination started earlier, and became faster and more efficient as 

learning progressed. These results show that the tachometric curve is highly sensitive to 

the perceptual demands of a discrimination task. They also reveal perceptual 

improvements due to learning along multiple dimensions (processing speed, processing 

efficiency) and occuring completely independent of motor execution. 
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Introduction 

Perceptual choices often have to be made very fast, in a matter of a few hundred 

milliseconds; for instance returning a tennis serve, speeding up or stopping at a yellow 

light, or deflecting a surprise attacker.  To identify the time course of perceptual 

processing in these situations, several approaches have been attempted with the subject‘s 

reaction time (RT) being used to estimate processing time, which is the amount of time 

the subject actually perceives the stimulus. There are problems with these approaches 

which we have described in detail in Stanford et al (2010), principal amongst them being 

that the RT reflects not only the perceptual but also the motor aspects of a choice. It is, 

moreover, highly susceptible to the trade-off between the speed and accuracy of the 

choice (Welford, 1980; Luce, 1986; Sanders, 1998). 

To overcome the limitations of the above methods and to reliably calculate the 

perceptual processing times (PTs), we devised the compelled-saccade (CS) task and used 

the behavioral outcomes of the task to generate the tachometric curve: a psychophysical 

metric that describes performance as a function of PT. Using the CS task with highly 

saturated color stimuli, we showed previously that the tachometric curve is not affected 

by changes to motor processing (Stanford et al., 2010). We have also used it to describe 

the changes to perceptual processing brought about by altered motivation and experience 

(Shankar et al., 2011). Three features of the tachometric curve, its center-point, rise time 

and maximum height describe three specific aspects of perceptual processing, its onset, 

speed and maximum efficiency. The center-point really measures when reliable 

discrimination begins, but for ease of reference, we will say it measures onset of 

processing. We use these features in the present studies to quantify perceptual processing 
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under two important experimental conditions. 

First, different stimulus features are processed at different speeds and/or in 

different brain areas, and produce quite different behavioral metrics in discrimination 

tasks. For instance, when stimulus intensity (contrast) is lowered, subjects typically take 

longer to discriminate between them and are less accurate in their discrimination 

(Newsome et al., 1989; Pins and Bonnet, 1996). RTs also change with the stimulus 

feature being discriminated (color vs. orientation: Tanaka and Shimojo, 1996, motion: 

Palmer et al., 2005). Note that all these discrimination tasks differ purely in their 

perceptual demands; there is no difference in the motor aspect of the tasks – the subjects 

view the stimuli and make saccades to the target of their choice. The behavioral metric 

used to estimate perceptual processing times has been the RT which, as mentioned before, 

comprises of both perceptual and motor processing times. We will now use the 

tachometric curve features to tease apart the perceptual differences that occur when (1) 

stimulus saturation is changed and (2) when stimulus feature is altered (color vs. shape). 

Second, while a task is being learned and the subject is getting proficient at it, an 

accompanying improvement in task performance is typically observed. This is true for a 

variety of stimulus features (Gilbert et al., 2001; Shams and Seitz, 2008). Also, as 

subjects learn the task, they tend to perform it faster. The design of the CS task enables 

separation of the perceptual and motor delays contributing to the RT which then allows us 

to estimate the purely perceptual changes that may accompany learning on the CS task. 

Here, we explore the changes brought about to the tachometric curve as a result of 

learning and find (1) that all features change during the course of learning and (2) that all 

changes point to an improvement in perception. More importantly, this improvement is, 
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to a large extent, due to a speeding up of perceptual discrimination. 

 

Methods 

Subjects. Data were collected from ten human subjects (5 female, 5 male, ranging 

in age from 24 to 36) and one monkey, R. Data from a second monkey is currently being 

collected. The human subjects were recruited according to regulations set forward by 

Wake Forest University School of Medicine Institutional Review Board. The non-human 

primate experimental protocols complied with the National Institutes of Health Guide for 

the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, USDA regulations, and the policies set forth by 

the Wake Forest University School of Medicine Animal Care and Use Committee 

(ACUC). For the monkey, before behavioral training, an MRI-compatible titanium post 

was attached to the skull under general anesthesia. During subsequent training and data-

collection sessions, the post served to restrain the monkey's head.  

Saccade monitoring. Eye movements were monitored with infrared tracking 

device (an EyeLink1000 (SR Research) for human subjects and an ISCAN system for the 

monkey). The sampling rate was 1000 Hz for humans and 240 Hz for the monkey.  

Stimuli. Stimuli were colored shapes (circles, triangles, squares or pentagons) 

presented on a monitor (ViewSonic G220FB for humans and ViewSonic P815 for 

monkey). The subjects were seated 65 cm away from the monitor. With human subjects, 

forehead and chin rests were used to stabilize head position relative to the monitor. 

Task. Compelled-response task. The task has been described previously in 

Shankar et al (2011) and is shown in Figure 1. The sequence of events in the task was as 

follows: The task began with the subject fixating on a central stimulus. A feature of this 
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central stimulus (color, shape) identified the target stimulus. Following fixation, two 

peripheral gray circles appeared on the screen that acted as place-markers for the 

subsequently appearing target and distracter. Next, the fixation stimulus disappeared, 

which was the go signal that instructed the subject to initiate a saccade to one of the 

peripheral gray circles. The identities of target and distracter were revealed following the 

interval labeled ‗gap‘ which varied between 20 and 600 ms (for humans; between 25 and 

200 for the monkey). At the end of gap, one peripheral grey circle turned into the target 

and the other, the distracter. Correct saccades made by the monkey were rewarded with a 

drop of water. Human subjects were financially compensated at the end of the 

experimental session to and this served as their incentive to participate in the study. 

Human subject performed 500 trials per sessions and a total of 10 sessions. The monkey 

data were collected over a period of 1 year. 

Pairs of saccade targets were placed diametrically across from each other at 

various orientations around the central fixation spot, and were separated by 8°-20° of 

visual angle. A wide range of target locations and eccentricities was used so that subjects 

could not predict target position. Reaction time (RT) was measured as the amount of time 

from the go signal until the velocity of the saccade reached a cutoff value of 50°/s. 

Humans were allowed to initiate a response up to 600 ms after the go signal while the 

monkey had 450 ms to respond; responses that took longer caused the trial to be aborted. 

In all conditions, targets were presented with equal probability at all target locations. 

In the standard version of the task, the target and distracter were highly saturated 

red and green discs and the color of the central stimulus distinguished the target from 

distracter. In one modified version of the task, the central stimuli continued to remain 
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highly saturated red and green discs, but the peripheral cue stimuli had saturation values 

of either 100% (high saturation), 25% (medium saturation) or 10% (low saturation, used 

only with monkeys). In the second task modification, the shape of the central stimulus 

identified the target and distracter stimuli. In this case, the discrimination could either be 

between a triangle and a square or between a square and a pentagon. In these versions, 

the stimuli were always green in color. The place-marker stimuli that appeared in the 

periphery were always grey discs. 

 

Data analysis.  

(i) Quantifying time course of perceptual processing 

We define the processing time (PT) as 

PT = RT – gap       (1) 

The PT is the maximum amount of time that, in principle, is available for processing the 

sensory cue in a trial. The tachometric curve is the percentage of correct responses plotted 

as a function of PT. 

Tachometric curves were constructed by calculating the percentage of correct 

responses for all the trials within a PT bin. For all monkey curves, bin size was 40 ms and 

bin centers were spaced every 1 ms. The bin size was 25 ms for cumulative human curves 

while bin centers were spaced every 1 ms. To compute the tachometric curves for 

individual human subjects, a bin size of 60 ms was used and the bins were spaced every 2 

ms. 

To assess the positions of the tachometric curves along the time axis, as well as 

their steepness, we fitted each curve with a Weibull cumulative function,  
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        min + ( max   min) (1-   
    
 

  
)     (2) 

where the time t is PT,  min and  max are the minimum and maximum percent correct 

values, and a, b and t0 are free parameters. Optimal values for the free parameters were 

found by nonlinear least-squares regression, using the Matlab function nlinfit. We refer to 

the time at which the curve is halfway between  min and  max as its center point; for 

instance, when  min = 50% and  max = 100%, it is equal to the time at which   reaches 

75%. Given the parameters of a curve, the center point is equal to  

               
 

        (3) 

To quantify the steepness of the curve, we use the rise time, which is given by 

      
   

         

 

 
      

 

 
  

         (4) 

The rise time is the time that it would take for the curve to go from its minimum to its 

maximum accuracy if its slope were always equal to the slope at the center point. Thus, 

steeper curves have shorter rise times. And finally, we extracted the maximum height the 

tachometric curve,       to get an idea of the best performance possible on the 

compelled-response task in the time available for perceptual processing. In summary, the 

maximum height is obtained from the tachometric curve and the center point and the rise 

time are obtained by fitting the curve to a Weibull function and applying the above 

expressions. 

Bootstrapping techniques (Efron, 1982; Davison and Hinkley, 2006) were used to 

quantify differences between tachometric curves; specifically, differences in their center 

points, rise times and maximum heights. Two analyses were performed.  First, we 

estimated the joint distributions of the four characteristic parameters. For each 
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tachometric curve, this was done by (1) generating 2000 new curves by resampling with 

replacement the original set of experimental trials, (2) fitting each new curve with a 

Weibull function, and (3) calculating the corresponding center points and rise times using 

Eqns. 3 and 4. The resulting distributions indicate the likely spread of     ,      and      

for the original curve.  

The second analysis was applied to pairs of tachometric curves and was 

specifically designed for calculating the significance of the differences between them.  

For example, suppose that curves A and B were obtained with NA and NB trials, and that 

the difference in centers was Δ     (computed so that it is positive). The significance of 

this difference was computed by (1) combining all the trials into one set of NA + NB trials, 

(2) shuffling those NA + NB trials 10,000 times, (3) generating 10,000 new pairs of 

tachometric curves by splitting each shuffled set into two sets of NA and NB trials, (4) 

fitting Weibull functions for each new pair of curves and computing the corresponding 

difference in centers, exactly as done with the original data, and (5) calculating the 

fraction of repetitions (out of 10,000) in which the difference between centers was   

Δ    .  These numbers give the probability of having observed the measured difference 

Δ     or larger ones just by chance, when there was actually no difference between the 

two data sets. While computing significance, it must be noted that the p-value depends on 

the number of iterations performed in the bootstrapping analysis. Therefore, with 10,000 

repetitions as we use, an observation of 0 repetitions with difference between centers   

Δ     gives us a significance value of p < 0.0001. The same analysis was applied to 

calculate the significance of the difference in the maximum heights of the two curves. For 

rise times, an additional step was performed. Prior to step (1) above, the two curves were 
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shifted in time such that their centers coincided. This was done to minimize changes to 

tachometric curve slope caused primarily due to the two curves being offset in time.  

Cumulative tachometric curves for human subjects were created as follows: First, 

the tachometric curve for every subject per condition was fitted with a Weibull and the 

center point computed. Then, for each condition, the average center point <tctr> of the 

tachometric curve was calculated across all subjects. The individual tachometric curve 

was then shifted in time such that the center point of each curve coincided with <tctr>. 

The two analyses described above were then performed on the cumulative curves. 

 

(ii) Quantifying the effects of task learning 

To quantify learning effects, the data were split into windows with half the total 

number of trials. Within the window, the tachometric curve was computed and the 

features of interest namely, the center time, rise time and maximum height, were 

extracted. To construct the tachometric curves, a bin size of 60 ms was used and the bin 

centers were placed every 2 ms. The window was then advanced by the duration of one 

session and the analysis was repeated. This way, the first and last windows were 

completely non-overlapping but there was considerable overlap between neighboring 

windows. For each learning window, two analyses were performed: (1) the mean and 

standard error of the mean were calculated for the RT and overall percent correct, (2) 

bootstrapping techniques were used to estimate the joint distributions of the four features 

of interest of the tachometric curve (described above). Once these metrics were obtained 

for all windows, the correlation coefficient r for five variables was calculated as a 

function of the learning window. The five variables were overall percent correct, reaction 
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time, center time, rise time and maximum height. The correlation coefficient was used to 

establish the relationship between the variable and learning window.  

To determine the probability of obtaining a correlation coefficient r by chance, the 

order of the learning sessions was shuffled and the correlations recomputed for each 

variable. This shuffle was performed 10,000 times. The fraction of times the shuffled 

correlation coefficient was more positive or more negative than r indicated the strength of 

the dependence of the variable on the order of the learning windows.  

 

Results 

Perceptual performance in the modified CS task 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the CS task. In each trial, the subject must make an eye movement to the 

peripheral spot that matches the color of the fixation point (red, in this example). However, the instruction 

to make the saccade (Go) is given first, before the identities of the target and distracter are revealed (Cue). 

Task difficulty is controlled according to the time gap between the go and the cue (20-600 ms). In each 

trial, the maximum amount of time available for viewing the cue is the PT.  We used to methods to change 

task difficulty: (1) by lowering stimulus color saturation (Fig. 1a, high saturation) and (2) changing relevant 

stimulus feature (Fig. 1b, shape instead of color, triangle/square discrimination). 

 

Figure 1 illustrates two different versions of the Compelled-Saccade (CS) task 

that we use in the present study. The CS task and resulting behavior has been described in 
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detail previously (Stanford et al., 2010 and Shankar et al., 2011). In essence, it is a two-

alternative forced-choice task, in which subjects discriminate between two stimuli that 

differ in their color. The viewing time, which is controlled by the gap variable, 

determines task difficulty (Fig. 1a). This setup encourages guesses as well as informed 

choices, which is critical to estimating the speed of perceptual processing. To study the 

time-course of perceptual processing under different stimulus conditions, we modified the 

task and changed perceptual difficulty in a couple of different ways. First, we changed 

the saturation of the color stimuli to increase the difficulty of discrimination. With 

monkey R, we used 3 different saturations, 100% (high saturation, standard CS task), 

25% (medium saturation) and 10% (low saturation). To create the different color stimuli, 

the hue and brightness values were maintained while the saturation value was changed to 

obtain the required level of saturation. Human subjects were presented with 100% (high) 

and 25% (medium) saturation stimuli. The high saturation condition is depicted in Fig. 

1a. The second modification involved changing the shape of the relevant stimuli. We tried 

two different discriminations: (1) discriminating triangle from square (easy shape) and (2) 

discriminating square from pentagon (difficult shape). The easy shape discrimination task 

is shown in Fig. 1b. 

Behavior of monkey R on the different versions of the CS task is shown in Figure 

2. The black curves in Figures 2a-c are behavior on the standard CS task. First off, we see 

that the mean reaction time (RT) does not change much as a function of gap (mean = 281 

ms), especially considering the huge variance in the RTs (Fig. 2a, σ = 49 ms.). Accuracy 

(or percent correct, PC), however, does change as a function of gap. When the gap is 

short (say, 25 ms), the task is relatively easy as the subject has a relatively long time to 
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discriminate between target and distracter. This leads to over 95% accurate performance. 

As the gap increases, task difficulty increases, leading to a drop in performance, close to 

chance levels (50%). Now, increases to the gap presumably lead to a decrease in the time 

available to view the stimuli. The tachometric curve in Figure 2c plots the accuracy of the 

subject as a function of the amount of time effectively available to view the stimuli 

(perceptual processing time, PT), and we can see that as PT increases, accuracy increases.  

 
 

Figure 2. Psychophysical performance of monkey R on the color and shape variant of the CS task. a-
c Performance on the color task. Black curves indicate discrimination between 100% saturation stimuli, 

dark blue, 25% and light blue, 10% saturation stimuli. d-f Performance on the shape task. Dark brown 

curves show performance in triangle/square discrimination, light brown curves are square/pentagon 

discrimination. a, d RT as a function of gap (chronometric curve). Data points are mean values, which 

include both correct and incorrect trials at each gap; error bars indicate ±1 SD. b, e Percentage of correct 

responses as a function of gap (psychometric curve). c, f  Percentage of correct responses as a function of 

PT (tachometric curve). Bin size is 40 ms. Results are based on a total of 3223, 3284, 3280 trials in the 

high-, medium- and low-saturation color discrimination experiments, respectively and 2422 and 2442 trials 

respectively in the easy and difficult shape discrimination experiments. 

 

The features of the tachometric curve that describe perceptual processing are its 

center point, rise time and maximum height. The center point indicates the time taken for 

the curve to reach half its height or half the maximum performance capability, the rise 
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time indicates the speed of discrimination, and the maximum height informs us about the 

best performance achievable in the time available to view the stimuli. We use these 

features to compare perceptual processing under different stimulus conditions. 

 

Perception under decreased discriminability 

The first modification we made to the CS task was to lower the color saturation of 

the stimuli. When compared with performance with high saturation stimuli, the following 

points become apparent (Figs. 2a-c). On the medium saturation task, the RT increases 

slightly for the intermediate gaps with no perceptible change on the short and long gaps 

(Fig. 2a, dark blue curve; mean = 288 ms, σ = 53 ms). When the saturation is lowered 

even more, RTs increase some more, but only on the lower gaps (Fig. 2b, cyan curve, 

mean = 297 ms, σ = 58 ms). However, within a saturation condition, mean RTs do not 

change much as a function of gap. Unlike the RTs, performance shows a consistent 

change across conditions and becomes worse for each condition across all gaps (Fig. 2b; 

high, 77.9%; medium, 70.4%; low, 59.9%). The tachometric curves show some 

interesting changes with change in stimulus saturation (Fig. 2c). With each decrease to 

stimulus saturation, there is a corresponding rightward shift of the tachometric curve. 

This could indicate a later start to perceptual processing as stimuli are made more 

difficult to discriminate by progressively lowering their saturation levels. The shift is 

quantified by the change in center point of the tachometric curves (high, 151 ms; 

medium, 184 ms; low, 216 ms). The other change we observe is that maximum heights go 

down with the lowering of saturation (high, 0.99; medium, 0.92; low, 0.77). The 

maximum height, as mentioned earlier, indicates the best performance achievable in the 
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time provided to view the stimulus. Therefore, the smaller maxima with lower saturations 

show that more time is needed to process the lower saturations to achieve the same level 

of performance as the medium or high saturations. And finally, in the change that speaks 

most to speed of perceptual processing, we observe that with low saturation stimuli, the 

rise time of the tachometric curve is much higher than for the high- and medium-

saturation tasks (high, 72 ms; medium, 87 ms; low, 191 ms). This indicates that 

perceptual processing is slower in the low-saturation discrimination task than in the high- 

or medium-saturation discrimination tasks. In all, the effect of lowering stimulus 

saturation seems to delay the start of perceptual processing with the secondary effect of 

reducing maximum effectiveness in the given time frame for stimulus perception. It also 

seems to slow down processing, at least when the stimuli are very difficult to 

discriminate at 10% saturation levels. 

 

Perceptual changes with altered stimulus features 

The second modification to the CS task was the change of the relevant stimulus 

feature from color to shape. The results of these experiments are shown in Figures 2d-f. 

The dark brown curves show behavior on the easy shape task and the light brown curves 

are behavior under difficult shape discrimination. Mean RTs are not very different for the 

two conditions (easy: mean = 284 ms, σ = 53 ms; difficult: mean = 290 ms, σ = 55 ms) 

and do not change much as a function of gap (Fig. 2d). Accuracy is generally higher in 

the easy shape discrimination task across all gaps (easy, 70.9%; difficult, 62.3%). The 

tachometric curves also show some changes with change in task. We see a small 

rightward shift for the difficult shape discrimination (easy, 182 ms; difficult, 188 ms), 
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indicating a later start of perceptual processing, along with a lower maximum height of 

the curve in the difficult condition (easy, 0.93; difficult, 0.78). The slopes of the two 

tachometric curves do not seem to differ by much, however (easy, 100 ms; difficult, 103 

ms). What this says about the shapes being discriminated in our task is that 

triangle/square discrimination is not inherently faster than square/pentagon discrimination 

but there is a subtle difference between the two which is manifests as an increase in the 

onset of processing and an associated loss of processing efficiency. 

A few interesting results can be gleaned from the experiments described above. 

First of all, in spite of the changes to the perceptual qualities of the stimuli, mean RT did 

not change much across conditions (range 181 – 197 ms). However, there was a dramatic 

change in the PCs (range 59.9% - 77.9%), and a remarkable change in all three relevant 

features of the tachometric curve. The centers points show a big change from 151 ms to 

216 ms, rise times range from 72 ms to 191 ms, and the maximum heights vary between 

0.77 and 0.99. The rightward shift of the tachometric curve, which shows a later start to 

perceptual processing, could indicate an increase in the latency of neurons when 

confronted with low saturation stimuli similar to the effect seen with lower brightness 

and contrast (e.g. Gawne et al., 1996; Bell et al., 2006; Oram, 2010). This could possibly 

be the case when stimuli are very low in saturation, making them difficult to discriminate 

between. Or the shift could refer to the occurrence of feature discrimination at a later 

processing stage (color - de Valois and Jacobs, 1968; Johnson et al., 2001; shape - 

Pasupathy, 2006). Not only does the start time of processing change, but so does the rate 

at which stimuli are processed. The onset and speed of processing determine the 

efficiency of the subject on the task. The important point here is that all the changes to 
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perceptual processing occur without corresponding changes to the motor plan, as 

evidenced by the minimal changes to the mean RT. 

 

Comparision of behavior with altered stimuli 

A key goal here is to see how perceptual processing changes as a function of 

stimulus properties. Using the bootstrapping procedure described in the Methods section, 

we examined the possibility that the changes in the tachometric curve parameters were 

purely a chance occurance. This was the null hypothesis of the study. We had 5 stimulus 

conditions (3 color, 2 shape) and for each pair-wise comparison, we performed a separate 

bootstrap to determine the differences in the three tachometric curve features – the center 

point, rise time and maximum height. In Figure 3a, the differences in center points are 

shown. The high saturation task had the smallest center point (earliest start to perceptual 

processing) while the low saturation task had the latest start of perceptual processing of 

all conditions. These conditions were significantly different from all the others (p < 

0.0001, high saturation, all conditions; p < 0.001, low saturation, all conditions). The 

center points obtained from the medium saturation task and the two shape tasks did not 

differ significantly from each other. When comparing rise times (Fig. 3b), we found that 

the low saturation task had the largest rise time and it differed significantly from all other 

conditions (p < 0.001, all conditions). In other words, perceptual processing was slowest, 

or took the longest time, in low saturation color discrimination. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of tachometric curve parameters for CS task variants in monkey. Same color 

scheme as Figure 2. a Center point. b Rise time. c Maximum height. Error bars are ± 1 SE for all bars. 

Asterisks above a single manipulation indicate significant difference from all other manipulations. Asterisk 

between manipulations indicates significant difference between the referenced manipulations. * indicates p 

≤ 0.05; ** indicates p ≤ 0.01;  indicates p ≤ 0.005. 

 

Shape discrimination was also found to be significantly slower than high 

saturation discrimination (p < 0.05, high saturation vs. easy and difficult shape), but 

neither the shapes nor the high saturation task differed from the medium saturation task 

significantly in terms of rise time. With the maximum heights (Fig. 3c), we found that 

high saturation discrimination had the largest height and it was significantly larger than 

the other conditions (p < 0.0001, all conditions). This means that performance on the high 

saturation task was the most efficient in the available time frame to make a choice. Low 

saturation and difficult shape discrimination fared similar to each other and were the least 

efficient. They also differed significantly from the medium saturation and easy shape 

tasks (p < 0.0001, low saturation vs. medium saturation and easy shape; p < 0.0001, 

difficult shape vs. medium saturation and easy shape).  

It should be mentioned here that shapes and colors do not carry the same meaning 

for laboratory monkeys as they do for humans and we cannot comment on the strategy 

used by the monkey to discriminate between the red and green or between triangle, 
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square and pentagon. Perceptual processing can be affected by attentional and 

motivational states and these can be influenced either internally by the subject or 

externally by the experimenter. We repeated the same color and shape experiments with 

human subjects with one small modification: we only used two saturation levels with 

humans, high and medium due to the reported difficulty in processing even medium 

saturation stimuli. Two subjects reported extreme difficulty in discriminating 25% 

saturated stimuli so the medium saturation was increased to 30% for those subjects. The 

advantage of using human subjects is that it is easier to influence their behavior with 

verbal cues and commands. In the present study, they served as an additional validation 

of the use of the tachometric curve as a metric to quantify perceptual processing and also 

served as a means of comparing choice behavior across species. 

 

Perceptual performance of human subjects on the CS task 

Figure 4 shows the performance of 3 human subjects on the four versions of the 

task. Each row represents the behavior of one subject. The RTs are shown in Figure 4a, 

the accuracies in Figure 4b and the tachometric curves in Figure 4c. The color scheme is 

the same as in Figure 2. While there is variation in the values across subjects, we can see 

that all three subjects show similar behavioral trends across the four different task 

conditions. More specifically, mean RTs do not change much across task variations for all 

three subjects. The subjects show higher accuracies on the color tasks than on the shape 

tasks and performance on the difficult shape task seems to be the least accurate. 

Perceptual processing starts earliest on the high saturation task. The medium saturation 

task seems to take a little longer to start followed by the easy shape task. The difficult 
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shapes task starts last and also seems to be the slowest in terms of processing speed.  

 
 

Figure 4. Psychophysical performance of 3 example human subjects on the color and shape variant 

of the CS task. Same format as previous figure. Each row is the performance of one subject. Left column 

shows the chronometric curves, middle column shows the psychometric curves and right column shows the 

tachometric curves. Low saturation color stimuli were not used with human subjects. Bin size for the 

tachometric curves is 60 ms. 

 

Individual subject performance shows us the direction behavior is going to take 

but there is not enough power in the data of one subject to quantify the differences 

between the task conditions. Therefore, to increase the number of trials and to be able to 

compare across conditions, we pooled data across all subjects. In the pooling process, the 

RTs and accuracies were taken without modification from each subject and averages were 

computed. To compute the average tachometric curves, an additional step was performed. 
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A tachometric curve was created per subject per task condition, fit with a Weibull, and the 

center point tctr computed. Then, for each task condition, we found the average of all 

center points (<tctr>) and shifted the individual tachometric curve so that each tctr aligned 

with <tctr>. We then averaged all tachometric curves and used this as the average overall 

tachometric curve. The curves obtained from the pooled data are shown in Figure 5. The 

format is the same as in Figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 5. Pooled performance of 10 human subjects on the color and shape variant of the CS task. 
Same format as previous figure. Low saturation color stimuli were not used with human subjects. Bin size 

for the tachometric curves is 25 ms. Results are based on a total of 9264 and 9400 trials in the high- and 

medium-saturation color discrimination experiments, respectively and 8932 and 9079 trials respectively in 

the easy and difficult shape discrimination experiments. 

 

The mean RTs in the color and shape tasks are shown in Figures 5a,d. As a 

function of gap, mean RTs do not show much change, and neither are they very different 

between the 2 color (Fig. 5a; high, mean = 288 ms, σ = 74 ms; medium, mean = 280 ms, 

σ = 80 ms) and the 2 shape tasks (Fig. 5d; easy, mean = 296 ms, σ = 77 ms; difficult, 

mean = 287ms, σ = 78 ms). The psychometric curves show that some accuracy is lost 
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when task difficulty increases. For instance, the high saturation task has better 

performance than the medium saturation task (Fig. 5b; high = 77%; medium = 70%) and 

the easy shape task is more accurate than the difficult shape task (Fig.5e; easy = 62.2%; 

difficult = 53.7%). The tachometric curves of humans, similar to the monkey‘s curves, 

show changes to all three features. Processing on the high saturation task started earlier 

and was faster but not necessarily better (center = 181 ms, rise time = 67 ms, max. height 

= 0.94) than the medium saturation task (center = 208 ms, rise time = 81 ms, max. height 

= 0.94). On the shape tasks, the easy shape task started earlier, was faster and better 

(center = 246 ms, rise time = 85 ms, max. height = 0.93) than difficult shape 

discrimination (center = 270 ms, rise time = 108 ms, max. height = 0.84). 

We will now take a moment to examine the utility of the tachometric curve as a 

measure of perceptual capacity. Traditionally, psychometric curves have been used for 

this purpose but a cursory look at Figs. 5e,f shows that the two curves have very different 

maximum accuracy values. Take for example the curves belonging to the difficult shape 

task. Subjects seem to be performing at chance on nearly all the gaps in the psychometric 

curve. The tachometric curve, however, tells a different story. It shows that subjects 

utilize the time available to view the stimulus and improve their performance from 

chance to 80% in ~100 ms. This information cannot be gleaned from the psychometric 

curve. Similar results can be seen on the medium saturation and the easy shape tasks. The 

psychometric curves, even at the shortest gap of 20 ms, do not get better than 80% and 

70%, respectively. The tachometric curves for these same tasks attain maximum heights 

of 94% and 92%. These contrasting values illustrate the limitations of the psychometric 

curve to depict perception-dependent accuracy and show that PT is the crucial variable. 
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Comparison of human behavior on CS task variations 

 
 

Figure 6. Comparison of tachometric curve parameters for CS task variants in human. Same color 

scheme as Figure 2. a Center point. b Rise time. c Maximum height. Low saturation was not used with 

human subjects. Error bars are ± 1 SE from the bootstrapping analysis for all bars. Asterisks above a single 

manipulation indicate significant difference from all other manipulations. Asterisk between manipulations 

indicates significant difference between the referenced manipulations. * indicates p ≤ 0.05;  indicates p < 
0.0001. 

 

We next compared the features of the tachometric curve for the cumulative human 

data. The results can be seen in Figure 6. The format is similar to that in Figure 3. We can 

see that the center point of the tachometric curve for each task is significantly different 

from that on every other task (Fig. 6a, p < 0.0001 for all conditions). Also, similar to 

monkey data, processing begins earliest on the high saturation task and latest on the 

difficult shape task (reminder: low saturation task was not used with humans). Rise times 

also follow a similar pattern to that seen with the monkey. The difficult shape task has the 

largest rise time, or the slowest perceptual processing speed (Fig. 6b, p < 0.01, difficult 

shape vs. all other task conditions). The rise time on the high saturation task is 

significantly smaller than on the easy shape task (p < 0.01), showing that high saturation 

discrimination occurs faster than shape discrimination on our tasks, as expected. 

Discrimination occurred at a marginally slower rate with medium- compared to high-

saturation stimuli, but the difference is not significant. Figure 6c shows the difference in 
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maximum height between conditions. Even though the tachometric curves center points 

are different for the two color and the easy shape conditions, they reach similar levels of 

accuracy given enough time to process the stimuli. The difficult shape task does not reach 

that same high level of accuracy in the time provided in the CS task (p < 0.0001, difficult 

shape vs. all other conditions). This could indicate either that there was insufficient time 

to complete perceptual processing or that there was a lapse in the subjects‘ attentional or 

motivational state that led to the loss of performance at longer PTs.  

While there were a lot of similarities between monkey and human data, there were 

also some differences. The monkey had higher accuracies on all tasks than humans did. 

This is probably due to the length of time spent performing the tasks. Humans spent 10 

hours per task condition while the monkey performed each condition for at least 3 

months. While mean RTs were very similar for humans and monkey, human subjects did 

not show the increased RT for the more difficult task condition (lower saturation color or 

square/pentagon discrimination) possibly because the tasks were not inherently more 

difficult for humans or because they are familiar with all the stimuli used in these studies.  

With the tachometric curve features, the monkey had shorter center-points and 

rise times as well as higher maximum heights for all task conditions, which probably is 

once again an effect of the number of trials performed. When we compared center-points 

for the different conditions, one difference observed was that humans had significantly 

different centers for all four conditions while the monkey had similar center-points on the 

medium saturation and two shape conditions. This is possibly an effect of inherent 

stimulus meaning and familiarity. However, while center-points were longer for the 

medium saturation and easy shape task compared to high saturation discrimination, all 
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three tachometric curves had similar maximum heights. The monkey, on the other hand, 

had a significantly lower maximum height for both the medium saturation and easy shape 

task when compared to high saturation color discrimination. This once again shows that 

the tasks were probably not inherently difficult for human subjects. The similarity in 

some trends between monkey and humans points to common processing features 

preserved across species (e.g. high saturation color discrimination starts earliest and is 

fastest). The differences tell us how stimulus identity is perceived differently by the two 

species, possibly because of exposure and familiarity of humans to the stimuli used in the 

task. 

 

Perceptual improvement with learning 

Learning on the easy shape discrimination task 

The tachometric curve as a measure of perceptual processing has been established 

in two previous studies (Stanford et al., 2010 and Shankar et al., 2011) and we exploit it 

here to study perceptual changes associated with learning. Perceptual learning is typically 

accompanied by improved performance and possibly, shorter RTs (Gilbert et al., 2001; 

Shams and Seitz, 2008). Due to the design of the CS task, however, there is not much 

room for changes to the RT. Therefore, the intention is to see if learning produces any 

changes to the tachometric curve. To this end, we looked at the behavior of the monkey 

while he was learning the different versions of the CS task. We first created learning 

windows as described in the Methods section, and then performed a series of analyses on 

the data in each window. The results of these analyses for the easy shape discrimination 

task are shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Perceptual learning of the easy shape discrimination task in monkey R. Data were split into 

windows containing half the total number of trials, and the windows were advanced by one session. a 

Tachometric curves of 12 learning windows. Bin size is 60 ms. b-f Parameter values were computed per 
learning window. Their progression is depicted here as a function of the window. b Overall percent correct. 

c Reaction time. d Center point of tachometric curve. e Rise time of tachometric curve. f Maximum height 

of tachometric curve Each window contains half the total number of trials in the data set. Lighter color 

points indicate data from earlier sessions and darker color points are later session data. Error bars are ± 1 

SE, SE computed by bootstrap method for tachometric curve features. 

 

The tachometric curves of data in each learning window are shown in Figure 7a. 

Lighter colors depict earlier sessions. We can see that the tachometric curve undergoes 

systematic changes from the early to late training session: a) the center point appears to 

shift to the left, b) the curve seems to get sharper and c) the maximum height increases. 

All these changes point towards improved performance with learning; more specifically, 

towards faster and more efficient perceptual processing. To quantify these learning-

related changes, we looked at five variables – the overall percent correct and mean RT in 

each learning window and three tachometric curve features, namely, the center point, rise 

time and maximum height – and calculated the correlation between each of these 

variables and the learning windows. Consistent with previous findings, we see an 
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increase in overall percent correct in the later sessions (Fig. 7b, correlation coefficient r = 

0.9897) and we also observe a slight decrease in mean RTs as learning progresses (Fig. 

7c, r = -0.5695). The tachometric curve features also shift in a manner indicating 

improved perception with learning: The center points decrease, or show a shift towards 

the left, indicating an earlier start of reliable perceptual processing (Fig. 7d, r = -0.9888), 

rise times show a decrease in later sessions predicting faster perception (Fig. 7e, r = -

0.8921) and maximum heights increase with learning indicating improved accuracy at 

longer PTs (Fig. 7f, r = 0.9871).  

To identify the significance of the learning trends, we performed the 

bootstrapping analysis described in the Methods section. We found all the trends highly 

significant (overall percent correct, center point & maximum height, p < 0.0001; mean 

RT, p = 0.026; rise time, p = 0.002). The above results show that even in our restrictive 

task, learning occurs and leads to improved behavior. Learning effects are predominantly 

in the perceptual domain where they cause processing to be sped up which, in turn, leads 

to more accurate performance on the task. We see these effects without a corresponding 

change in the motor domain, as seen by the extremely small decrease in mean RTs. The 

manifestation of this learning is made apparent in the changes produced to the important 

features of the tachometric curve. 

 

Learning with difficult shape and saturation stimuli 

The above analyses brings about the question of whether learning effects are 

restricted to easy shape discrimination due, perhaps, to the nature and novelty of the 

stimuli, or whether we will observe it in other tasks as well. With that intent, we looked at 
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learning effects on the difficult shape task and on the 25% saturation task. We now 

present the results on difficult shape learning (Fig. 8). Once again, lighter colors indicate 

earlier sessions and the tachometric curves for each learning window can be seen in 

Figure 8a. On the whole, we observed very similar trends to what we saw in easy shape 

learning, namely, an increase in overall percent correct (Fig. 8b, r = 0.9935), a slight 

decrease in mean RTs (Fig. 8c, r = -0.4002), a decrease in center points (Fig. 8d, r = -

0.9202), shorter rise times (Fig. 8e, r = -0.9546) and increased maximum heights (Fig. 8f, 

r = 0.9357). With the exception of the means RTs, we found that all trends were highly 

significant and yielded a p-value < 0.0001. That we did not find a significant reduction of 

mean RTs as a function of learning goes to show that perceptual learning does not 

necessarily lead to shorter RTs, but it does lead to a more efficient utilization of the RT.  

  On the 25% saturation task also we found similar trends as with shape 

learning but the effects were much weaker. We describe the results here. As with the 

shapes, we found an increase in the overall percent correct (p < 0.0001), but this was 

accompanied by an increase in RTs (p < 0.0001). One reason could be that in the time 

period that this data was collected, we were testing different saturation levels for the 

medium and low saturation tasks. In all of the trials analyzed here, 25% was the lowest 

saturation used along with a high saturation of 100% and medium saturations varying 

between 50% and 35%. 
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Figure 8. Learning difficult shape discrimination in monkey. Same format as Figure 7. Error bars are ± 

1 SE, SE computed by bootstrap method for tachometric curve features. 

 

  The center points, also unlike the shape tasks, do not show a consistent increase or 

decrease, but rise times decrease (p = 0.045) and maximum heights increase (p < 0.0001) 

with learning. On the whole, there are very clear and consistent effects of perceptual 

learning which include an increase in the overall percentage of correct choices, faster 

perceptual processing which also leads to more efficient processing of the choice stimuli 

leading to more accurate discrimination, moreso on the longer PTs. We also explored 

learning effects in human subject data but were unable to find any significant effects of 

learning (data not shown). 

 

Differential learning curves of both choice stimuli 

An interesting follow-up to the analysis of perceptual learning is the 

determination of whether or not both the stimuli involved in the choice are learned 
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similarly, and how much each stimulus contributes to the overall learning effect. To 

instantiate: On the easy shape task, we wanted to understand whether triangle learning 

and square learning occurred at a similar pace and whether they looked like the overall 

learning effect demonstrated in Figure 7. For this, we separated the learning trials into 

trials where the target was triangle (triangle trials) and trials where the target was square 

(square trials) and repeated the above analysis. We found that the two stimuli had very 

different learning trends (Fig. 9). The tachometric curves for triangle- and square-learning 

are shown in Figures 9a,b, respectively. Once again, lighter brown curves indicate earlier 

sessions and darker brown curves are later sessions. On the same time-frame, it appears 

that there is not much learning occurring on the square trials with the exception of a slight 

increase of the maximum height. The triangle learning seems more dramatic with changes 

seen to the center points and maximum heights of the tachometric curves. These results 

are quantified in the lower panels in Figure 9. The top row (Figs. 9 c-g) shows learning 

results on the triangle trials and the bottom row (Figs. 9 h-l) shows learning on square 

trials.  

On triangle trials, we see an increase in overall percent correct (Fig. 9c, r = 0.985) 

and a small increase in mean RTs (Fig. 9d, r = 0.3361). The tachometric curves show a 

leftward shift in the center point (Fig. 9e, r = -0.9968), an increase in rise time (Fig. 9f, r 

= 0.8762) and a small increase in the maximum height (Fig. 9g, r = 0.4061). Of these, 

only the increase in rise times is inconsistent with the learning effects observed with the 

combined data (Fig. 7). 
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Figure 9. Differential learning of choice stimuli in easy shape discrimination in monkey. Data were 

split into two sets: (1) trials with triangle as target and (2) trials with square as target. Analyses performed 

for the previous figure were repeated for the two separated data sets. Same format as previous figure. a 

Tachometric curves for triangle-target trials. b Tachometric curves for square-target trials. c-g Parameters 

associated with triangle learning. h-l Parameters associated with square learning. c, h Overall percent 

correct. d, i Reaction time. e, j Center point of tachometric curve. f, k Rise time of tachometric curve. g, l 

Maximum height of tachometric curve. Error bars are ± 1 SE, SE computed by bootstrap method for 
tachometric curve features. 

 

The increase in the overall percent correct and the decrease in center point agree 

with the overall results and moreover are highly significant (p = 0), as is the increase in 

rise time (p = 0.0003). However, the increase in maximum height is not a significant 

effect and neither is the slight increase observed in mean RT. On square trials, we see 

somewhat different trends in the learning data. At the outset, it appears as if the square-

learning trends are not as significant as the ones seen in triangle learning. We see a slight 

increase in overall percent correct (Fig. 9h, r = 0.3393), a decrease in mean RTs (Fig. 9i, r 

= -0.9001), an increase in center point (Fig. 9j, r = 0.3683), no consistent change in rise 
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times (Fig. 9k, r = -0.3993) and an increase in maximum height (Fig. 9l, r = 0.4182). The 

small r translated to non-significant results when the bootstrap analyses were performed 

on the five variables. We found that the only significant trend obtained from square 

learning is the decrease in mean RTs as a function of learning session (p = 0.0001). From 

this splitting of trials into triangle and square, it appears as if learning on the easy shape 

discrimination task is driven primarily by learning on the triangle trials. Now, the subject 

knows the identity of the target at the start of each trial because of the central fixation 

point, and the difference in the shapes of the task stimuli could lead to an asymmetry in 

processing them. If spatial attention was then directed towards one of the stimulus 

locations, it could serve to magnify the effects of asymmetric stimulus processing and 

bring to fore the differential learning behavior.  

We also separated the difficult task trials into its stimulus components and saw 

that the two stimuli involved in the choice were learned in different ways, just as triangle 

and square learning were different. With square learning, we saw a small increase in 

overall percent correct (r = 0.873), mostly flat mean RTs (r = 0.6649), an increase in 

center points (r = 0.9447), an overall decrease in rise times (r = -0.7408) and an increase 

in maximum height (r = 0.9149). All the trends were found to be significant (p < 0.01). 

Pentagon learning showed an increase in the overall percent correct (r = 0.9898), slight 

decrease in mean RTs (r = -0.7614), shorting of center points (r = -0.9808), and higher 

maximum heights (r = 0.9598) on later sessions. Rise times veered from the overall effect 

by showing a slight decrease (r = -0.8868). All these trends were highly significant (p < 

0.001). In this case, overall learning effects seem to encompass learning of both 

individual shapes. From the above two analyses, it appears that learning effects depend 
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not only on any individual stimulus constituting the choice, but also on the combination 

of the two stimuli. In other words, learning effects depend not only on the presence of a 

square as a relevant stimulus, but also on what the other choice stimulus is (triangle or 

pentagon).  

On the 25% color saturation task, when we split the trials into red target and green 

target trials we found similar trends on both sets of trials for some parameters but not for 

others. For instance, we found an increase in overall percent correct (red, r = 0.9538, p = 

0.0016; green, r = 0.9611, p = 0.0008) as well as in the mean RT (red, r = 0.9899, p = 

0.0001; green, r = 0.9941, p = 0.0001). We did not see a trend in either direction with 

center points on the red trials (r = 0.3027), and observed an increase in rise time (r = 

0.9187, p = 0.0058) and a small non-significant decrease in maximum height (r = -

0.5901). On the green trials, on the other hand, we noticed a small increase in center point 

(r = 0.889, p = 0.0084), a decrease in rise time (r = -0.9838, p = 0.0001) and an increase 

in maximum height (r = 0.9337, p = 0.0035). These results are further proof that 

individual stimuli in a choice are learnt differently from each other and not necessarily in 

a way to indicate improved perception but the overall effect is still better performance on 

the task. 

From the differential learning analyses, we find that all stimuli on the CS task are 

not learned similarly. Most interestingly, it appears that on the shape learning trials, 

learning is more correlated with triangle or pentagon learning rather than square learning. 

This could be because the square is a very homogeneous shape and it is the learning of 

the corners of a triangle or pentagon that makes the subject perform better on the tasks. 

On the color saturation task, we find that overall learning is more dependent on green-
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learning than red. This could possibly be due to red being a highly salient color for 

human and animals alike, and learning of the other color is what drives performance 

enhancement. On the shape discrimination task, triangle/square and square/pentagon 

discrimination trials were presented in an interleaved fashion as were the three saturations 

on the color discrimination task. The mere presence of any change to the tachometric 

curve suggests that the features of the tachometric curve highly dynamic and reflect 

changes to performance (latency, processing speed) that occur over very short time 

scales, and perhaps depend on stimulus properties. 

 

Discussion 

In previous studies (Stanford et al., 2010), we have shown how the motor and 

perceptual components of a decision can be separated, to a great extent, using the CS 

task. This allows us to study the onset and speed of perceptual processing. Changes to the 

perceptual qualities of choice stimuli introduce behavioral changes that are manifest as an 

increase or decrease in accuracies and RTs. Some studies in the past have used these 

behavioral manifestations to infer changes to perceptual processing (e.g. Donders, 1969) 

even though the RT is composed of both perceptual and non-perceptual delays. With the 

CS task, we obtain a better handle to study perceptual processing in the form of the 

tachometric curve, a metric that plots accuracy as a function of perceptual processing 

time. We have used features of the tachometric curve – the onset, slope and maximum 

height – to quantify the perceptual differences in discriminating stimuli of a variety of 

contrasts and shapes and we will discuss how these features pertain to various aspects of 

perception. In addition, we show here that the tachometric curve can be used to quantify 
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the perceptual improvements induced by learning.  

 

Onset of reliable perceptual processing 

The onset of reliable perceptual processing is identified by the point on the 

tachometric curve when accuracy rises reliably above chance. This provides an indication 

to the time at which perceptual information influences the subject‘s decision, and we use 

the center point of the tachometric curve (point at which accuracy is 75%) to quantify 

this. This point occurs earliest in our study when the choice stimuli are highly saturated 

red and green discs and increases for every other stimulus condition. This shift comes 

with a decrease in performance, but importantly, there is no commensurate increase in the 

RT. For instance, in data from monkey R, the center point increases from 151 ms to 216 

ms when saturation changes from high to low (Fig. 3). Mean RT, however, only increases 

10 ms, from 281 ms to 291 ms (Fig. 2). This increase is consistent with Piéron‘s law 

(Piéron, 1952) but is not significant in light of the huge variance in the RTs and is also 

much smaller than that seen in previous studies (Pins and Bonnet, 1996; Carpenter, 

2004).  

 

Possible neural correlates  

At the neuronal level, the onset shifts could be ascribed to a couple of different 

phenomena. Oram (2002) showed that when stimulus contrast was lowered, neuronal 

latency with respect to stimulus onset increased. These studies were performed with 

complex stimuli like faces and, as a result, latency changes were more apparent in higher 

cortical structures like superior temporal sulcus. With less complex stimuli like oriented 
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bars, similar effects have been observed in primary visual cortex as well (Gawne et al., 

1996). We believe that this effect is applicable in the CS task as well when color 

saturation is lowered. Area V4 has been shown to play a big role in color discrimination 

(Heywood and Cowey, 1987) and we expect that latencies of neurons in V4 will reflect 

saturation of the color stimulus and increase as contrast is lowered.  

A different mechanism might contribute to the later onset of processing during 

shape discrimination. We use highly saturated green color shapes that are easily 

discriminable when not viewed under a time constraint and the shift in this case possibly 

reflects the fact that color processing and shape processing occur in different regions of 

the brain, with shape processing occuring at a later stage. Color processing begins very 

early in the visual system with retinal cones responding selectively to different 

wavelengths of light (Jacobs, 1996). At the level of the primary visual cortex, there are 

cells that integrate color and spatial information enabling color contrast processing 

(Shapley and Hawken, 2002) and color discrimination appears to occur by the time 

information reaches V4 (Heywood and Cowey, 1987). With shapes, neurons in V4 have 

been shown to be selective to contours while more complex shapes, similar to the ones 

used in our study, are likely to be represented at the next processing stage, in the 

inferotemporal cortex (Pasupathy and Connor, 2001; Brincat and Connor, 2004; Kayaert 

et al., 2005). This later start to neuronal information processing could contribute to the 

later onset of tachometric curves under shape discrimination. 

 

Speed of perceptual processing 

The speed of perceptual processing, or the amount of time taken by the subject to 
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go from chance performance to maximum efficiency, is indicated by the rise time of the 

tachometric curve. In other words, the rise time represents the difficulty of perceptual 

processing: the smaller the rise time, easier the discrimination. We find that shape 

discrimination is slower or inherently more difficult than high saturation color 

discrimination for both humans and monkeys as evidenced by the longer rise times. 

Decreasing stimulus contrast by lowering their saturation also serves to make the task 

more difficult. A race-to-threshold model (Reddi et al., 2003; Palmer et al., 2005; 

Stanford et al., 2010) simulates these effects very well. In this model, processes 

representing the choice stimuli race towards a threshold at different rates. Difficulty of 

processing is represented by the rate of rise of these processes – the slower the rate, the 

longer the process takes to reach the threshold that signals the choice. At the whole-brain 

level, electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings during face-car discrimination have shown 

that low-contrast stimulus discrimination takes longer than high-contrast discrimination 

(Philiastides and Sajda, 2006). A possible neural correlate of this process has been found 

in area LIP where it appears that neurons ramp up their firing rates until they reach a 

threshold firing rate, following which a saccade is initiated (Shadlen and Newsome, 

2001). The increase in firing rates with high-contrast stimuli could, in turn, be driven by 

greater responses to higher contrast stimuli in lower-level cortical areas (e.g. MT – Cook 

and Maunsell, 2002; V2 – Lu and Roe, 2007). 

 

Efficiency of processing 

Both the tachometric and the accuracy curves quantify performance, but while the 

accuracy curve is a function of gap, the tachometric curve is a function of the actual 
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perceptual PT. The final tachometric curve feature that we study is its maximum height 

which quantifies the best performance achievable in the time available to perceive the 

stimuli. We find the most differences between human and monkey performance with this 

feature, with the only similarity being that square/pentagon discrimination has 

significantly worse effective performance than the other task conditions (with the 

exception of low saturation color discrimination in monkeys) (Figs. 3 & 6). The 

difference in human and monkey results could potentially be due to the semantic meaning 

associated with shapes for humans. One interesting characteristic of the tachometric 

curves is that they rise until they achieve their maximum heights and following that, there 

is a dip in performance. We attribute this worsening of performance at long PTs to an 

attentional effect (or a lack thereof). It is possible that at these long PTs, the subject loses 

focus and ends up making more errors even though there is enough time available 

theoretically to discriminate between target and distracter. We simulated this effect 

previously (Shankar et al., 2011) using an error parameter pe which assigns the 

probability of confusing the target and distracter, and it is possible that this confusion 

arises due to a loss of motivation or attention. At present, it is not possible to distinguish 

between the two effects but future experiments will be devised to parse out the 

differences in behavior due to attention and motivation. 

 

Perceptual improvement with learning 

Perceptual learning leads to an improvement in behavior in detection and 

discrimination tasks (Karni and Sagi, 1993; Gilbert et al., 2001; Shams and Seitz, 2005), 

but the perceptual benefits have been difficult to ascertain primarily because there has not 
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been a reliable method to estimate PTs. Subjects typically become faster at tasks with 

practise and have shorter RTs, but as discussed above, RTs do not accurately reflect PTs. 

Ahissar and Hochstein (1997) performed a set of visual search tasks in which the subject 

was flashed a stimulus array followed by a mask and had to detect the presence or 

absence of a target stimulus. The stimulus array was flashed for intervals ranging from 33 

to 150 ms, and the authors created a ―psychometric curve‖ that depicted accuracy as a 

function of stimulus flash duration. Over subsequent sessions, the psychometric curve 

had an earlier onset, became steeper and attained greater maxima, all consistent with 

improved perceptual processing. Indeed, we observe the same effects on the tachometric 

curve as the subject learns the task. There are, however, a couple of important points on 

which the tasks differ. First, in the Ahissar and Hochstein study, the target, if present, was 

always in one of two predetermined locations in the array. Second, we are again faced 

with the issues pertaining to the use of masks. With the CS task and the tachometric 

curve, we demonstrate an unambiguous perceptual learning effect due to faster 

processing that is independent of motor execution.  

 

Conclusion 

We have demonstrated the ability of the tachometric curve to reflect changes 

related to both cognitive and perceptual differences in the task. The race-to-threshold 

model described previously (Stanford et al., 2010; Shankar et al., 2011) has been used to 

predict neuronal activity under the standard CS task. The model‘s fits to reproduce the 

observed changes to the tachometric curve can help us predict the neural changes 

accompanying these behavioral results. This will help us identify the stage of perceptual 
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processing responsible for a given behavior and also determine where, in the brain, this 

occurs. 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 

 

Perceptual processing and the factors affecting it have been a topic of study for 

many years, and a few different methods have been adopted to estimate the effects of 

stimulus viewing time on the subject‘s choice. However, the techniques being used are 

not without drawbacks: the primary issue is the inability to accurately estimate this 

viewing, or processing time (PT). The common practice has been to relate the reaction 

time (RT) to PT but this is fraught with problems due to the susceptibility of the RT to a 

variety of covert processes that produce huge variance in the RT. The compelled-saccade 

(CS) task described in this thesis has been designed to address the issues at the heart of 

this estimation. The task design decouples, to a great extent, the perceptual and non-

perceptual parts of a choice and this is achieved through presenting the ‗go‘ signal first, 

prior to the availability of sensory information. A huge advantage of this design is that 

task difficulty and stimulus viewing durations are effectively controlled without the use 

of confounding factors like masks. A second advantage is that the PT is easily extracted, 

using a very simple equation, from the RT on the task. That, in turn, aids in the 

construction of the tachometric curve – an important psychophysical quantity that plots 

accuracy as a function of PT and functions as a measure of perceptual capacity.  

 

Tachometric curve and perceptual processing 

The tachometric curve identifies three different aspects of perceptual processing, 

namely its onset, speed, and maximum efficiency. This information is conveyed via three 

features of the curve which are the center point, the rise time or slope and the maximum 
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height. The possible neural bases of these features will be discussed below. It is 

potentially easier to correlate the activity of single neurons or groups of neurons to the 

center point and the rise time of the tachometric curve, the maximum height is likely to 

be more closely related to higher order cognitive processes like attention and motivation 

to be as easily attributed to simple changes in neuronal activity. Figure 1 shows the 

tachometric curve of one monkey performing high-saturation color discrimination. It 

shows the progression of perceptual behavior: the monkey‘s accuracy appears to hover 

around chance performance until ~ 115 ms after which the subject‘s accuracy steadily 

improves and reaches 75% accuracy within ~ 58 ms. Very few trials are encountered with 

PTs < ~ 50 ms and, therefore, that part of the tachometric curve appears very noisy. A 

detailed discussion of the features of the tachometric curve and their potential neural 

correlates and interpretations follows. 

 

 

Figure 1. Tachometric curve of one monkey on a high-saturation color discrimination task. 

Parameters of interest are marked on the curve. 
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Center point and onset of reliable processing 

The center point corresponds to the onset of reliable processing, and for the 

tachometric curve depicted in Figure 1, it occurs at ~ 151 ms. It is around this time that 

discrimination between target and distracter is more reliable than a random guess. The 

discrimination process takes does not begin immediately after cue onset. First, 

information about the presence of a stimulus needs to reach decision-making regions in 

the cortex like the frontal eye fields (FEF) and lateral intraparietal sulcus (LIP). On 

average, stimulus presence is detected in ~ 45 ms in area LIP (Bisley et al., 2004) and in 

~ 60 ms in FEF (Thompson et al., 1996). Perceptual discrimination then ensues and the 

subject begins to make informed choices. Recent data appears to show that this 

discrimination begins at the same time in parietal and prefrontal areas. 

The onset changes with some task changes, for instance when the saturation of the 

color stimuli is lowered or when the stimulus feature is changed to shapes rather than 

color. In the extreme case, face recognition would shift the curve hard to the right. These 

could indicate different underlying neuronal mechanisms. One possibility is that neuronal 

response latency increases with a decrease in stimulus discriminability. This has been 

observed in many areas of cortex. For instance, response latencies of complex cells in 

primary visual cortex of monkeys increase when the contrast of oriented bars present in 

their receptive fields decreases (Gawne et al., 1996). As the complexity of the stimulus 

increases, these effects are seen in higher order cortices. As an example, neurons in the 

superior temporal sulcus show increased response latencies when discriminating faces are 

presented with lowered contrasts (Oram, 2010). Moreover, these contrast-related latency 

effects have also been observed in organisms other than monkeys (e.g., insect – Jarvilehto 
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and Zettler, 1971; Warzecha and Egelhaaf, 2000; cat – Bolz et al., 1981) and are also seen 

in more motor-related areas (Bell et al., 2006). On the CS task, it is plausible that this 

mechanism leads to a rightward shift in the tachometric curve onset when stimulus 

saturation is lowered, 

A second possibility is that the change in onset reflects the use of different brain 

areas for processing. This could be the case, for instance, when stimulus feature is 

changed from color to shape. Color processing begins very early in the visual system, at 

the level of the retina which contains cones that respond to different wavelengths of light. 

This information goes up the parvocellular pathway to the thalamus and to primary visual 

cortex, and from there to higher cortical areas. While color processing begins very early, 

discriminating colors has been shown to require processing at higher cortical regions like 

area V4 (Heywood and Cowey, 1987). Shape processing begins at primary visual cortex 

with neurons responding selectively to stimulus orientations. Complex shapes such as the 

ones used in the CS task are processed much higher in the cortical hierarchy, like area V4 

(Arcizet et al., 2009; Yau et al., 2012) or the inferotemporal cortex (Pasupathy & Connor, 

2001; Brincat & Connor, 2004; Kayaert et al, 2005). These extra stages in shape 

processing possibly account for the rightward shift when the subject is discriminating 

shapes instead of highly saturated colors. 

A change in onset is also observed during the motivational bias experiment as 

well as during perceptual learning. On the bias task, some subjects appear to begin the 

processing of low reward targets later than high reward targets and this difference in 

onset can be as much as ~ 50 ms. This is an interesting result but is difficult to explain 

with the current research. It predicts that there is an underlying principle that alters 
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neuronal latency as a result of motivational changes. The tachometric curve changes are 

accompanied by RT changes; RTs increase on high-reward trials, especially at long gaps. 

This result is, however, qualitatively different from RT changes on a one-direction 

rewarded task (1DR task, Takikawa et al., 2002; Watanabe et al., 2003). The 1DR task 

also induces a motivational bias by differentially rewarding targets based upon their 

color, but here, subjects respond faster to high-reward target. The different results on the 

two tasks are because the subject knows the spatial location of the target on the 1DR task 

at ‗go‘ signal, but this information is available much later on the CS task. Thus, it is to the 

subject‘s advantage to increase their RT on the high-reward trials of the CS task to 

increase their chance of getting rewarded. 

Perceptual learning is known to improve behavioral performance (Karni & Sagi, 

1993; Gilbert et al., 2001; Shams & Seitz, 2005; Gilbert et al., 2009). The change in onset 

produced with learning suggests that the subject begins processing the learned stimulus 

earlier than the novel stimulus. The neural correlates of perceptual learning have thus far 

been determined to be sharpening of the tuning functions of neurons in primary visual 

cortex, but that does not translate to a change in response latency. Neurophysiological 

study of the learning process with the CS task along with a more biophysically realistic 

model (e.g., Wang, 2002; Beck et al., 2008; Furman and Wang, 2009; Lo et al., 2009) of 

the task will help uncover the basis of the shift in onset. It is interesting to note here is 

that both motivation and learning produce shifts in processing onset, but these are over 

very different time scales; changes occur over a week in learning but over a single trial 

with a motivational bias. Thus, it appears that latency change in neuronal response is a 

flexible and common phenomenon. A recent study by Pouget et al., (2011) demonstrates 
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this flexibility of response onset in neurons in the FEF and the superior colliculus on a 

saccade countermanding task (e.g. Hanes et al., 1998; Paré and Hanes, 2003). RTs are 

typically longer after a stop-signal trial than after a no-stop-signal trial and the response 

onset latencies on the two types of trials reliably account for the RT differences. 

  

Rise time and speed of processing 

How fast does the brain process perceptual information? Studies performed with 

human subjects have shown that color discrimination takes on the order of 18 ms 

(Holcombe and Cavanagh, 2001; Bodelon et al., 2007) and the tachometric curve 

obtained from the CS task projects that choosing correctly between highly saturated red 

and green stimuli takes as little as 36 ms in monkeys and 54 ms in humans (58 ms for the 

tachometric curve shown in Fig. 1). This means that there is a critical time window (the 

rise time) during which a few tens of milliseconds make a large difference in 

performance. 

The difference in previous studies and the results presented here could be due to 

differences in the tasks. In the previous studies, subjects simply had to report the color of 

stimulus being flashed, but here they have to associate that color with a saccade. The 

procedure of binning used in the construction of the tachometric curve might also 

introduce small increases in the rise time, as might averaging data over multiple sessions. 

In any event, these times are much smaller than the RTs encountered in the CS task and 

other choice tasks, which are on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. With the help of 

the tachometric curve this thesis has explored the differences in processing speeds, 

amongst other things, under various stimulus conditions.  
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Compared to processing of high saturation colors, speed of processing decreases, 

or the time taken to process stimuli increases, when task difficulty increases as a result of 

lowering stimulus saturation. The race-to-threshold model also suggests that shallower 

tachometric curve slopes are a result of slower perceptual discrimination which is caused 

by lower magnitude accelerations and decelerations of the motor plans by cue 

information. A possible neurophysiological correlate of this effect has been observed in 

area LIP during a motion discrimination task (e.g. Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Roitman 

and Shadlen, 2002). A similar change in neuronal activity is also seen in FEF (Woodman 

et al., 2008).  When the motion signal is strong, neurons ramp up their activity to a pre-

saccadic threshold fast, and this rate of ramp-up slows down when motion strength 

decreases. Electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings during face-car discrimination also 

suggest that low-contrast stimulus discrimination takes longer than high-contrast 

discrimination (Philiastides and Sajda, 2006). These effects could in turn be due to 

greater responses to higher contrast stimuli at lower-level cortical areas (e.g. MT – Cook 

and Maunsell, 2002; V2 – Lu and Roe, 2007). Perceptual discrimination is also 

comparatively slower when the relevant stimulus feature is shape rather than highly 

saturated color. This is perhaps because the differences in shape are not as prominent as 

differences in color and some measure of cognitive computation is required to identify 

the number of faces present in each shape stimulus before identifying the target stimulus.  

In the motivational bias experiment, a difference in tachometric curve slopes was 

observed in one monkey for the two different reward states. The hypothesis on the 

motivational bias experiments is that the subject perceives stimuli differently in the two 

reward conditions and possibly displays increased motivation/attention on potentially 
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high-reward trials. Physiological studies have revealed that when attention is directed 

towards a stimulus within the receptive field of a neuron its firing rate increases (Braun et 

al., 2001; Maunsell and Cook, 2004). Now, on the motivational bias task, while target 

identity (and presumptive reward value) is revealed at the start of a trial, target location is 

not known until cue presentation, which occurs fairly late into the trial. In this case, the 

subject cannot direct spatial attention selectively to any one stimulus location, but it is 

possible that presumptive high reward trials induce a heightened state of neuronal 

excitation, which possibly leads to faster perceptual processing. Future experimental 

studies should be able to determine the basis of the change in slope.  

 

Maximum height and maximum efficiency of processing 

The maximum height is the only parameter of the tachometric curve that changes 

in concert with the onset and slope; there has not been an observable situation wherein 

the maximum height was the only parameter that changed. Both, a later start to perceptual 

processing and a slower rate of processing produce smaller maximum heights. One 

possibility for this result is that the maximum amount of processing time available is, to 

an extent, fixed in the CS task. Therefore, any delay to processing will take away from 

the longer PTs available to the subject, effectively diminishing their efficiency. 

Another possibility is that attentional lapses lead the subject to make errors. As an 

example, consider the tachometric curve in Figure. 1. The subject reaches maximum 

efficiency at a PT of ~ 250 ms. However, at later PTs, the subject appears to be 

performing worse even though ample time is available to process the perceptual stimuli. 

A couple of possibilities can arise out of an attentional lapse: the subject could have 
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forgotten the identity of the target or an alternate motor plan (towards the distracter) 

could have gained traction, or the subject. It is also possible that the subject lost the 

motivation to complete the trial correctly. This could especially occur on the motivational 

bias task when the target is assigned a low reward value, and the subject figuratively 

throws the trial away in the hope of getting a high reward on the next trial. In all these 

cases, the subject performs poorly despite having enough time to accurately discriminate 

between target and distracter. 

 

 

Conclusion 

The CS task, the tachometric curve and the race-to-threshold model provide an 

exciting set of tools to explore perceptual processing and the factors that affect it. A few 

of these factors such as motivation, stimulus discriminability and feature changes, and 

perceptual learning are explored in this thesis. These and many other factors like 

experience, expectation, and attention remain to be explored both in the behavioral and 

physiological realms. The highly effective combination of the tachometric curve and the 

model will be very useful in parsing out the neuronal underpinnings of these factors, and 

could predict neuronal computations that enable the subject to process perceptual 

information to make judgments under many different environmental conditions. 
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